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ABSTRACT

During the past 30 years bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus) populations have

declined in various watersheds across their range. The decline has been attributed to loss

ofhabitat, over harvesting, habitat disturbance from resource development activities, and

interaction with exotic species. The declining population trends observed over the past

th¡ee decades suggest that this species is sensitive to impacts. In response to these

declines, bull trout are listed as "Tkeatened" in the United States and "sensitive', in

Albe¡ta, British Columbia, and the Yukon Territory. In the Northwest Territories bull

trout are listed as "May Be at Risk" and are a candidate for a detailed risk assessment in

the area.

The presence ofbull trout has been confirmed in the Northwest Territories;

however, the distribution and biology ofpopulations in the region are poorly understood.

In an effort to prevent declines seen in other areas, a research project was underlaken to

determine the geographic distribution, life history (chapter 2), and habitat use (chapter 3)

of bull trout in the southem and central Northwest Territories. Management

recommendations were developed frorn this study (chapter 4) to guide management

practices for populations in the region.

A total of 150 bull trout were captured frorn nine of the 18 tributaries surweyed in

the Liard, South Nahanni, and Keele River drainages during the summer and fall of2000

and 2001. The repeated capture ofbull trout in hìbutaries ofthese drainages suggests that

these fish ae fiom self-sustaining populations rather than shays from watersheds south of

the area. Growth patterns corresponding to adfluvial, fluvial, and stream-resident life

histodes were obseryecl across the study area. Adults from all life history types spalvned



in altemate years. In Funeral Creek, a tributary of the South Nahan¡i River, adults in

spawning and post spawning condition as well as young-of-the-year and juvenile bull

trout were captured. These findings indicate that this stream is used for spawning in the

fall and provides rearing habitat forjuveniles throughout the year. Although a total of 18

streams were surveyed across a large geographic area, bull trout were only caught in half

of the tributaries and were far less abundant than other species such as Arctic grayling.

These data imply that populations are probably small and widespread in the region, which

is consistent for populations across the range.

Bull trout captured in the Northwest Territories preferred small, high-gradient

streams with an abundance ofcobble to boulder-type substrate. Water depths used by bull

trout ranged from 24.9 cm to 37.9 cm and water velocities tanged from 0.21 m/s to 0.51

m/s. Small cobble was the dominant substrate and boulders were the dominant cover

found in most streams across the study area. Habitat use differed for adults andjuveniles

in Funeral Creek. Juveniles preferred pocket pools in riffle type habitats and used small

cobble and boulders for cover. Adults were found most frequently in pools and used large

boulders for cover. Boulders were more abundant than small cobble in Funeral Creek,

The selection of small cobble rather than boulder-type substr.ate byjuveniles in

Funeral Creek suggests that habitat preferences are specific to different life stages and

locations (i.e., streams). Although many of the habitat preferences found in the study area

were sirnilal to those seen in other areas, it is evident that bull trout in the north have

specifìc habitat requirements that differ from other regions.

Research and monitodng programs must be implementeil to leam mo¡e about this

species in the area. Development activities can continue in the area ifproper watershed

lll



management practices are implemented. Recommendations for research and monitoring

plans are outlined in the thesis. Mitigation strategies for activities that could compromise

bull trout populations are also identified to guide habitat management in the future.
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CHAPTER 1.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.0 BACKGROUND

Chars (genus ,la lvelínus), trouts (genus.Sølmo), and salmon (genus

Oncoryhynchus) belong to the family Salmonidae, which is the dominant family of fishes

found in northem waters of North America, Europe, and Asia (Scott and Crossman

1973). The chars (Salvelinus) are a member of the Salmoninae sub-family, which is

composed of freshwater and anadromous fishes. In North America five species ofchar

are wideiy distributed: Arctic char (Salvelinus alpínus), brook trout (5. fontinalis),blll

trolt (5. conflttenlas), Dolly Valden (5. malma), and lake trout (,S. namayacuslt).Brook

trout is the only species not found in the northwestem portion of North America (Lee et

al. 1980). Chars inhabit relatively cold rivers and lakes across their ranges. Although

species co-occur in similar areas, each species has unique ecological preferences (Scott

and Crossman 1973; Nelson andPaetz 1992).

The bull trout, Salvelinus confluentus (Suckley), is a native char flom westem

North America (McPhail and Baxter 1996). Bull trout generally inhabit cold, clear, high-

gradient mountain streams dominated by cobble to boulder-type substrate. However,

some populations reside in lakes making only limited migrations to outlet streams to

spawn in the fall (Goetz 1989; McPhail and Baxter 199ó and references therein). In

rvatersheds across the range, bull trout do not typically occur in high densities (Ford et al.

1995; McPhail and Baxter 1996; Post and Johnston 2002). Bull trout are slow-growing

fish that mature late and nonnally live to ten years but can reach ages in excess of20



years (Bjomn 1961; Fraley and Shepard 1989). Adults are iteroparous and once sexual

maturity is reached (age 5 to 6), spawn in the fall in consecutive (Baxter 1995; Stelfox

and Egan 1995; Ratliff et al. 1996) or altemate years (Goetz 1989; McCart 1997).

Altemate-year spawning is believed to be an adaptation to the low productivity

environments in which some populations of these fish live. Young remain in natal

streams for three to five years before theyjoin adults in mainstem tributaries or lakes

(Ford et al. 1995).

In the past bull trout populations occurred west of the continental divide

throughout northem Califomia (- 41o N) and Nevada, central British Columbia, and

north into the southem Yukon Teritory (Fig. 1.1; Cavender 1978; Haas and McPhail

1991). East of the continental divide bull trout occur¡ed throughout drainages in northem

Montana and much of westem Alberta (Fig. 1.1;Nelson and Paetz 1992; McPhail and

Baxter 1996; Fitch 1997).

Over the past 30 years peripheral populations from the southwestem United States

have been extirpated from the McCloud River, Califomia and f¡om three major

tributaries in the Willamette system, Oregon (Goetz 1989; McPhail and Baxter 1996). A

decline in local populations has also been observed in Alberta (McCart 1997) and several

populations are at risk of being extirpated in Nevada, Washington, and British Columbia

(Haas and McPhail 1991; McPhail and Baxter 1996). The cunent known distribution

extends ffom the Oregon-Califomia border (- 42"N), throughout most of British

Columbia, westerr Albelta, the southem Yukon Territory, and throughout interior

drainages of the Northwest Territories (NWT) to about 64'N (Fig. I .2; Haas and McPhail

1991 ; Reist et al. 2002).



Impacts identified as contributing to the decline ofpopulations in the southem

part of the range include fragmentation and isolation ofpopulations and habitat by man-

made structures; over-fishing; habitat disturbance from resource development activities

such as mining, forestry; oil and gas development and exploration; interaction with exotic

species; and, the cumulative effects of these activities (Ford 1995; McCart 1997; Baxter

et al. 1999). Bull trout are considered to be hyper-sensitive to impacts and a good

indicator of water quality and biotic integdty in aquatic ecosystems (Cross and Everest

1995; McPhail and Baxter 1996;McCart 1997).

Bull trout exhibit four different life history types: 1) fluvial, 2) adfluvial, 3)

anadromous, and 4) stream-resident (Table 1.1). Fluvial, adfluvial, and anadromous life

history types are considered migratory and the stream-resident type is considered to be

non-migratory. The anadromous life history is the least studied and rarely found

compared to fluvial and adfluvial populations (McPhail and Baxter 1996). The existence

of the anadromous life history type within the species was uncertain until recent work in

Washington confi rmed the presence of several anadromous populations (Spaldin g 1997).

Migratory bull trout spawn in headwater tributaries and juveniles remain in their natal

streams for th¡ee to five years and then migrate, usually downstream, to larger mainstem

rivers (fluvial) or lakes (adfluvial) to feed and overwinter (Fig. 1.3; McCart 1997).

Migrations can be extensive and are known to exceed 300 km (Fraley and Shepard 1989;

Burows et aI.2001).
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Figure. 1 .1 . Approximate historical distribution ofbull trout (Salvelinus confluentus) in
No¡th America (after McPhail and Baxter 1996).
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Figure 1.2. Distribution ofbull trout and the related char, Dolly Varden, in
Northwestern Canada showing locations of confir¡i-red bull tiout captures
(¡ Mochnacz 2002; I Reist et al.2002) in the Northwest Territories.

Non-migratory bull trout carry out their entire life cycle within one stream. Movements

of non-migratory fish are limited (i.e., < 5 km) despite having access to larger more

productive habitat (Fig. 1 .3; McPhail and Baxter 7996; McCart 1997).

Fluvial bull trout carry out their entire life history in rivers and streams. Adults

live in large rivers and major tributaries migrating to lower order (i.e., smaller) rivers and

streams to spawn in the fall (Fig. 1.3). Juveniles usually live in small strearns for the first

three to fìve years oflife before migrating to larger mainstream rivers and hìbutaries to

feed (Fig. 1 .4; Goetz 1989; Baxter and McPhail I 996). Adults typically live in deep pools



with cover such as overhanging trees, woody debris, and large boulders. In drainages

where fluvial populations occur, most fish occupy different habitats spread over large

geographic areas. In northern drainages, such as the Liard and Peace River systems,

fluvial adults are more widely dispersed than in the southem and central parts of the

range. Northem populations do not appear to have a strong association with specifìc

habitat types and are less constrained by temperature (Goetz 1989; Baxter and McPhail

1996). Fluvial bull trout are typically larger than non-migratory types and adults with

fork lengths exceeding 900 mm have been caught in the Peace River system (R. L. & L.

Environmental Services Ltd. 1994; Baxter 1995).

Adfluvial bull trout spawn either in tributary streams or inlets or outlets oflakes.

Juveniles remain in spawning streams for th¡ee to five years and once they are sexually

mature they move into lakes to join the adult population (Fig. 1.3). Adults forage in the

littoral zone oflakes in the fall and sprìng, and move to deeper colder parts oflakes in the

summer, probably to avoid warm surface water. Sorne adfluvial populations exhibit both

diel and moon-phase pattems ofvertical distribution associated with foraging (Baxter and

McPhail 1996). Adfluvial bull trout often exhibit exceptional growth compared to stream-

resident types. ln large lakes and reservoirs in the upper Columbia, Fraser, and Peace

systems it is not uncommon to observe adults exceeding 700 mm (fork length - FL) and

weighing 9 kg (Bjomn 1961; Baxter and McPhail 1996). Adfluvial populations typically

use small streams and dvers connected to lakes for spawning. Alterìng hydrological

processes within these watersheds can impact the survival ofsuch populations.



Table 1.1 . Life history characteristics ofbull trout populations found in watersheds across the range in North America

Fluvial

Adfluvial

Anad¡omous

Stream-¡esident

Migratory

Migratory

Migratory

Non-migratory

e MÂy spâwn in consccutivc or âltematc ycaN.

Lowe¡ order streams

lnlets and outlets oflakes;
small tributary streams

Lakes and rivers

Small streams

Small sheams

Lakes

Rivers and lakes

Small cold headwater
streams

I-arge cold rivers and
streams

Lakes

Ocean (summer), lakes
and rivers

Small cold headwater
st¡eaûìs

400 - 900*

400 - 700*

?

200 - 400*
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Wissmar and Craig (1997) demonstrated that isolation of spawning bull trout populations

in small mountain streams combined with channel de-watering decreased fish survival.

The non-migratory life history types can be further separated into resident and

isolated types. stream-resident bull trout spend most of their lives in localized regions of

rivers and streams making limited migations even if pathways are available to them (Fig.

1.3). Stream-resident populations are often associated with headwater streams in

mountainous regions where cold water and velocity barriers are coÍtmon. These streams

are typically smaller and have higher gradients than those occupied by fluvial and

adfluvial populations. (Baxter and McPhail 1996; McPhail and Baxter 1996;McCart

1997). Most fish from stream-resident populations exhibit slow growth rates and are

small relative to other life history types. Stream-resident adults caught across the range

rarely exceed fork lengths of400 mm (Adams 1994; Boag and Hvenegaard 7997;

Spangler 1997), which is small compared to adfluvial and fluvial adults which average

fork lengths ranging from 400 to 600 mm, and often exceed 700 mm (Stelfox and Egan

1995; Swanberg 1997). Marginal growth and slow development in stream-resident bull

trout populations are probably caused by limited resource availability (i.e., food) within

these systems.

Isolated life history types typically occur as disjunct populations in streams above

a barrier. Thus, at best they are restricted to one-way, downstream displacements by

natural (e.g., falls, dry stream reaches, beaver dams) and man-rnade (e.g., dams,

diversions) barriers (Goetz 1989; McCart 1997). Isolated life history types are not

normally distinguished from stream-resident life history types in most of the literature.

However, recognizing isolated types is important because these populations may be

ll



genetically distinct from stream-resident types. Further, isolated populations may have

initially exhibited fluvial life history strategies but later changed as a result of human

impacts (e.g., dams, diversions, improperly constructed winter roads etc.) or natural

factors (e.g., beaver dams, mudslides etc.). Most fluvial populations in the Oregon and

Washington regions are now adfluvial, isolated or stream-resident populations because of

man-made barriers and habitat disturbance (Goetz 1989).

All life history types found within the species exhibit the same general life cycle.

Redds are constructed at spawning sites in the fall (September to October) in cold, clean

streams. Eggs are deposited in areas with sufficient flow to provide oxygen during

incubation (Ford et al. 1995). Once eggs are laid they remain covered in redds for 35 to

120 days, and typically hatch during late winter (McPhail and Baxter 1996). Alevins

remain within the substrate until th¡ee weeks after the yolk sac is absorbed. Juveniles

emerge in the spring but stay at or near the substrate until they are able to move to low

velocity areas, such as pocket pools and channel margins. Juveniles remain in their natal

streams for the first three to five years oflife. Oncejuveniles become sexually mature,

typically in their fourth or fìíìh growing season, they join the adult population and

become piscivorous (Goetz 1989; McPhail and Baxter 1 996).

Like most salmonids, bull trout have a relatively narrow range ofhabitat

requirements (Baxter and McPhail 1996). Young-of-the-year emerge fiom redds and

typically stay close to the bottom of low velocity side channels and backwater areas.

After emergence fry are generally associated with Ioose cobble and use interstitial habitat

for cover (Baxter and McPhail 1996; Baxter 1997b). Once fry are large enough to forage

they prefer shallow (range 0 - 20 cm), low velocity areas (range 0.0 - 0.3 m/s) with

12



subshate ranging from 6 mm to 250 mm in diameter. Fry prefer to remain close to large

substrate, which provides cover (Baxter 1997b; Goetz 1997). Juveniles typically inhabit

deeper areas (range 20 - 60 cm) than fry but also prefer to remain in low velocity areas

ranging from 0.0 to 0.3 m/s. Juvenile bull trout prefer larger cover, such as cobble to

boulder-type substrate (range 725 *256 mm),large woody debris, and fiequently inhabit

cavities, such as undercut banks (Baxter and McPhail 1996; Baxter 1997b).

Adults spawn in cold (-9'C), high gradient, headwater streams. Spawning

migrations start as ',¡r'ater temperatures decline during late summer and early fall, although

ít is unclear if temperature is the only environmental variable that influences such

movements (Swanberg 1997). Fraley and Shepard (1989) suggest that photoperiod and

stream flow also influence spawning migratìons. Spawning usually occurs sometime

between late August and October with little variation in actual spawning time related to

latitudinal variation. Spawning sites are typically found in shallow areas at depths

ranging between 20 and 60 cm. Redds are generally constructed at sites, which have

water velocities ¡anging from 0.1 to 0.4 m/s and predominantly cobble (64 - 125 mm)

sized substrate (Goetz 1989; Ford et al. 1995; Baxter and McPhail 1996). However, bull

trout will spawn in substrate ranging from 2 mm to 130 mm. Bull trout redds are not

necessarily located adjacent to or below cover, but spawning usually takes place in close

proximity to some form ofcover. Overhead vegetation, woody debris, and cavities (e.g.,

undercut bank) are the most typical cover associated with spawning habitat (Goetz 1989;

Baxter and McPhail I 996; James and Sexauer 1997).

Of all sahnonid species, bull trout may have the most specific spawning and

rearing habitat requirements (Baxter and McPhail 199ó). Many bull trout populations
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have relatively concentrated redd distributions despite having access to a large proportion

of suitable spawning habitat (Boag and Hvenegaard 1997; Baxter 1997a; Baxter et al.

1999), which is indicative ofspecific habitat preferences. In some situations this is so

pronounced that a high degree ofredd superimposition occurs (Fairless et al. 1994;

Baxter and McPhail 1996; Baxter 1997a). Redd superimposition is typically observed in

areas where there is discharging groundwater which has been demonstrated to increase

spawning success, especially for early development stages (Boag and Hvenegaard 1997;

Baxter and McPhail 1999). However, it is not clear if groundwater is the only variable

which influences redd superimposition. It is apparent that bull trout as well as other char

frequently spawn in areas where there is discharging groundwater (e.g., Arctic char,

Salveliytus alpintts, Cunjak et al. 1986; brook trout, Salvelinus fontinalís, Cuny and

Noakes 1995; Blanchfield and Ridgeway 1996, 1997).

l l. ISSUE STATEMENT

Continual downward trends in bull trout populations have occurred in various

watersheds across the range during the last 30 years (Goetz 1989; McPhail and Baxter

1996; Baxter et al. 1999). Aggressive research and management programs have been

implemented in response to the decline oflocal populations in many watersheds fiom the

southem and central paÍs of this species'range. Most research has focused on describing

bull trout habitat with the intent ofprotecting it, especially in areas where resource

development is prevalent. In Alberta, research, education and management programs

have been inrplemented, and most populations are reported to have stabilized or are

increasing compared to previous rates ofdecline during the last decade (post and

Johnston 1999). However, in the northwestem United States most populations are still in
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decline and only a small number are stable or increasing (Lohr et al. 2001). In British

Columbia most populations are stable, but the species is considered to be highly

susceptible to declines based on their sensitivity to impacts on habitat (Pollard and Down

2001).

In response to population trends across the range during the past decade, buli trout

were listed as "Tkeatened" within the contiguous United States (U. S. Fish and Wildlife

Service 1999) and "Sensitive" in Alberta, British Columbia, and the Yukon Territory

(Canadian Endangered Species Conservation Council 2001). In the NWT bull trout have

been given the designation of "May Be at Risk" and are a candidate for a detailed

assessment in the region (Government of the Northwest Territories, Department of

Resources, Wildlife and Economic Development 2000; Canadian Endangered Species

Conservation Council 2001).

Recent work has confirmed that several selÊsustaining bull trout populations

occur well north of the 60thparallel and could be more widespread than first thought in

the NWT (Reist et al.2002). The confirmation of seve¡al bull hout populations in the

central NWT raises several management concems. The geogaphical distribution and

biology ofbull trout populations that occur in the NWT are poorly understood.

Futhermore, Dolly Varden, which are closely related to bull hout, both taxonomically

and ecologically, also occur in the NWT. The lack ofclear, easily applied criteria for

identification has resulted in misidentification of these two char species in the region

(Reist et al. 2002).

Bull trout populations found in the central and southem portion of the range have

been well studied (Haas and McPhail 1991; Adanis 1994; Rieman and Mclntyre 1995;
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Baxter and McPhail 1996; Ratliff et al. 1996; Watson and Hillman 1997; Baxter et al.

1999; Baxter and McPhail 1999). However, few studies have examined bull trout

populations in relatively pristine environments of remote areas where fishing pressure is

light or absent. Most bull trout populations discovered to date in the NWT occur in such

areas, which are favorable for the longterm persistence of healthy widespread

populations (Reist et al.2002). Thus, research will be required to gain a better

understanding ofthe actual geographical distribution, population size, life history, and

habitat use ofpopulations in the NWT. The urgency ofsuch research is heightened by

existing and anticipated resource development along the Mackenzie River Valley, which

could adversely affect bull trout populations.

I.2. OBJECTIVES

This study was conducted to examine the distribution, life history, and habitat use

ofbull trout populations found in the southem and central NWT. Specific objectives were

to:

1. determine the distribution of bull trout in the study area,

2. examine which of the life history pattems of bull trout are exhibited by

populations found in the study area,

3. describe biological traits ofpopulations from different streams in the

study area,

4. describe habitat use and availability for known bull trout populations

in the region,

5. compare these bull trout populations and their habitat to bull trout

populations found south of60o latitude, and
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1.3.

ó. provide management recommendations for bull trout populations in

the region.

STUDY AREA

This study was conducted in the Franklin Range, Nahanni Range, and Mackenzie

Mountains of the southem and central NWT (Locations 1,2, and 3 on Fig. 1.5). The

study site located in the Franklin Mountains is approximately 50 km northwest of Fort

Liard (Location 1 on Fig. 1.5). The unnamed stream studied in this region is a 1'r order

stream, according to the Strahler system (Gallagher 7999). This stream flows east into the

Kotaneelee River, which is a tributary of the Liard River, and has headwaters that

originate in the Franklin Mountains at an approximate elevation of 800 m. Both the Liard

and Kotaneelee are turbid rivers that do not completely freeze to the bottom in the winter.

In the Nahanni Butte area nine streams \ryere examined in the lower South Nahanni

watershed (Location 2 on Fig. 1 .5). The cent¡al study area is about 100 km northwest of

Nahami Butte. Funeral and Galena creeks are small (i.e., 3 to 5 m wide) high-gradient

mountain streams. Specific sites in Funeral Creek do not completely fteeze to the bottom

in winter due to depth and likely discharging groundwater, which is common in the area

(Chuck Blight, Nahan¡i National Park Superintendent, pers. comm. 2002). Both streams

are tributaries ofPrairie Creek, which is a 2nd order tributary that flows southeast into the

South Nahanni River. Marengo Creek is a tributary of the South Nahanni River

approximately 10 river kilorneters downstream of Virginia Falls. At a height of 90 m,

Virginia Falls is a barrier to fish passage. The South Nahanni River is a large
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(3) MACKENZIE MOUNTAINS

Figure L5. Study sites showing habitat (o) sampling sites and locations where bull trout
\¡r'ere captured (. & o) in the central (top) and southem (bottom) Northwest
Tenitories. Note that dashed arrows show flow direction, solid bars (-)
represent impassable falls, and only partial drainages are shown for clarity.
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(i.e.,20 to 30 m wide), relatively turbid river that is influenced by precipitation

throughout the year with peak high water periods in the early spring and low water in the

late fall. Jorgenson and Irvine creeks are clear, high-gradient streams that flow into the

Flat River. Jorgenson and Marengo creeks have small falls (i.e., 10 to 20 m) in the lower

reaches that prevent fish passage.

Two study areas were examined in the Mackenzie Mountains, which were part of

the Keele River and Drum Lake systems (Location 3 on Fig. 1.5). A total of seven

tributaries were sampled in the Keele River watershed during the study. The central study

area is approxim ately 125 km southwest of Norman Wells. The un¡ramed stream studied

in this area flows northeast into the Keele River at an approximate elevation of 600 m.

This lstorder stream is located approximately 114 river kilometers upstream of the Keele

and Mackenzie River confluence. Depth and groundwater flow prevent this stream from

completely freezing to the bottom in most areas during the winter season. The Keele

River is a large (i.e., 30 to 50 m wide) braided river that does not completely Íieeze to the

bottom in the winter. The water level and turbidity is influenced by precipitation

throughout the open-water season.

Drum Lake (local name : Wrigley Lake) is a clear, cold, deep (maximum depth

>50 m) lake (Fig. 1.5). The most abundant sport fish found in Drum Lake are lake trout,

Arctic grayling (Thymalhts arcticus), and bull trout (Hanks 1996). The lake receives

water from the Keele River system at the inlet, which is located at the norlhwest end of

the lake. The outlet tributary located at the south end of the lake flows southeast where it

joins the Redstone River.
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The tributary streams that flow into mainstem tributaries in the th¡ee study areas

have headwaters that originate ftom snowmelt and groundwater upwellings. Most are

cold, clear, high-gradient mountain streams that have marginal productivity compared to

similar streams found at more southem latitudes, due to short growing seasons and cooler

temperatures during the year. The ripadan vegetation found along these streams is

dependent upon slope, aspect, and elevation. Species' diversity and abundance typically

decreases as latitude and elevation increase in this region.

In the Fort Liard area the predominant vegetation zone is bo¡eal forest.

Streamside vegetation is composed of black spruce (Picea mariana), white spruce (Picea

glauca), balsam poplar (Popuhts balsamiferu), jack pine (Pinus banksiana), trembling

aspen (Populus tremuloides), and white birch (Betula papyriferø). The understory in this

area is rich in mid-summer with shrubs and willows providing excellent bank

stabilization. High flow in the spring creates logiams and rootwads fi.om large woody

debris, which provides ample in-stream cover for fish throughout the year. Although the

growing season is short, insect hatches are numerous throughout the summer and

terreshial insects are abundant.

In the Nahanni area the distribution ofvegetation types is closely related to

elevation and latitude. The vegetation in the area encompasses a number ofvegetation

zones ranging ffom boreal forests in the lowlands to alpine tundra at higher elevations.

The dominant tree species found in this area are white and black spruce, lodgepole pine

(Pitxus cotltoúa), jack pine (Pínus banksiana), subalpine ft (Abíes lasiocarpa),larch

(Larix lancina), balsam poplar, trembling aspen, and white birch. Approxirnately 85
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percent of the land is vegetated and the other 15 percent is higher elevated areas, which

consist of snow, ice, bare soils and exposed rock (Parks 1984).

The Mackenzie Mountain area can be classified as a subalpine to alpine tundra

vegetation zone, which is dominated by white and black spruce, trembling aspen, and

white birch. At higher elevations bare soils and exposed bedrock are found in vegetated

areas while a permanent cover ofice and snow characterize the highest slopes. Most of

the vegetated area that supports forest stands or non-forest plant communities exhibits

marginal growth compared to more southem latitudes as a result ofcontinuous and

discontinuous permafrost throughout the region.

The climate throughout the region is classified as being cold continental and

exhibits wide annual temperature and precipitation vadations. Winters are cold and long,

while summers are short but can be extremely warm (i.e., 25 to 30. C), especially in

southem areas at lower elevations. Most lakes remain ice covered for at least eight

months of the year, and small rivers and st¡eams &eeze completely to the bottom in the

winter unless sufficient depth (i.e., - 1.5 to 2 m), flow, and (or) discharging groundwater

are present. The water level and turbidity ofrivers and streams throughout the region are

influenced by seasonal precipitation.

Bull trout and associated species in the southem and central NWT can be

interpreted as having recolonized the Wisconsinan-glaciated southem and central NWT

independently from the Bering, Mississipian, and (or) Nahanni refugia (Haas and

McPhail 2001a). Lake trout, a related char found throughout the same regions in the

NWT, are also thought to be from the Nahanni refugiurn based on their absence from

much of the Yukon River drainage (Wilson and Hebert 1998). The cornplex glacial
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history and postglacial drainage connections in the NWT suggest that either hypothesis is

possible.

1.4. METHODS

Bull trout distribution, life history, and habitat use were documented in the three

study areas during the summer and fall of2000 and 2001 (Locations i, 2 and 3 on Fig.

1.5). Biological information was obtained from each bull trout captured during the study

(Methods, Chapter 2). Bull trout were captured by angling, gillnetting, and electrofishing.

Suitable capture methods were employed based on local conditions (i.e., water level,

depth, velocity) and logistical constraints. Voucher specimens were acquired from each

study stream where char, identified in the field as bull trout, were captured. Meristic and

morphometric measurements were taken from all voucher specimens to determine if

these fish were bull trout or the closely related Dolly Varden (Methods, Appendix 1). The

voucher specimens collected during the study were archived at the Department of

Fisheries and Oceans, Freshwater Institute in Winnipeg.

Habitat data were obtained from six streams where bull trout were found during

the study (Fig. 1.5). Physical habitat measurements, which included depth, velocity,

temperature, cover, and substrate, were taken to determine macrohabitat, which are the

general features of a stream (Goetz 1997). Microhabitat measurements, which are

physical habitat attributes for fish at specific locations within a stream (Goetz 1997),

were documented in one stream. Examining habitat use at the macro and micro-habitat

level provided infonnation at regional and local (i.e., site specific) scales in the study

region.
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1.5. ORGA¡{IZATION

This thesis is presented in 4 chapters. Chapter 2 focuses on distribution and

biology and chapter 3 examines habitat use and availability for bull trout in the region.

Chapter 4 contains management recommendations for bull trout in the NWT based on

fìndings from the research. All chapters are written as selÊcontained papers in the style

of the North American Joumal of Fisheries Management. Appendix I is a compilation of

the raw data Íìom the study. It is written in a data report style as outlined by the Canadian

Data Report series ofFisheries and Aquatic Sciences. Appendix 2 provides further detail

on identification methods and results for char captured during the study.
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CHAPTER 2.

DISTRIBUTION AND BIOLOGY OF BULL TR:OIJT,SALVELINT]S

CoNFLAENTUS (SUCKLEÐ POPULÄTIONS IN TIIE SOUTHERN AND

CENTRAL NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

Abstract'. The distribution and biology ofbull trout (Salvelinus confluentus) populations

in the southem and central Northwest Territories were examined in the summer and fall

of2000 and 2001. A total of 18 tributaries throughout three watersheds were

electrofished, angled, and gillnetted during the two-year study. Voucher specimens of

char captured from each sampling location were kept for meristic and morphometric

identification. A linear discriminant function (LDF), demonstrated to be 100% effective

in distinguishing Dolly Varden frorn bull trout, was used in conjunction with

morphometric and genetic analyses to determine the identity ofchar captured. A total of

150 bull trout were captured from nine tributaries in the Liard, South Nahanni, and Keele

River drainages. Three types of gowth pattems were observed which correspond to

adfluvial, fluvial, and stream-resident life history types. Adults ÍÌom all life history types

spawned in altemate years. Young-of-the-year and juveniles were captured in Funeral

Creek, which provides evidence that this stream was used for spawning in previous years.

Most populations found tlu'oughout the region are small but use a number ofdifferent

habitats over large geographical areas within each watershed. Results fi.om this study

show that bull trout are more widely distributed in this region than previously thought.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

Understanding the geographic distribution and biology of fish species is essential

fo¡ effective management. Most fish species found in Canada, which are harvested in

commercial, domestic and sport fisheries, are well studied (Scott and Crossman 1973).

However, little information is available for fish species that are not important food fish

and occur in remote areas ofnorthem Canada. Many of the fish species found in these

areas are at the northem extent of thei¡ range and considered peripheral populations.

Peripheral populations are separated spatially fiom central ones, and are expected to be

genetically distinct fiom them (Lesica and Allendorf 1995). Increased concem with

environmental issues, such as oil and gas development in the Northwest Territories

(NWT), suggests a need for accurate knowledge offish distributions and biology in the

region.

Four species of the char are found in the northwestem portion of North America:

Arctic char (Salvelínus alpinzs), bull trolt (5. confluenlas), Dolly Varden (5. malma), and

lake trout (,L natnayacusl't) (Lee et al. 1980; Scott and Crossman 1973;Nelson and Paetz

1992). Although these four char species co-occur in many of the same drainages, their

biology and distributions are generally different. Lake trout typically inhabit large, deep

lakes across North America (Lee et al. 1980). Arctic char are primarily a northem species

found mainly in inshore marine waters, and coastal lakes, and rivers of Arctic North

Amedca. However, isolated Arctic char populations do occur in southeastem regions of

North Arnerica (Scott and Crossman 1973;Lee et al. 1980). Dolly Varden are generally a

rivedne species found in coastal and inland rivers in westem North America (Lee et al,

1980).
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Bull trout is a char native to westem North America, which typically occurs in

cold, clear, high-gradient mountain streams. However, adfluvial (i.e., lake-dwelling)

populations inhabit cold deep lakes for much ofthe year and anadromous populations,

which are rare, occur in coastal and inland rivers (Baxter and McPhail 1996). The

species' dishibution originally extended west of the continental divide from the McCloud

River, Califomia (- 41' N) north to the headwaters of the Yukon Territory (Cavender

1978; Haas and McPhail 1991). However, anthropogenic impacts which include

overharvesting, fragrnentation ofhabitat, habitat loss caused by industrial development,

and interaction with exotic species have lead to the decline ofpopulations in various

watersheds across the range (Ford et al. 1995; McCart i997; Baxter et al. 1999). The

species'present known distribution extends f¡om the northwestem United States (-42.N)

tlu'oughout interior drainages of British Columbia, westem Alberta, and the southem

Yukon Territory, north through the Mackenzie River valley, NWT to about 64"N (Fig.

1.2; Haas and McPhail 1991 ; Reist et al. 2001 ; Reist et al. 2002).

Recent work confirmed that several self-sustaining bull trout populations occur

well north (- 500 km) of the previous northemmost known distribution (Prairie Creek,

Liard River drainage), which was centered at 61'N, 125"W (Fig. 1 .2; Reist et al. 2001 ;

Reist et al. 2002). However, the closely related Dolly Varden also occur in NWT, and the

similar appearance and lack ofclear, easily applied identification criteria make it

difficult, especially for non-experts to identifu these two chars correctly. An angler study

in Montana confirmed that most non-experts have difficulty conectly identifoing bull

trout and distinguishing them from other salmonids (Schmetterling and Long 1999). Such
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confusion between bull trout and Dolly Varden has lead to a poor understanding of the

actual distributions and biology of these two chars in the NWT (Reist et al. 2002).

The objectives of this work are threefold: 1) determine the present distribution of

bull trout in the region; 2) describe the life history and biology ofbull trout populations

found in the study area, and 3) discuss management issues that pertain to bull trout

populations fiom the NWT.

2,I, METHODS

Fish sampling was conducted in three watersheds (Keele, South Nahanni, Liard)

throughout the southwestem and central Mackenzie Valley, NWT in the summer and fall

of2000 and 200i (Locations 1,2, and 3 on Fig. 2.1). Large rivers (Keele, South Nahanni,

Flat) and associated tributaries were sampled at various locations accessible only by boat

or helicopter. A total of 18 sites were surveyed during the study across th¡ee watersheds

ÍÌom the communitry of Fort Liard approximately 500 km north to Norman Wells (Fig.

2.1). One river was surveyed in the Liard watershed, nine in the South Nahan¡ri

watershed, seven in the Keele River watershed, and one in the Carcajou watershed.

Sampling locations were selected based on previous literature reports and local

knowledge ofchar captured in the area, as well as the presence ofsuitable habitat.

Tributaries flowing into mainstem rivers and lakes were stratifìed into lower, middle, and

upper sections. In each section randomly selected reaches (200 - 500 m) were

electrofished in an upstream fashion using a Smith Root, Type VII POW backpack

electroshocker. Unwadable areas were angled using barbless hooks. At each sarnpling

location co-ordinates \¡/ere recorded using an Etrex handheld global positioning system
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Figure 2. I . Study sites showing locations where bull trout were captured (.) in the
central (top) and southem (bottom) Northwest Territories. Note that dashed
arrows show flow direction, solid bars (-) represent impassable falls, and
only partial drainages are shown for clarity.
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(GPS). The GPS provided accuracy up to five meters; however, on average most co-

ordinates were accurate within 5 to 10 m.

Population estimates were completed at four randomly selected reaches (-200 m

eacÐ in Funeral Creek (61o 36'N, 124'48'W) using the Zippin three-removal method

(Zippin 1958; Appendix 1). Two separate reaches (200 m) with homogeneous habitat

were sampled in the late summer (August) and two reaches (100 m) were sampled in the

fall (September). Funeral Creek was selected because it was the only site where bull trout

were caught consistently, and was safely wadable during the sampling period. Each reach

ìvas blocked at the lower and upper end to prevent fish from moving into and out of the

sampling area. A two-person crew completed three consecutive upstream electrofishing

passes in the sheam. AÍÌer each electrofishing pass the reach was left undisturbed for 20

minutes. Each time a char was captured it was placed in a tub of ambient rive¡ water and

transported to a holding bag located downstream of the sampling reach. The number of

bull trout captured during each pass was entered into the "Microfish" program. This

program calculates maximumlikelihood population estimates with corresponding

confidence interyals based on the number offish captured on each electrofishing pass

(Van Deventer and Platts 1989). Fish densities (i.e., fish/l00m2) were calculated for each

reach sampled.

At each sampling location char captured were identified to species prior to

reÌease. Folk lengh (nearest mm) and weight (nearest g) were measured, and sex and

matudty state were determined where possible. All bull trout > 200 mm were fitted with

an individually numbered Floy{ag inserted at the base of the dorsal fin between the

posterior basal pterygiophores. A portion of the adipose fin was removed for genetic
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analyses and to evaluate tag loss. The first fin ray was removed from the left pelvic fin

for age determination.

Voucher specimens were kept from each sampling area for confirmation of

species' identity and to obtain biological information (i.e., sex, maturity, age). These

specimens were archived at the Department of Fisheries and oceans, Freshwater Institute

in Winnipeg. Char retained from field sampling were compared to known bull trout at

Fisheries and oceans, canada, Freshwater Institute in winnipeg. A linear discriminant

function (LDF) proven to be 100% effective in distinguishing Dolly Varden from bull

trout (Haas and McPhail 1991) was used to confirm species identity for all char captured

during the study. The LDF was developed and tested on 1580 char from 310 sites

representing all life stages. The majority ofchar used to test the LDF were fiom the

southem and central range; however, five char captured in Prairie Creek, NWT (-61.N)

were included in the study (Haas and McPhail i991). The effectiveness of the LDF has

been reassessed and supported by numerous data since it was developed (Baxter et al.

1997; Haas and McPhail 2001b; Reist et al.2002; Gordon Haas, professor, University of

Alaska Fairbanks, School ofFisheries and Oceans Sciences, Fairbanks Alaska, pers.

comm. 2002). LDF scores less than zero are Dolly Varden and those higher than zero are

bull trout. Intermediate scores which are at or near zero (range -0.25 to + 0.25) represent

hybrids (Haas and McPhail 1991; Baxter et al. 1997).

Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) analyses (Baxter et al. 1997) were run on tissue

samples from 114 char specimens, which included the 42 samples used in the LDF

analyses, by individuals from the fish genetics laboratory at the Freshwater Institute in

Winnipeg. Ribosomal DNA (IDNA) analyses (Baxter et al. 1997) were run on ten tissue
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samples, which were also included in both mtDNA and LDF analyses, by individuals

from the genetics laboratory at the University of British Columbia. The identification

results ofvoucher specimens examined in the laboratory were accepted if two or more of

the analyses (i.e., morphological, mitochondrial DNA, LDF, ribosomal RNA) were in

ag¡eement.

Biological processing, which included meristic and morphometric measurements

(Reist et al. 1997), age determination from whole and sectioned otoliths, sex and maturity

determination, and stomach content analyses, was completed on 42 specimens (for

further details see Methods, Appendix 1). Otoliths were placed in distilled water and

viewed under a microscope with reflected light. Young-of{he-year fish were expressed

as zero (i.e., 0) in tables and figures. Char were examined intemally to determine sex (1 =

male,2: female) and were assigrred the following maturity codes based on gonad

development: 0: unknown - virgin fish, 01 = immafure female, 02 : mature female, 03 :

rìpe female, 04 = spent female, 05 = resting female, 06 : immature male, 07 = mature

male, 08 = ripe male, 09 = spent male, 10 = resting male, and 11 : unknown - non virgin

fish (McGowan 1992; Table A1.1, Appendix 1).

Stomachs were examined and contents were identified as ter¡estrial or aquatic

insects, and fish. Where possible fish found in stomachs were identified to species.
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2.2. RÌSULTS

2.2.1, DISTRTBUTIoN ANÐ ABUNDANCE

Bull trout populations were captured in nine tributaries throughout the Deh Cho

(south) and Sahtu (north) settlement areas in (1) the Franklin Mountains centered at

approximately 60'36'N, 124" 02'W; (2) Nahanni Butte centered at approximately 61o

22' N,124" 48' W; and, (3) the Mackenzie Mountains centered at approximately 640 15'

N, 126' 00' W (Fig.2.1). All three areas are characterized by clear, cold, high-gradient

streams, which originate in the mountains and drain into larger more turbid mainstem

tributaries. Bull trout are known to use clear, cold streams for spawning, and their use of

turbid mainstem rivers is documented but poorly understood in most systems.

In the Franklin Mountains, a total of 18 bull trout were captured in an unnamed

creek (60" 36' N, 124" 02' W) flowing east into the Kotaneelee River system. Bull trout

were captured approximately l4 km upstream near the headwaters of this unnamed creek

and also at several sites in the lower reach near the confluence with the Kotaneelee River

(Fig. 2.1). In the Nahanni Butte area 91 bull trout were captured during the summer and

fall (Fig. 2.1). The largest number ofbull trout (n = 78) captured in this area was from

Funeral Creek (60" 36' N, 124'48'W). In the Mackenzie Mountains, 25 bull trout were

captured at the outlet of Drum Lake and two juveniles were captured in a hìbutary stream

flowing into the lake outlet. In total, l4 bull trout were captured in the Keele River (Fig.

2.1). The furthest west that bull trout occurred in the Keele River was approximately l l0

river kilometers from its confluence with the Mackenzie River. sites furthe¡ west of this

location were sampled, but no bull trout were captured.
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2.2.2. IDENrrFrcATroN

The LDF showed that all but four char (#47332,47335,47263,47264) examined

in the lab were bull trout. However, mitochondrial DNA and morphological analyses

indicate that all char captured and released in the field and those retained for analyses

from the study area were bull trout (Table 42.1, Appendix 2). Furthermore, the median

total branchiostegal ray count for these four fish was 26, which is within the reported

range for bull trout (Haas and McPhail 1991).

2.2.3, BtoLocy

Size-at-age data for bull trout populations captured f¡om the three study areas

show two types of growth pattems. Individuals from both sexes were either small, slow

growing, and rarely exceeded fork lengths greater than 400 mm at sexual maturity or they

were large, fast growing, and attained large sizes (500 - 700 mm) once sexual maturity

was reached. Such growth pattems are represented by large mature bull trout ofboth

sexes that ranged in size ffom 423 mm to 671mm and smaller mature individuals that

ranged in size from 266 mm to 400 mm (Tables 2.1,2.2, Fig.2.2). Most mature bull trout

from Funeral Creek and an umamed tributary in the Fort Liard region were relatively

small compared to bull trout caught in the Keele River and Drum Lake (Figs. 2.2,2.3).

Resting males and females were observed in all locations (Table 2.1). Resting females

typically had ovarìes, which filled approximately halfofthe body cavity, eggs which

were small and granular, and in solne cases retained residual eggs. Resting males had

fully developed gonads, which were the full length ofthe body, had no fluid in the center

and were purplish in color.
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Table2.7. Biological data collected for bull trout captured in streams and rivers ofthe
Northwest Territories and sacrificed for this study.

Físh
ID

^?Åï, 
Locarionl s". M"L'$1'("1 Lifea Stomachs

stage contelts
FL Wt

(mm) (g)
. Life3og" 

hirtory

47257 07124/00 Unnamed Cr.A
4'7258 07124100 Unnamed Cr.A
47259 08/05/00 Keele R.
47260 08/05/00 Ke€lo R.
47261 09113/00 Drum L. outlet
4'7262 09/13100 Drum L. outlet
4'1326 08110/01 Unnamed Cr.A
47327 08110/01UnnamedC¡.4
47328 08110/01 Unnamed C¡.A
4'126'1 08/13101 Funeral Cr.
4'7268 08113/01 Funeral C¡.
47269 08113/01 Funeral C¡.
47270 08/13/01 Funeral Cr.
47263 08ll4l0l Funeral Cr.
47264 08114101 Fune¡al Cr.
4'1265 08/14/01 Funeral C¡.
47266 08/14101 Funeral Cr.
47325 08ll5l0l South Nahanni R.
4'1330 09/ll/01 Fune¡al Cr.
47331 09llll01 Fune¡al C¡.
47332 09/lll0l Funeral Cr.
47333 09/11/01 Fune¡al Cr.
47334 09lll/01 Fune¡al Cr.
4'1335 09lll/01 Fune¡al Cr.
47336 09lIl/01 Funeral Cr.
47337 09llIl0l Funeral Cr.
4'7 596 09/l5l0l lrvine C¡.
47338 09/15/01 lrvine Cr.
47329 09120/01 Keele R.
47339 09/25101 Drum L. outlet
4'1340 09125101 Drum L. outlet
4'1341 09/25/01 Drum L. outlet
4'1342 09/25/01 Drum L. outlet
47343 09125101 Drum L. outlet
47344 09125101 Drum L. outlet
4'7345 09125/01 Drum L. outlet
4'1346 09125/01 Drum L. outlet
4'1347 09/25/01 Drum L. outlet
47348 09125101 Drum L. outlet

289 23s
355 479

512 t435
533 1341

561 1806

583 2t6l
270 200
2',16 253
400 736
168 53

266 204
354 495
185 't2

7t 2.8

64 2.3
323 387
289 281
281 236

272 246
101 l0
673
61 2

35 I
38 l
99 14

t39 28

626 2870
456 934
s29 1268
423 7tt
604 191'l
568 1823

528 l s6l
639 2'7'

661 3379
642 3t44
s61 1875

s50 1735

5s8 1954

-5
-1
-1

5.2 1l
3.8 9

- 11

1.5 1l
-2
-l

TI, AI
sLsc
TI, AI
TI, Ai
TI, AI

TI, AI

Ï,aI
TI, AI

AI
TI, AI, BLTR

AI

AI

AI
TI, AI, FR

FR
TI, AI, FR

TI, AI, FR

i,
TI, AI, FR
TI, AI, FR

AI
TI, AI, FR

1

I
2

2

2

I
I
I
2

2

I

1

I
I

:

2

2

2

2
2

0t

l0
10

05

05

05

06

10

06

02

05

06

8

8

10

l0
9

l4
8

7

9

4

7

-l
-0
-0

0.1 2

r.0 3

t7 .2 t2
4.6 10

-9
0.3 9

3.9 l8
l.l 10

3.0 l0
23.3

20.2 t6
t.6 1l
1.0 r0
0.9 13

8.8 ll

1.0

1.0

4.3

9.3

9.8
0.8

1.5

8.9

0.7
8.0

SR

SR

F
F

AF
AF
SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR
SR
SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR
SR

SR

SR

F
F

F

AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
Ä.F

J

J

J

J

YOY
YOY

J

J

07

0'1

l0
02

00

00

01

01

00

01

01

05

05

05
l0
09
l0
09

05

05

09
10

l0
05
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Table2.1. (Continued).

H' *r%h Location'I ,j""0 ü sex Mat.2$,l',îi 
^r" ,",,'åi llï: i:"ffi['

47349 09/25101 Drum L. outlet 635 2480 2 05 15.3 1l AF A TI, AI, LNSC
4'7119 09127101 Druml-. outlet 610 2360 2 05 - t2 AF A -
4'7350 O9/27/Ol Unnamed Cr.B 49 0.9 - I AF J -
47351 O9l27l\t Unnamed Cr.B S't 1.8 1 06 - 1 AF J -

l. A - Unnamed Cre€k llowing into Kotaneelee River syst€m, B - Unnamed Cre€k flowing into Drum l_ake outlet.
2. Maturity (see methods for codes).
3. AF = adfluviâI, F = f:uvial, SR= streåm-resident.
4. A = adult, J = juvenile, YOY = young,of-lhe-year.
5 Tl = tenestrial insects, AI = aquat¡c insects, FR = fish remains, BLTR = bùll rrout, LNSC = Iongnose sucker, SLSC = slimy sculpin

The diet of adults from all populations consisted primarily of aquatic and

temestrial insects as well as fish (Table 2.1). Bull trout captured during the study

consumed A¡ctic grayling (Thymallus arcticus),lake chub (Couesíus plumbeas), slimy

sculpin (Coltzs cognatus), and white sucker (Catostomus comtnersoni). The stomach of

one adult bull trout contained ajuvenile bull trout (Table 2.1). Juveniles (age 0 - 6)

captured Íìom all locations consumed only aquatic and terrestrial insects (Table 2.1).

Bull t¡out captured from an outlet tributary of Drum Lake ranged in size from 49

mm to 671 mm with the majority of these individuals in the 540 mm to 671 mm size

range (A on Fig. 2,3). Two juvenile bull trout, which were determined to be one-year-old

fish, were caught in an unnamed tributary flowing into the lake outlet (A on Fig. 2.3). On

more than one occasion, groups ofthree to six bull trout were observed aggressively

chasing one lure and biting one another. Large lesions were obseled on several bull trout

durìng sarnpling. The rnale/female sex ratio ofbull trout captured in this area was 1:1

(females = 7, males = 7).
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Table2.2. Length range ofvarious life history types for bull trout populations from
drainages in the southem range and for bull trout captured in this study.

Location Life Ilistory _3 Length distr¡bution of nrature
" tìsh (mm)

Various systems across the range
(latitude - 49 - 56" N)r

Northwest Territories (this study)

Unnamed Creek (Kotaneelee River)
Fune¡al Creek

South Nahanni Rivel

Keele Rive¡
Flat Rive¡
Drum Lake

Stream-resident

Fluvial
Adfluvial

Stream-resident

Stream-resident

Stream-¡esidenta
Fluvialb

Fluvial
Fluvial

Adfluvial

140 - 410

410 - 730

508 - 824

270 - 400

266 - 370

281
510

512 - 636

456 - 626

423 - 6'n

12

l8
I
I

t4
2

25

l.Values are ¡anges for sit€s summarized ftom the available litemture.

2. Bull trout were captured at two localions in the South Nahann¡ River: a) approxi,nately 500 m downstreâûì ofth€ mouth of Prajrie
Creek, and b) near lhe base ofVirginia falls.
3. Nünìber ofbull trout caught.

Bull trout captured in the Keele River ranged in size fiom 432 mm to 636 mm (B

on Fig. 2.3). Although juvenile bull trout were not captured at this site, adults were

observed during the late summer and fall congregating just below a clear, cold stream

with cobble to boulder{ype substrate. One adult bull trout, which was tagged in the

suÍrmer, was observed moving upstream into this tributary during the fall (September).

Bull trout captured from Funeral Creek ranged in size Íìom 35 mm to 370 mm,

although the majority of individuals represented juvenile age classes in the 30 mm to 180

mm size range (C on Fig. 2.3). The estimated average annual growth ofjuveniles
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O unnamed cr - resident
O Keele R -fluviat
Y Funeral Cr - resident
V Drum L - adfluvial
I lrvine Cr - fluvial

^ 400

ê!

I South Nahanni R - resident

Age (yr)

Figre 2.2. Size-aGage relationship ofbull trout captured at six locations in the Northwest Territories during 2000 antl 2001.
Note that all points to the right of the arrow are mature fish and hypothesized life history types for corresponding
tributaries are outlined in the iegend. The points within the ellipses rçresent the two size ranges observed for
mature fish, which are believed to correspond to migratory (top) and non-migratory (bottom) life history types.
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Figore2.3. Length-frequency distributions of bull trout captured in Drum Lake (A),
Keele River (B), Funeral Creek (C), and an unnamed stream in the
Kotaneelee River system (D) during 2000 and 200i. Note that lighter
shaded bars represent dead-sarnpled individuals with corresponding ages in
bold above bars; darker shaded bars represent individuals released live after
measurement. Matu¡e fish are below and to the right of arrows.
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captured (age 0 - 5) was27.9 mrr/yr,14.2 g/yr; however, after age five the average

annual weight gain increased to approximately 60 g/g. The density ofbull trout ÍÌom all

life stages captured in two separate reaches during August was 2.8 and 3.0 fish./l00 m2.

The density ofjuveniles captured in two different reaches during September was 5.6 and

6.7 frshJ/100 m2 (Table ,A.1.9, Appendix 1).

Bull trout captured from an unnamed tributary in the Kotaneelee River system

ranged in length fiom 202 mm to 400 mm with the majority of the individuals in the 200

mm to 350 mm size range (D on Fig. 2.3). Although no juveniles were captured at this

site, unidentifiable juvenile salmonids were observed in this stream.

The majority ofbull trout were captured in Fune¡al Creek; however, individuals

were also captured from six other locations in the lower South Nahanni River watershed.

Bull trout (# MC0035) was caught at the confluence of Galena and Prairie creeks (Fig.

2.1). Three bull Troú (# 47325, MC0037, MC0038), which ranged in size fiom 281 mm

to 402 mm, were captured Íiom the South Nahanni River just below the confluence of

Prairie C¡eek (Fig. 2.1, Table 2.1). Bull trout # MC0043 (FL = 510 mrn, WT: 1250 g)

was captured near the base of Virginia Falls. Bull trout # MC0044 (FL: 359 mm, WT =

475 g) was captured in a large pool at the base of a small falls (height 
= 10 m) in

Marengo Creek, and th¡ee bull trout (# MC0040, MC0041, MC0042), which ranged in

size from 245 mm to 336 mm, were captured in a large pool at the base of a falls (height

= i 5 m) in Jorgenson Creek (Fig. 2. I ). Bull trout # 47338 (FL = 934 mm, WT = 456 g)

and# 47596 (FL: 626 mrn, WT: 2870 g) were captured in a lar.ge pool just below the

confluence of Irvine Creek and the Flat River.(Fig. 2.1; Table 2.1; Table A1.7, Appendix

1).
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2.3. DISCUSSION

2.3.1. DISTRIBUTIoN AND ABUNDANCE

Prior to investigations, which examined the range of bull trout in the Northwest

Territories (Reist et al. 2001), the previous northemmost confirmed locality for the

species was in Prairie Creek (-61" N, 125' W), a tributary of the South Nahanni River,

NWT (Haas and McPhail 1991; Rescan Environmental 1994). Char captures have also

been previously reported in this area (Ker, Priestman and Associates Ltd. 1980; Beak

Consultants Ltd. 1982; Parks Canada 1984; Haas and McPhail 1991; Rescan

Environmental 1994; Halliwell and Catto 1998), but only one report identifies these char

specifically as bull trout. Results ÍÌom this study confirm the presence ofbull trout in

nine different tributaries f¡om the Liard, lower South Nahanni and Keele River

watersheds. These drainages have few impassable barriers and appear to have a large

proportion of suitable habitat (Discussion, Chapter 3). Repeated capture ofbull trout over

subsequent sampling trips in each ofthese watersheds confirms that several self-

sustaining bull trout populations occur in the Sahtu and Deh Cho settlement areas.

Although bull trout were captured in nine of 18 tributaries sampled during the

study, very few fish (i.e., < 30) were caught at most sites. Bull trout were abundant in

Fune¡al Creek (n : 78), but most fish captured werejuveniles. The low densities

observed during the study suggest that most populations are relatively small and

widespread in the area, which is consistent for populations found in the range (Goetz

1989; McPhail and Baxter 1996; Swanberg 1997; Baxter et al. 1999; Hvenegaard and

Thera 2001). However, in local areas, such as Drum Lake minimal sarnpling effort over a

short period resulted in capture of many large adults in the main outflow. The distribution
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ofbull trout in this region may be influenced by competition for habitat and resources by

other species. For example, Arctic grayling were abundant in most ofthe streams

surveyed (Table ,A,1.5. Appendix 1) and in many instances occurred in the same streams

with bull trout. However, in streams where both species were present they rarely occurred

in the same habitats together (i.e., pool, run, riffle). Further, the number of fish observed

increased substantially for both species in streams (e.g., Funeral Creek, Bluefish Creek)

where only one of the species was present (Table A.1.5, Appendix 1).

2.3.2. Brolocy

Overall size and g¡o\trth, particularly for adult bull trout, reflects differences in

life histories (McPhail and Baxter 1996). Mature bull trout Íiom stream-resident

populations typically do not exceed 400 mm (Adams 1994; Spangler 1997) and adults

fíom adfluvial and fluvial bull trout populations are generally 400 mm to 700 mm

(McPhail and Murray 1979; Fraley and Shepard 1989; McPhail and Baxter 1996; Srelfox

and Egan 1995; Ratliff et at. 1996; Hvenegaard and Thera 2001). Bull trout captured

from different locations during the study showed distinct differences in overall size and

growth, which correspond to adfluvial, fluvial, and stream-resident life histories.

Mature bull trout fiom Funeral Creek and an unnamed creek in the Kotaneelee

Rìver system were less than 400 mm, which suggests that these fish are from stream-

resident populations. Bull trout fiorn the Keele, South Nahanni (i.e., Virginia Falls), and

Flat rivers were large (range 45ó to 636 mm) corrpared to fish of similar age from

Funeral Creek and the Kotaneelee River system. The nearest lake is over 200 km flom

the sites where bull trout were captured in both the South Nahanni and Keele river

systems. The distance to connected lakes in these systerns and size-at-maturity suggest
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that these fish are part offluvial rather than adfluvial populations in these two drainages.

All mature fish captured from the Drum Lake outflow were relatively large (i.e.,423 -
671 mm). Local reports by lodge owners and sport fishermen indicate that bull trout have

also been caught in the lake (Hanks 1996). This suggests that these fish are probably from

an adfluvial population that resides in Drum Lake.

Bull trout populations in watersheds across the range have demonst¡ated evidence

of meta-population structure (Fitch 1997; Rhude and Stelfox 1997; Wissmar and Craig

1997; Baxter et al. 1999; Hvenegaard and Thera 2001). In the lower South Nahanni

drainage small mature fish were caught in intermediate-sized sheams that flow into

mainstem rivers (e.g., Jorgenson Creek, Funeral Creek), and large mature fish were

captured in larger tributaries (e.g., Flat River, South Nahanni River). The presence of

these fish in the same drainage indicates that both fluvial and stream-resident populations

likely occupy the watershed. Similar to othe¡ watersheds in the range, bull trout

populations in the South Nahami watershed show evidence of meta-population structure.

Since no impassable barriers occur downstream of Virginia Falls, genetic exchange

between wandering individuals from different areas and/or life histories is possible.

Furthermore, headwater populations such as the one found in Funeral Creek, may

actually be genetically connected to larger spawning populations. Rieman and Allendorf

(2001) suggest that isolated headwater populations, such as the one in Funeral Creek, rely

on straying individuals fi'om other populations to maintain genetic variability in the

population. Wandering fish strengthen regional populations by refounding and protecting

the genetic diversity that is necessaly for survival undet constantly changing
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envirorìments, thus facilitating the replenishment and long{erm persistence of such

populations (Quinn et al. 1991;NRC 1996; Policansky and Magnuson 1998).

Bull trout populations are typically slow growing and mature late (Goetz 1989;

Ford et al. 1995; Baxter and McPhail 1996; McCart 1997). However, adfluvial and

fluvial populations generally exhibit faster growth than stream-resident populations

(Stelfox 1997; McCart 1997). Stream-resident populations typically occur in small, high-

gradient mountain streams where cold water and velocity barriers are common (Goetz

1989; McPhail and Baxter 1996). Productivity in these streams is far lower than in

streams and lakes that fluvial and adfluvial populations occupy (G oetz 1989; Mcphail

and Baxter 1996). Average growth reported for adfluvial juveniles fiom Lower

Kananaskis Lake was 100-1 13 mm/yr (Stelfox and Egan 1995). Other adfluvial

populations exhibit growth rates within this range; Ratliff et al. (1996) reported average

growth of 167 mm/year forjuveniles in Lake Billy Chinook, Oregon, and Fraley and

Shepard (1989) determined that average annual growth rates Íìom age 3 to 8 ranged from

88 to 95 mm/year in Flathead Lake, Montana. Growth rates for fluvial populations

repofied in the literature are similar (i.e., 90 - 150 mm/yr) to those seen in adfluvial

populations (Ratliff et al. 1996; Swanbereg 1997; Hvenegaard unpublished data).

Average growth for resident bull trout Íìom Moores Creek, Idaho was 33 mm/yr

(Spangler 1997), which is considerably less than observed values for fluvial and adfluvial

tlpes.

The Funeral Creek stream-resident population is an example ofan isolated, slow

growing population that inhabits a relatively low productivity headwater stream. Average

growth frorn age 3 to age 5 for Fune¡al Creek fish is about 35 to 40 rnrn/yr, which is
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within the range ofvalues reported in other studies of similar populations. The low

productivity combined with few forage fish available fo¡ the Funeral Creek population

may explain the cannibalistic behavior observed. Given that growth rates are significantly

different between stream-resident, adfuvial, and fluvial life history types, it is critical for

managers to document and understand the life history ofbull trout populations in the

north, since each will differ in their susceptibility to fishing and impacts on habitat.

Furthermore, as latitude increases, productivity generally deceases due to colder

temperature and shorter growing seasons. Populations that occupy drainages further north

and at higher altitudes will likely be more susceptible to perturbations than those found

further south.

Spawning in non-consecutive years is common for bull trout populations

throughout their range (Goetz 1989; McPhail and Baxter 1996 and references therein;

McCart 1997). Bull trout captured in all th¡ee watersheds exhibited altemate-year

spawning pattems. Since both resting males and females were observed, it is likely that

alternate-year (or less) spawning is an adaptation in response to low productivity typical

of drainages north of 60' latitude. Evidence of consecutive-year spawning at lower

latitudes (see Baxter 1995; Stelfox and Egan 1995; Ratliff et al. 1996) supporrs this

argument, and suggests that nodhem bull trout populations rnay not be as resilient to

disturbances as their southem counterparts.

2,3.3. MÄNAGEMENT

The presence ofbull trout populations throughout large geographic areas in the

southem and central NWT raises several management concems. The suggested present

distribution ofbull trout in the region extends as far north as Great Bear River (64. 55'N,
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125" 39'W), and self-sustaining populations have been documented in the Sahtu

Settlement Area centered at approximately 64. 30'N and 125" 00,W (Fig. 1 .2; Chapter 1;

Reist et al. 2002). Bull trout populations occurring in this area must be considered as

peripheral populations, that is populations separated fiom more central ones by spatial

distance (Lesica and Allendorf 1995), as no present evidence demonstrates that the

species range continues further north of this central area. Peripheral populations are

typically small and more susceptible to extirpation due to random biotic or abiotic events.

However, despite the small size and fragile nature ofthese populations, isolated

peripheral populations are expected to be genetically distinct from more central

populations because they typically live in unique environments (Lesica and Allendorf

1995; Quinn et al. 1991; NRC 1996; Policansky and Magnuson 1998; Dunham and

Reiman i999). Bull trout populations have demonstrated that individuals from regional

spawning populations will stray and spawn with smaller headwater populations (Baxter et

al. 1999; Hvenegaard and Thera 2001). Managers in the north should recognize the

potential genetic value ofperipheral bull trout populations, which occur in headwater

habitats. Such populations should be viewed as ofequal or greater value as larger

downstream populations when considering management plans.

In orde¡ to conserve bull trout populations at the northem extent of the

distrìbution it will be necessary to develop and understand the true range of this species

in the NWT. In the past bull trout and Dolly Varden have been inconectly identified

(Reist et al. 2002), as the two species have similar morphological features and are

diffìcult to distinguish in the fìeld. Clear, easily applied identification criteria have been

developed to facilitate accurate in-field identification (Haas and Mcphail 1991 ; Reist et
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al.2002). These must be made available to, and applied by, local fishers (e.g., individuals

fishing or surveying the area), sport fishers, consultants, and biologists Íïom govemment

agencies. The Northwest Territories Sport Fishing Guide has been recently updated

(March 2002) to include bull trout as a separate species from Dolly Varden. The guide

also describes the cunent known bull trout range, highlights morphological features used

to identiô/ the species, and provides conservative catch limits. Similar actions must be

put into place for other aspects of fishery management (e.g., local co-management

boards). Future studies must address areas further north ofGreat Bear River, where bull

trout and Dolly Varden char could hybridize or live in sympatry, as both ofthese

situations have been documented in British Columbia (Haas and McPh ail l99l; Baxter et

al. 1997). If hybridization and syrnpatry occur, they will further complicate in-field

identification for chars found in the area.

The size of bull trout populations in the NWT must be considered in view of

anticipated and existing industrial development that could affect populations in the NWT.

Bull trout populations in the south have demonstrated an inherent lulnerability to a

number ofanthropogenic impacts, which include overharvesting and loss ofhabitat (see

McCart 1997; Baxter et al. 1999). Managers must understand and recognize that

populations exhibit different life histories, and each population has unique biological

traits (e.9., growth) and requirements (e.g., habitat). Furthermore, vulnerability to

anthropogenic impacts and stochastic events will be significantly different between life

history types. Research and monitorìng will be required for northem populations to

ensure that overharvesting and habitat disturbances do not adversely affect their long-

tslm pelsistence.
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The structure ofbull trout populations found during this study (e.g., South

Nahan¡ri Watershed) and across the range (Rhude and Stelfox 1997; Wissmar and Craig

7997; Baxter et al. 1999; Hvenegaard and Thera 2001) is consistent with the

metapopulation concept (see Rieman and Mclntyr e 1993,1995;McCarI1997; Dunham

and Reiman 1999). Small isolated populations from headwater streams should be

monitored carefully as these populations are likely at greatest risk ofbeing imperiled, and

may be genetically distinct from larger central populations residing in mainstem rivers.

The isolation ofheadwater resident populations, such as the one found in Funeral Creek,

could lead to local extirpation, as these populations may rely on genetic exchange from

larger regional populations to persist.

Given that meta-populations likely occupy the lower South Nahanni watershed, it

will be critical to maintain migratory pathways to facilitate genetic exchange between

individuals. Fragrnentation of migratory corridors could c¡eate a group ofincreasingly

isolated and dwindling populations that are more vulnerable to biotic and abiotic

perturbations.

Fufure research on bull trout in the NWT should focus on population size and

structure, specifically the conservation ofgenetic diversity at the population level and

organization ofpopulations (metapopulations) at various geographic scales. considerable

effort should be devoted to: 1) further documenting and understanding life history types

and determining population sizes; 2) documenting habitat requirements for different life

history types, life stages within each type, and the relationships between them; and, 3)

determining the connectivity between different populations at genetic and spatial scales.

Finally, a better understanding ofhabitat requirements fo¡ various life history stages, and
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potential impacts on those habitats will be required to minimize adverse effects during

anticipated indushial development.

Future management initiatives should focus on the value ofnorthem bull trout

populations for the long-term persistence of the species. Managers must recognize that

northem bull trout populations occupy many remote lakes and rivers and are likely the

only ones that have not been exploited or impacted sigaificantly by man. Such

environments are favorable for the long-term persistence ofhealthy populations;

however, without proper levels of conservation and protection these populations may

succumb to extirpation like many of their southern counterpafs. Information on

unexploited populations in the norlh could be used by managers in the south to design

better recovery programs for populations that are at risk ofextirpation. Given the

anticipated and existing level ofresource development in the region (pete Cott, Fish

Habitat Biologist, Department of Fisheries and Oceans Fish Habitat Management,

Westem Arctic Region, pers. comm. 2003), and the demonstrated hypersensitivity

displayed by bull trout populations to disturbances, it will be critical to implement

appropriate monitoring and protection programs as soon as possible.
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CHAPTER 3.

H,A,BITAT USE BY BULL TROUT, SALVELINUS CONFLUENTUS (SUCKLEÐ

IN SIX MOUNTAIN STREAMS OF THE SOUTHERN AND CENTR-A,L

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

Abstract: In the summer and fall, 2001, six streams were surveyed in the southem and

cenhal Northwest Territories to describe habitat use and availability for bull t¡out in the

region. Depth, velocity, temperature, substrate, and cover were documented at the

macrohabitat level for all six streams and at the microhabitat level for one stream. Results

show that bull trout in the Norlhwest Territories prefer water depths ranging from 21.1

cmto 37.9 cm and water velocities, which range from 0.21 rnJs to 0.49 m/s. Substrate

found in the six streams ranged fi'om 64 mm to 256 mm. Cobble to boulder{ype (124 -
256 mm) substrate, followed by woody debris, and overhanging vegetation were the most

common cover found in these streams. As latitude increased the diversity ofavailable

cover types diminished. Significant differences for mean depth, velocity, and substrate

were observed among sites (P < 0.01). Although depth selection by juveniles and adults

were significantly different (P < 0.05) in Funeral Creek, substrate and cover use was

similar. Juveniles showed a distinct preference for cobble{ype substrate in Funeral

Creek. Although bull trout habitat in the north has similar characteristics to habitat

documented at more southem latitudes, site-specific habitat preferences for substrate and

cover were observed during the study.
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3.0 INTRODUCTION

Effective management of fish populations requires an understanding ofpopulation

size, structure, and habitat use. During the last two decades it has been demonstrated that

degradation and loss ofhabitat are major factors contributing to declining salmonid

populations (Bottom et al. 1985; Grant et al. 1986; Eaglin and Hubert i993; NRC 1996;

Gregory and Bisson 1997; Baxter et al. 1999). As a result the emphasis of fisheries

research has shifted to focus mo¡e on habitat use by salmonids. It has been documented

that many salmonids have a narow range of habitat requirements (Reiser and Bjomn

1979; NRC 1996). For example, redd reuse and superimposition ofredds are ÍÌequently

observed in salmonid populations (pink salmon, Oncorltynchus gorbuscha, McNeil 1967;

brook trout, Blanchfield and Ridgeway 1997; bull trout, Baxter and McPhail 1999) and

an indication of specific habitat preferences. Furthermore, the availability of suitable

habitat is considered to be the main factor limiting population success for many

salmonids (McPhail and Baxter 1996; NRC 1996; Blanchfield and Ridgeway 1997).

Like other salmonids, degradation and loss ofhabitat are also associated with

declining bull trout populations (Reiman and Mclntyre 1995; McCart 1997; Mcphail and

Baxter 1996; Wissmar and Craíg 1997).In the Swan River Basin, land use, specifically

logging roads, appears to have adversely affected bull trout populations (Baxter et al.

1999). In Gold Creek, Washington, the rnortality of spawning bull trout was directly

attributed to channel de-watering, caused by water regulation and/or natural drought in

the area (Wissmar and Craig 1997).

To protect bull trout habitat in areas where resource development activities are

prevalent it is necessary to understand habitat use and preferences. Many studies in
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drainages across the southem and central range have described habitat use ofbull trout

for the overall general stream and at fish positions within a stream (Adams 1994; Fairless

et al. 1994; Saffel and Scamecchia 1995; Baxter 1997b; Goe|z 1997; Spangler 1997;

Baxter and McPhail 1999). Despite a large body of literature on bull trout habitat use and

preferences, it is still evident that bull trout have specific spawning and rearing habitat

requirements which are poorly understood (Goetz 1989; Baxter and Mcphail 1996;

Baxter et al. 7999; Baxter and McPhail 1999).

Self-sustaining bull trout populations occur in the NWT; however, similar habitat

data as described in other areas are lacking (Reist et al. 2002). Furthermore, resource

development in the NWT is evolving at a rapid rate. This study was designed to examine

stream habitat that known bull trout populations occupy over as large a geographic area

in the NWT as possible. objectives of the study were to: 1) describe bull trout habitat use

and availability; 2) compare bull trout habitat use and preferences in the NWT to other

areas; and 3) discuss management issues as they pertain to bull t¡out habitat in the NWT,

3.1. METHODS

3.1.1, STUDY srrEs

To obtain baseline data on bull trout habitat use in the NWT, six streams reported

to contain bull trout were selected (see Results, Chapter 2). Funeral Creek, Jorgenson

Creek, Marengo Creek, and three ururamed streams located in the Keele and Liard River

watersheds (see Chapter' I , Locations 1, 2, and 3 on Fig. I .5) were surveyed in the

summer and fall of 2001. The streams surveyed are medium to hìgh-gradient mountain

streams with headwaters that originate fi'om snowmelt and underground upwellings.
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Barriers to fish migration occur in the South Nahanni watershed at Virginia Falls (-90

m), and Jorgenson and Marengo falls (-10 m) (see Chapter 1, Fig. 1.5).

Location 1 : Habitat surveys were completed at an umamed stream located in the

southwestem comer of the NWT (60" 36' N,124" 02'W). This stream,s headwaters

originate in the Franklin Range at an elevation of approximately 1500 m. The unnamed

stream is a second order stream, based on the classification system ofstrahler (see

Gallager 1999), that flows east into the Kotaneelee River (Location 1 on Fig. 1.5),

Location 2: Habitat was documented in the Nahanni Butte area at three sites: Funeral

(60'36'N, 124"48'W), Jorgenson (61'31'N, 126.05'W), and Marengo (60.36'N, 124.

48' W) creeks (Location 2 on Fig. 1 .5). Funeral Creek is a first order stream and

Jorgenson and Marengo creeks are second order streams. All of the streams surveyed in

the Nahanni Butte area have headwaters that originate in the Nahanni Range at an

elevation of approximately 2000 - 3000 m and flow into the South Nahanni River (Fig.

1.5). Location 3: Habitat was documented in an unnamed creek (60"14'N, 125"59'W),

which is a tributary of the Keele River and in a tributary of the Drum Lake system

(ó3"48'N, 126"09'W) (Location 3 on Fig. 1.5). Tributaries flowing into Drum Lake and

the Keele River originate in the Mackenzie Mountains at an elevation of approximately

1500 - 2000 m.

3.1.2. FISH SAMPLING

Fish sampling was conducted in the six study streams in the summer and fall of

2001 (for complete details of the study sites and sampling procedures see Methods,

Chapter 2). The streams were stratified into lower, middle, and upper sections. In each

section randomly selected reaches (200 - 500 m) were electrofìshed moving upstrearn
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using a Smith Root, Type VII POW backpack electroshocker. Unwadable areas were

angled using barbless hooks.

Char captured in each stream were identified to species prior to release. Fork

length (nearest mm) and weight (nearest g) were measured, and sex and maturity state

we¡e determined where possible. All bull trout with fork lengths that exceeded 200 mm

were fitted with an individually numbered Floy-tag inserted at the base of the dorsal fin

between the posterior basal pterygiophores. A portion ofthe adipose fin was removed for

genetic analyses and to evaluate tag loss. The first fin ray was removed from the left

pelvic fin for ageing.

Voucher specimens were kept from each sampling area for confirmation of

species identity. char retained from field sampling were compared to known bull trout at

the Depafment of Fisheries and Oceans, Freshwater Institute in Winnipeg. Genetic

analyses and a linear discriminant function (LDF) proven to be 100% effective in

distinguishing Dolly Varden fíom bull trout (Haas and McPhail 1991) were used to

confirm species identity for char captured (Methods, Chapter 2).

Biological processing, which included meristic and morphometric measurements,

age determination fi'om whole and sectioned otoliths, as well as sex and maturity

determination, was completed for all voucher specimens (Methods, Chapter 2 and

Appendix 1).

3.1.3. MACRoHABIT,{T

During the summer and fall of2001 habitat surveys were conducted in the six

study streams. Habitat use was quantified at the rnacrohabitat level for all streams and at

the rnicrohabitat level for one stream. Macrohabitat represents general physical features
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(e.g., depth, velocity, substrate, wetted width) of a stream. Microhabitat represents the

physical features within a stream at specific sites where fish are captured.

Macrohabitat data were obtained from 22 randomly selected reaches of six

streams in the NWT. Reaches that were 200 to 400 m long were selected in the lowe¡

middle and upper sections of each stream for sampling. within each ¡each a series of at

least two pool, riffle, n¡n sequences were randomly selected and the habitat units (i.e.,

pool, riffle, run) were sampled. A total of 81 pools, 55 runs, and 61 riffles were sampled

during the study. The macrohabitat data from each stream were used to determine general

stream characteristics for the six study streams. Habitat typing followed the technique of

Bisson et al. (1988) based on hydraulic characteristics ofeach stream. However, habitat

was not classified past the pool, run, and riffle level.

To determine physical features ofeach randomly selected habitat type within a

reach, three equidistant transects were placed parallel and perpendicular to water flow

within each habitat unit. The transects extended across the entire distance ofeach habitat

unit in each direction. At each of the habitats, depth, velocity, substrate, and cover were

measured at points where transects crossed giving nine measurements for each variable.

Depth was measured with a meter stick, bottom velocity was measured (- 5 cm above the

bottom) using a Marsh-McBimey flow meter accurate to 0.01 m/s, dominant substrate

was estimated visually in the surrounding fìve cm for each point using a modified

wentworth scale (Table 3.1), and cover was estimated visually at each point according to

a ranked classification scale (Table 3.2). The wetted width of the stream was randomly

measured at 50 m intervals tlu'oughout all sampling reaches in each stream.
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Table 3.1. Categories used to define substrate composition for habitat surveys in this
study.

Code Particle size range (mm) Substråte definition

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

> 256

126 - 255

64 - 125

t6-63
2-15

0.06 - l
< 0.059

Boulder

Large Cobble

Small Cobble

Pebble

G¡avel

Sand

silt

Table 3.2. Cover classification defining types used for habitat surveys in this study.

Çode Type or size range Cover definition

I
2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

aquatic vegetation
¡iparian vegetation
rvater columl depth

water turbulenc€
65 - 255 mm

256+ mm
> 30 cm diameter
< 30 cm diameter

stable bank, undercut
none ofthe above are applicable

Submerged vegetation
Ove¡hanging vegetaf ion

Deprh

Turbulence
Cobble
Boulder

Large rvood

Small rvood

Undercut bank
No cover

The mean depth and velocity were determined for each habitat unit. Mean depth

was calculated by dividing the sum of all nine tneasurements by l2 to account for 0 depth

(crn) at the bank (Platts et al. I 983). The mode was determined for substrate and cover at

each habitat unit, and fi'equency histograms wer.e developed to determine dominant

substrate and cover among and within streams.
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3.1.4. MICRoHÀBITAT

Microhabitat data were collected in Funeral Creek during September 2001.

Microhabitat measurements were similar to macrohabitat measurements; however,

microhabitat was measured only in habitat units where bull trout were captured.

Conversely, macrohabitat was measured in randomly selected habitat units within a

stream regardless of the presence or bull trout. A two-person crew elechofished two

randomly selected reaches (200-300 m) using a Smith-Root, Type VII pOW gas-powered

backpack electroshocker. Each time a bull trout was captured a weighted object with

either biue or orange flagging tape was placed in the habitat unit for later identification.

Blue markers represented juveniles and orange reptesented adults. Lengths (nearest mm)

and weights (nearest g) were recorded for all bull trout captured in the fìeld. All bull trout

larger than 200 mm (FL) were considered adults, and all those less than 200 mm (FL)

werejuveniles. The size criteria forjuveniles and adults were based on size-at-age and

maturity data (see Results, Chapter 2).

After electrofishing was complete, physical habitat parameters were measured in

marked habitat units where bull trout were captured. Three transects parallel and

perpendicular to flow, were placed in each habitat unit where bull trout were captured,

and depth, velocity, dominant substrate and cover were recorded at nine points as

described above.

3.1.5. STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Boxplots and frequency histoglams of macro and micro-habitat use and

availability for bull trout were constructed in ordel to provide a visual lepresentation of
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the data. Comparisons of macrohabitat among streams were made using descriptive

statistics.

Differences in velocity and depth among pool, run, and riffle habitats were

anal¡yzed. The pooled velocity and depth data for each habitat type from all locations

were compared using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Since the data were not

normally distributed, they were transformed (1og t0 X+l) to account for any zero or low

values in the data (Zar 1999).

Differences among streams for mean depth and velocity were compared using a

one-way ANOVA. The mean depth and velocity data were pooled for all habitat types at

each site. Differences among substrate and cover use for each stream were compared

using a Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA, as these were nominal data.

The Kolomogorov-Smimov test was used to determine if subst¡ate and cover use

were the same as habitat availability in Funeral Creek forjuveniles and adults.

Differences in mean water depth for adults and juveniles were compared in Funeral

Creek using a Mann-Whitney U-test, as varìances were not homogeneous (i.e., the

assumptions of the parametric test \ ere not met). The Mann-Whitney test was also used

for nominal data (i.e., cove¡ and substrate) to compare use by adults andjuveniles in

Funeral creek. Diffelences in velocity use byjuveniles and adults in Funeral creek were

compared using a two-sample I test. Fo¡ all statistical tests, significance was assessed at

either oc = 0.05 or a = 0.01.
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3.2. RESULTS

3.2.1, DIsrRrBUTroN AND ÀBUND,{NCE

Morphological and genetic data indicate that all char captured during the study

were bull trout (Results, Chapter 2 and Appendix 2). Although bull trout were found in

all six streams, the number of individuals captured in most streams was low (i.e., < 30).

The only location where bull trout were abundant was Funeral Creek (n = 78); however,

the majority were young-of{he-year and juveniles (Chapter 2, Table 2.1). At the Liard

sfudy stream bull trout did not occur in high densities (n : 18), but they were distributed

throughout a large proportion (2 - 4 krn) of this stream, Few bull trout were captured at

Marengo Creek, Jorgenson Creek, Drum Lake, and Keele River study sites (Chapter 2,

Fig. 2.i). At the Jorgenson and Marengo sites impassable falls prevented upstream fìsh

movement, but individuals were captured at the base of the falls in both locations.

3.2.2. MACRoHABITAT

Water temperatures for the six streams surveyed during August and September

ranged from 3.6 to 12.7" C (Table 3.3). The elevation for the six streams ranged fiom 400

to 2000 m and all streams surveyed were first to third order (Table 3.3). The tributaries

sampled represented small to intermediate-sized streams with the smallest stream

(Funeral Creek) having an average wetted width of 2.3 m, and the largest (Unnamed

Creek, Keele drainage) with an average of9.9 m (Table 3.3).
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Table 3.3. Physical habitat characteristics of streams where habitat use of bull trout was measured in the Northwest Territories.
Depth and velocities are mean values with ranges in parentheses. Note substrate and cover categories are described in
tables 3.1 and 3.2.

Location

Drum Lákc outlct

Funcr¿l Crcck

Stream order Averase
Site lmao scale *"tt"ã Average

ìrló, ooo) *i¿ii.i-l temn (oc)

r r 4.10

2 I 4.45

3 2 16.4

Jorgenson Creek

Marengo Creek

Unnamed C¡eck

I

2

3

4

Elevation lm)

,ïffitir,i3äüif Depth(cm)

4.0

4.0

6.4

7.8

7.5

4.6

4.1

3.36

2.56

t.72

L10

Drum Lâke (630 48' N, 126o 09' W)

Sept 800 20.4(4-60)

Sept 800 t9.l(3-66)

Sept 800 149(54:282\
Funeral Crcek (6lo 36' N, 124'44'Ìf)

Aus 1000 28.0(9-89)

Aug 1100 29.5(9-93)

Sept 1100 22.2(9-80\

Sept I I00 29.1(7-90)
Jorgcnson Crcck (61o 3l'N, 1260 05r W)

Sept 600 53.1(12-140)

Sept 600 31.8(10-72)
Marengo Crcek (610 35i N' 1250 48' \4/)

- 600 40.9(12-85)

- 600 3t.s(12-88)
Kccle River (64o l4'\ f25'59'\1)

Sept 400 38.2(12-l t4)
Sept 400 46.8(12-122)

Sept 600 35.9(12-66)

Scpt 600 45.0(12-130)
Kotâneelee River (60o 36' N' 1246 01' lV)

Aug 1500 50.2(15-110)

Aus 2000 55.3(8-135)

Aus 2000 49.1(8-140)

Uûûamcd Crcek

l

2

3

4

6.26

4.86

4.96

2.82

r0.7

r 3.8

5.r7

t0.l

3

3

2

't.9

7.8

velocitv lmlsì Dominant Dominant
' substrate cover

4.1

5.6

3.6

4.0

t2.7

10.3

7.8

4.95

6.90

5.80
't 20

0.2r(0.01-0.8r)

0.r8(0.01-0.70)

0.32(0.124.49\

0.39(0.0-r,13)

0.26(0.04.93)

0.30(0.1-1.33)

0.22(0.014.91)

0.37(0.0r-r.20)

0.68(0.01-1.46)

0.41(0.0r-1.40)

0.37(0.01-1.72)

0.5s(0.01-r.46)

0.4r(0.0-1.25)

0.35(0.01-1.02)

0.42(0.0-1.46)

0.29(0.0-1.00)

0.47(0.0-1.21)

0.51(0.0-1.40)

Pebble Overhead veg.

Pebble f¡rge cobble

Silt Deptlr

Small cobble Bouldcr

Small cobble Boulde¡

Small cobble Boulder

Small cobblc Boulder

Sr¡all cobble Boulder

Small cobble Boulde¡

Boulder Boulder

l-arge cobble Boulder

Small cobble Boulder

Small cobble Boutder

Small cobble Boulder

Small cobble Bouldcr

Sand Ov€rheâd veg.

Sûìallcobble Iå¡gewood

Smallcobble Turbulence



Bull trout were found in pool, riffle, and run habitats in all six streams. pools

found across the six streams were the deepest, followed by runs and riffles (Fig. 3.1).

Depth and velocity both differed significantly among habitat units [Depth (F¡z,p+¡ =

38.09, P < 0.01)1, [Velociry (F¡z,re+1 = 96.42, p < 0.01)]. Depth and velocity showed an

inverse relationship between pools and riffles. Pools were deepest and had the lowest

velocities, and riffles were shallowest and had the highest velocities. Runs were relatively

deep compared to riffles and had moderate to fast-water velocities (Fig, 3.1).

Habitat availability histograms show that pools possessed the most diverse array

of substrate, followed by runs and riffles which had larger proportions ofpebble to

cobble-type substrate (Fig. 3.2). Small cobble was the dominant substrate found in all

three habitats for the six streams (Fig. 3.2). Cover data for pool, run and riffle habitats

across the six sites indicate that boulder (substrate) was the most common type ofcover

available, followed by turbulence, cobble, overhead vegetation, large wood and depth

(Fig. 3.3). Pools had the most diverse cover available, followed by runs, and riffles (Fig.

3.3).

Depth availability data show that all streams had a large proportion ofhabitat in

the 0 to 60 cm range (Fig. 3.a). There was a significant difference in water depth among

the six sites (4s,rsrt : 5.97,P < 0.01). Funeral Creek and an un¡amed creek in Drum

Lake possessed a large proportion ofshallow water habitat (0 - 20 cm), whereas

Jorgenson, Marengo, and umamed creeks in the Liard and Keele drainages had a greater

proportion ofdeeper water (20 - 60 cm) habitat (Fig. 3.4).
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Figure 3.1. Box plots showing from the bottom the 5'r'1dot;, 1Oth, 25tl', 50,h, 75,1', 90'h
(horizontal lines), and 95tn (dot) percentiles for mean water depth (top panel)
and velocity (bottom panel) ofpool, riffle, and run habitat units measured
from six streams in the southem and central Northwest Territories.
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Figure 3.2. Habitat availability data for substrate in pool, run, and riffle habitats fi.om
six streams in the Northwest Territories.
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Figure 3.3. Habitat availability data for cover in pool, run, and riffle habitats from six
streams in the Northwest Teritodes.
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Figure 3.4. Frequency histograms of water depth availability for pool, run, and riffle
habitats fiom six streams surveyed in the summer and falt of2001.
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Overall, there was a significant difference in mean water velocity among the six

sites (I12 = 24.8,P < 0.01). Funeral Creek and the Drum Lake tributary had lower mean

velocities than Jorgenson, Marengo, and the Liard and Keele tributaries (Table 3.4,Fig.

3.5).

Small cobble was the dominant substrate found in four of the streams (Fig. 3.6).

The overall substrate composition was significantly different among the six sites (1i, =

43.7,P < 0.01). The stream surveyed in the Liard drainage showed the greatest number of

substrate types, and the Drum Lake tributary had the largest proportion of silt and sand,

which is not substrate t)pically used by bull trout (Fig. 3.6). Marengo Creek had a

relatively even distribution of small to large cobble and boulder-type substrate (Fig. 3.6).

Boulder was the dominant cover in Funeral, Jorgenson, and Marengo creeks, and in an

unnamed tributary of the Keele River drainage (Fig. 3.7).

The Liard tributary had the largest proportion ofwoody debris available for cover

of all the streams (Fig. 3.7). The Drum Lake and Liard tributaries had the greatest

proportion ofoverhead vegetation of all the streams surveyed (Fig. 3.7). Although there

were apparent differences in cover availability between sites, these differences were not

statistically significant (Hz = 5.87, P = 0.319).

3.2,3. MrcRoHÄBrrAT

In the summer (August l3 - 15) and fall (September l1 - l3) of200l, a total of

60 juvenile and 18 adult bull trout were captured from Funeral creek. Juveniles occupied

pools, runs and riffles; however the majority of fish were found in riffles (Table 3.5).
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Table 3.4. Macrohabitat characteristics summarized for bull trout across the range, and measurements taken from six streams in the
Northwest Territories during this study.

Various systems across the mnge

(latitude 49 - 56' N)'

Northwest Ter¡itories (this study):

Unnamed Creek, Drum Lake

Funercl Crcek, Sourh Nahanni River

Jorgenson Creek, South Nahanni Rjver

Marengo Creek, South Nahanni Rive¡

Unnarned Creek, Kcele River

Unnamed Creek, Kotaneelee River

nl L¡fe stage water depth (cm) warer veloc¡ty (û¡ls) substrate size
' (mm)

Spawn/egg

Young ofthe year

Juveniles

Adults

l. Values are ranges for sites summarized fiom the literah¡¡e for all life history t)?es and stages.
2 vaìues for water depth and velocity are given as the mean t the standard error with ranges in parentheses, substratc is given as ¡anges, and cover as dominant t)?es with lessdorninant tlpes in parentheses.
3 Numbcr of br:ll t¡out câptured at each site. * Bull trout we¡e caught in the Kcele River at the mouth ofthis unnamed creek. A lagged b¡rll trout was found moving upsheam intothis creek during the fall.

27 Adùlts

'18 Adults, Juveniles

3-

l-

20-60
0-20
20-60

20 - 200

24.9!5.0
(5. r-88.2)

2t.I!r.6
(8.7-ss.0)

32j!3.6
(l1.3-83.2)

29.7!4.0
(13.0-83.3)

33.7y2.9
(r5.s-76.0)

37.9ty2.6
(9.6-84.s)

0.02 - 0.99

0.04 - 0.60

0.01 - 0.64

0.01 - 0.99

0.2r10.03
(0.0s-0.42)

0.2w.02
(0.02-0.72)

0.5110.07
(0.0r -1.27)

0.4910.05
(0.06-0.87)

0.41:t0.05
(0.0r-r.06)

0.4510.04
(0.01-1.09)

l2* Adults

Adultsl8

20 - 130

6-250
20 - 250

0.059 - 250

0.059 - 256

16 - 256

2-2s6

t6 - 256

0.06 -256

0.06 - 256

Dominant Cover

wood, cavity

substrate (tu¡bùlence)

wood, subshate, c¿vity

wood, substrate, cavity
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habitats from six st¡eams surveyed in the summer and fall of2001.
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Table 3.5. Number ofjuvenile and adult bull trout using different microhabitats in
Funeral Creek during the summer and fall of2001. Note that the propofion
oftotal fish caught using each habitat type is reported in parentheses.

Life stage Runs Riffles

Juvenile

Adult

te (32)

12 (67)

2 (3)

0

3e (6s)

6 (33)

Table 3.6. Microhabitat use by juvenile and adult bull trout during the summer and fall
of2001 in Funeral C¡eek. Values are means for water depth and velocity
with standard deviations in parentheses and mode for subshate and cover.
Asterisks denote significant differences between juvenile and adult use for a
habitat variable.

Life stage Water depth (cm) Bottom velocity (n/s) Substrâte Cover

Juvenile

Adult

14.68 (s.s0)*

29.31 (15.70)+

0.38 (0.17)

0.2s (0.16)

Small cobble Boulde¡

Small cobble Boulder

Adults occupied pools and riffles, but were captured in pools most frequently (Table 3,5).

Juveniles generally used shallow, high velocity sections ofstream with an abundance of

small cobble to boulder-type substrate (Table 3.6, Figs. 3.S, 3.9).

Juveniles were commonly found in pocket pools created by boulders and large

cobble in these fast-water areas. There was no difference in frequency distributions for

juvenile substrate use and availability (Z = 0.22; P < 0.05, Kolmogorov-Smimov), but
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there was a significant difference in cover use and availability forjuveniles (Z= 2.09ip <

0.05, Kolmogorov-Smimov) (Figs. 3.8, 3.9), Boulders were the most abundant cover in

Funeral creek, however juveniles used cobble almost as often as they used boulders for

cover (Fig. 3.9).

Adults used deeper (20 - 40 cm), low velocity (0.1 - 0.3 m,/s) sections of the

stream with an abundance ofcobble to boulder-type subshate (Table 3.6, Figs. 3.9, 3.9).

Adults were typically captured in pools and deeper riffles. There was no significant

difference in frequency distribution between adult substrate use and availability (Z :

0.292; P < 0.05, Kolmogorov-Smimov) or cover use and availability (Z= 0.776;p <

0.05, Kolmogorov-Smimov) (Figs. 3.8, 3.9).

Juvenile bull trout were found in shallower wate¡ than adults (U : 190; p < 0.05,

Mann-whitney u{est). Although differences in mean bottom velocity use were apparent

(Table 3.6), these differences were not statistically significant. There was no difference in

substrate use between adults and juveniles in Funeral Creek (U : 427 .5; p < 0.05, Mann-

Whitney U+est).
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3.3. DISCUSSION

3.3.1. DISTRIBUTIoN AND ABUNDANCE

Although a total of 18 tributaries were sampled across a relatively large

geographic area, bull trout were only captured in nine ofthese tributaries and densities

were relatively low (Results, Chapter 2), suggesting that populations are small and occur

over large geographic areas in the NWT. This is consistent for bull trout in other areas

across the range (Baxter et al. 1999). Small populations found in areas across the range

are a result ofslow growth, late maturation, and altemate-year spawning behaviour,

which are probably adaptations to the harsh environments that these fish inhabit (Ford et

aI.7995; Baxter and McPhail 1996). The presence and repeated capture ofbull trout in

tributaries of Drum Lake, Liard River, South Nahanni River, and Keele River suggest

that self-sustaining populations occur in these areas.

3.3.2. LIFE HISToRY

Length-at-age data indicate that bull trout captured from the Liard and Funeral

creek sites have a stream-resident life history and likely spend their entire lives in these

small headwater streams. Length data show that the fish caught in Marengo and

Jorgenson Creeks were either adults from resident populations orjuveniles from fluvial

populations. Overall size and growth pattems provide evidence which suggests that

fluvial populations occur in the Keele, South Nahanni, and Flat rivers, and an adfluvial

population inhabits Drum Lake (Discussion, Chapter 2).

Since bull trout are often migratory fish that move between spawning and feeding

areas, it is possible that bull hout could be using any of the study streams as feeding,
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spawning, rearing, and over-wintering habitat. Given that limited information exists on

the distribution and biology for this species in the NWT (Reist et al. 2002), surveys

completed in the six tributaries will provide baseline data on distribution, abundance, life

history, and habitat use and availability for the region.

3,3.3. MACRoHABTTÁ.T

The six streams surveyed have habitat values which are within the ranges

described in the literature for water depth, velocity, substrate, and cover use for bull trout

populations across thei¡ geographic range (Adams 1994; Saffel and Scamecchia 1995;

Spangler 1997; Hauer et al. 1999). Cobble substrate, which is required for redd

construction and is frequently used byjuveniles as cover (Baxter and Mcphail 1996;

Baxter 1997b; Reiser et al. 1997; Saffel and Scamecchia 199?; Sexauer and James 1997),

was prevalent in all streams. However, specific habitat parameters such as large woody

debris, demonstrated to be important for adult andjuvenile (Baxter i997b; Hauer et al.

1999) life stages, were limited in many of these streams.

Macrohabitat data show that populations found at higher latitudes in Nahanni

Butte and the Mackenzie Mountains occupied a narrow range of habìtats compared to

those found at lower latitudes. The abundance ofbull trout does not appear to be related

to substrate and cover diversity among the streams; however, distribution within study

streams may be affected by these parameters. For example, the Liard study stream, which

is the most southerly site surveyed, had the most diverse substrate and cover habitat

available. Bull trout were distributed ttuoughout large reaches (i.e.,2 - 4 km) at this site.

By contrast, the Funeral Creek, Drum Lake, and Keele River sites are fuither nodh and

possess less diverse habitat, Bull trout were found at specific sites in fewer smaller
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reaches ( 100 - 200 m) in these streams. These findings suggest that suitable habitat is

limited at these sites, and influences the distribution ofbull trout in these streams.

Reiman and Mclntyre (1995) found similar results on a larger scale, suggesting that the

area ofsuitable habitat influences the distribution ofbull trout populations in the upper

Boise River basin in Idaho.

Bull trout captured in the six study streams used a number of different habitat

types based on availability (e.g., Liard study stream), but appear to have specific habitat

preferences at each site (e.g., Funeral creek). The presence ofbull trout at particular sites

within a stream reflects specific habitat preferences, and is commonly observed in

populations from other geographic areas of the range (Baxter and Mcphail 1996; Baxter

et al 1999; Baxter and McPhail 1999). Bull trout were captured most iÌequently in two

small (100 m) reaches in Funeral creek. Although most young-of{he-year and juveniles

were captured within a 200 m river section, habitat appeared to be relatively

homogeneous throughout most ofthe stream (N. Mochnacz personal observation 2001).

This implies that juveniles were selecting specific types of habitats within these small

areas, but it is unclear which physical habitat parameters make this site favorable for

juveniles.

Young-of-the-year bull trout remain in their natal streams for thÌee to {ive years

before reaching sexual maturity andjoining adults in larger lakes o¡ rivers (Goetz 19g9;

McPhail and Baxter 1 996). The presence of young-of-the-year and juvenile bull trout

(Table 2.1, Chapter 2) in Funeral Creek suggests that this stream supports spawning and

rearing bull trout. The only other location where evidence of spawning was observed was

at the Drum Lake site where two juvenile (age 1) bull trout we¡e captured in a tributary
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stream. The water depth of this stream was exhemely low, and the upper reaches were

dry, suggesting that this tributary may have been used for spawning in past years but is

no longer used because of limited flow.

Based on comparisons to documented spawning streams for bull trout in southern

watersheds (see Fairless et al. 1994; Reiser et al. 1997), Funeral Creek and many of the

tributaries flowing into Drum Lake have suitable substrate (cobble to boulder), water

temperatures (6 - 9' C), velocity, and depth for successful spawning. Other locations,

such as Marengo and Jorgenson creeks, have a large proportion ofsuitable spawning and

rearing habitat; however, bull t¡out were not abundant (< 10). Observing fewer bull trout

in these smaller streams should not preclude their importance as spawning and rearing

tributaries if suitable habitat exists. Furthermore, as seen in Funeral creek, bull trout may

use specific sites in these tributaries, and limited sampling effort may have precluded

capture ofjuvenile life history stages at these sites. Other salmonid species, such as

cutthroat trout, rely on small streams for rearing habitat, which is critical for long-term

conseryation ofthese populations (Rosenfeld et al. 2000; Rosenfeld et aL.2002).

Bull trout occur in high-gradient streams with low velocity areas (e.g., pocket

pools) and a large proportion ofcobble to boulder{ype substrate (Goetz 1989; Baxter and

McPhail 1996). Studies suggest that discharging groundwater is a critical habitat

characteristic that spawning bull trout seek as it provides a stable incubation environment

for eggs during development, and increases spawning success (Baxter and Mcphail

1999). Groundwater also provides overwintering habitat in areas where streams typically

freeze to the bottom. Although g'oundwater was not measured in Funeral Creek,

discharging groundwater has been observed in streams within the ar.ea (Chuck Blight,
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Nahanni National Park Superintendent, pers. comm. 2002); depth (max = 1 m) is likely

not sufficient to prevent many areas of this stream from freezing completely to the

bottom during the winter. sincejuveniles typically overwinter in their natal streams, it is

probable that discharging groundwater is a factor influencing their distribution in this

stream.

3.3.4. MICRoHABIT.{T

It has been well documented that adult and juvenile bull trout do not occupy

similar habitats (Goetz 1989; McPhail and Baxter 1996; Saffel and Scamecchia 1995;

Baxter 1 997b; Goetz 1997; Sexauer and James 1997). Adults tend to inhabit deep slow

water areas with an abundance oflarge cover, whereas juveniles remain in shallow side

charurels and pocket pools (McPhail and Baxter 1996). Bull trout captured in Funeral

creek showed distinct preferences for specific microhabitats, and habitat use differed for

juveniles and adults. Adults were generally found in deep, slow-water areas staying

relatively close to large cover (i.e., boulders), whereas juveniles were typically found in

shallow, fast-wate¡ aroas at or near the bottom, close to cover. Although juveniles were

frequently found in fast-water habitat, such as riffles, most fish were occupying pocket

pools or channel margins, presumably to avoid being swept downstream and for

concealment from predators. Saffel and Scamecchìa (1995) reported thatjuvenile

abundance increased as the number ofpocket pools increased among four streams in

Idaho. Remaining at or near the bottom close to cover is common behavior forjuveniles,

especially young-oflhe-year, and is reported in other systems (Saffel and Scamecchia

1995; Baxter 1997b; Goetz 1997; Sexauer and James t 997).
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The difference seen in habitat use byjuveniles and adults is probably a result of

size difference, which corresponds to different feeding habits, physical capabilities, and

energy requirements for each life stage. Drift feeding salmonids will occupy different

hydraulic areas in streams to minimize energy expenditure and maximize energy intake

(Fausch 1984; Bisson et al. 1988). As salmonids increase in size, position choice is

further constrained by dominance hierarchies, whereby larger dominant fish hold optimal

positions (i.e., large pool on the edge ofa fast run) and achieve greater growth rates

(Fausch 1 984). The habitat use by juvenile and adult bull trout observed in this study is

consistent with ¡esearch by Fausch, and is probably a reflection ofchannel hydraulics and

food availability in different habitats.

The water depth and velocities used byjuvenile bull trout in Funeral Creek are

consistent with those reported in other sfudies. Baxter (1997b) reported that bull trout fry

andjuveniles preferred depths between 10 and 40 cm and wate¡ velocities between 0.05

and 0.30 m/s. Sexauer and James (1997) found juvenile bull trout at night in water

between 10 and 30 cm deep and water velocities ÍÌom 0.05 and 0.25 m/s.

Juvenile bull trout in Funeral Creek used cobble to boulder substrates, and

showed a high preference for boulder and cobble as primary cover types. Sexauer and

James (1997) showed thatjuvenile bull trout used cobble to boulder-type substrates and

primarily boulders for cover. Baxter (1997b) reported a high preference byjuveniles for

rootwads as primary cover followed by cobble and boulders. These studies are consistent

with the data frorn this study, and show that habitat in Funeral creek is sirnilar to habitat

found in other areas.
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It is important to consider that, although some habitat requirements (e.g,, cobble

to boulder substrate) may be consistent across the range, other habitat characteristics that

could be critical for population success may be site specific. For example, seve¡al studies

have shown that woody debris is an important type ofcover for bull trout in specific areas

(Goetz 1997; Baxter 1997b), and plays a critical role in creating and maintaining stream

habitat for salmonids (Elliot 1986; Fausch and Northcote 1992; Hauer et al. 1999). Large

woody debris was present in the Liard study stream, yet it was not found in any of the

other study streams. Juvenile bull trout in Funeral creek used cobble substrate for cover

more than boulders; however, boulders were more abundant than cobble as cover in

Funeral creek. Microhabitat preferences exhibited byjuveniles in Funeral creek suggest

that cobble is a critical cover type which influences their distribution in this stream.

3,3,5, MANAGEMENT

Most streams surveyed in this study are in remote locations and have not been

disturbed by resource development activities. However, existing and anticipated resource

development activities, such as oil and gas exploration, mining, and forestry, could

signifìcantly impact bull trout habitat. Furthermo¡e, it has been demonstrated in other

parts of the range that different life history types and life stages within each type have

different th¡esholds for habitat disturbances (McCart 1997; Wissmar and Cratg 1997;

Baxter et al. 1999). Since productivity is typically low in drainages north of60" and the

gtowing seasons are short, bull trout populations that occupy streams in northern Canada

could have a significantly lower tolerance to activities which disturb habitat. To avoid

irnpacts which could compromise northern bull trout populations, greatel care should be

taken by rnanagers to maintain and protect these pristine habitats in the north.
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Streams that possess habitat within the ranges reported in this study should be

monito¡ed carefully during development activities to minimize impacts. In-stream work,

such as culvert installation and fords that require bed crossings should be avoided.

Watershed impacts that alter the discharge pattem of streams, such as clearcut logging in

steep tenain, strip mining, channelization or channel straightening, and damming or

diverting flows, should also be avoided. Aly development activities which could c¡eate

barriers (e.g., dams, diversions) separating contiguous bull trout habitat should also be

avoided as these practices could create a group ofisolated populations. Further, barriers

p¡event the genetic exchange between meta-populations which may occur in the region

(Discussion, Chapter 2).

Despite many studies on bull trout habitat use, few managers have been able to

detect specific habitat requirements, especially for spawning life stages (McPhail and

Baxter 1996). Although habitat use of bull trout in the NWT is similar to other areas,

there are still many unknown habitat parameters which may influence habitat suitability

for bull trout in this region. As was evident in Funeral Creek, juveniles have specific

habitat preferences. However, habitat preferences for other life stages may differ from

habitat parameters determined for more southerly stocks. Thus, more research on

microhabitat preferences is needed in this area.

This study has laid the foundation for future research on bull trout in the NWT.

Future studies should be designed to: 1) further develop and determine the abundance and

distribution of this species, 2) describe microhabitat use, especially for spawning and

rearing life stages, and 3) deten¡ine the level of cornectivity between different life

history types and life stages within these types in the context ofhabitat use and
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availability. Such information will allow managers to implement conservation plans to

protect bull trout populations in no¡them canada and prevent declines seen in other areas.



CHAPTER 4.

MANAGEMENT RTCOMMENDATIONS FOR BULL TROUT IN THE

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

4.0 INTRODUCTION

Bull trout populations across the range have declined as a result of impacts on

populations and their habitat (Ford et al. 1995; McCart 7997; Baxtu etal. 1999). This

study was designed to acquire information on bull trout distribution and biology in the

Northwest Territories (NWT) to prevent declines similar to those seen in othe¡ areas. The

specific objectives were to determine the distribution, life history, population size, and

habitat requirements for bull trout in the region.

Recent wo¡k has confirmed the presence of bull trout populations in the NWT;

however, for much ofthe region the dishibution and biology ofthis species is poorly

understood (Reist et al.2002). Managers could use infonnation fiom this study to

improve conservation practices for bull trout populations in areas where existing

development activities are widespread (e.g., Fort Liard) and future development activities

are forthcoming.

4.I. SUMMARY

The research has highlighted the following results which are important for the

management of this species in the area: 1) bull trout populations are srnall yet rnore

extensively distributed in the region than first thought, 2) populations exhibit different

life histories which conespond to vadous growth patterns, and, 3) habitat requirements

are similar to other areas, but site specific habitat preferences are apparent in the sfudy
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area. The distribution, life history, population size, and habitat requirements ofbull trout

we¡e examined during the study and are summarized.

4,1,1, DISTRIBUTIoN

Bull trout range from just north of the British Columbia-yukon-NWT border

(-60"N) to drainages south of Norman Wells (-64.N) in the central NWT (see Chapter 1,

Fig. 1,2; Chapter 2, Fig. 2.1). The presence of self-sustaining bull trout populations was

confirmed in the Liard, lower South Naharuri, and Keele River drainages (see Chapter 2,

Locations 1,2, and 3 on Fig. 2.1). Bull trout were the only riverine char captured during

the stud¡ which suggests that this species is the dominant char in the study area. These

results disagree with previous literature records (1974-80), which identified all chars as

Dolly Varden in many ofthe same water bodies. This discrepancy can be explained by

taxonomic confusion of the two species (which were not recognized as formally distinct

species by Cavender until 1978), the similar appearance, and previous incorrect

identification by non-experts. Local reports also suggest that bull trout populations may

occur fuúher north of the Great Bear River, but confirmed captures have not been

documented north of this area to date.

4.1.2. LIFE HISToRY

The results flom this study show that bull trout populations found in the NWT

represent adfluvial, fluvial, and stream-resident life history types (see Results, chapter 2).

Fluvial populations exist in both the Keele and South Nahanni systems, an adfluvial

population occupies Drum Lake, and stream-resident populations occur in the Lia¡d and

South Nahannì River systems.
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The presence ofthese three life history types was documented across the study

region; however, it is unclear ifany ofthese life histories are genetically distinct from

one another. If genetic differentiation occurs between life history types, it is likely that

genetic exchange may have already occurred between different life history types or could

take place in the future. Resea¡ch on the bull trout assemblage in the Swan River Basin

by Baxter et al. (1999) suggests that different populations do exchange genetic material.

Adults move to non-natal spawning areas to interb¡eed with other individuals which has

resulted in a metapopulation structure in the basin. Dunham and Reiman (1999)

suggested that genetic exchange between populations and possibly life history types is a

natural phenomenon across the range. such exchange helps maintain genetic variability

within these populations and increases the likelihood of long{erm persistence of

populations in variable environments. This process also replenishes or ¡e-establishes

populations which may have been reduced or eliminated by stochastic environmental

factors. Fragmentation of migratory corridors between different populations can lead to a

number of small isolated populations that continue to dwindle over time and ultimately

can lead to extirpation. Fufhermore, ifone or more populations are isolated fíom

regional breeding populations, the susceptibility of the entire population structure to

natural and anthropogenic impacts may increase.

4.1,3. PopuLATroN SrzE

Bull trout populations found in the NWT during the study were small and

relatively widespread, which is consistent for this species (Goetz 1989; Mcphail and

Baxter 1996 and references therein; Baxter et al. 1999). The exception to this were the

stream-resident populations from the Liard and South Nahanni systems, for which larger
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numbers were found in local areas. In the south Naharuri and Keele River watersheds

bull hout were captured in a number ofdifferent locations. However, despite significant

effort few fish (i.e., < 30) were captured at one location. Bull trout were most abundant in

Fune¡al C¡eek (n: 78), however, most fish captured werejuveniles and substantial

fishing effort was allocated to this site because it was identified as a likely spawning

tributary.

4.1.4. H¿srr¡r

Habitat used by bull trout in the NWT is similar to that described in the literature

for more southerly latitudes such as Alberta (Fairless et al. 1994; Boag and Hvenegaard

1997), British Columbia (Baxter 1997b; Baxter and McPhail 1999), and Idaho (Adams

1994; Saffel and Scamecchia 1995; Spangler 1 997). Most streams that bull trout

occupied were characterized by clear, cold water, relatively steep gradients, and an

abundance ofcobble to boulder-type subshate (see Results, chapter 3). Also, as observed

in other areas across the range, bull trout in the NWT (i.e., north) appear to have specific

habitat preferences. Many of the habitat cha¡acteristics (i.e,, depth, velocity, substrate) of

bull trout streams examined in the NWT were similar to those seen in other areas in the

range, although some habitat types were not present especially at more northem

locations. The lack oflarge woody debris in streams further north and at higher altitudes

in the study area was apparent, and presumably a result of the different vegetative

ecozones found in the region. Since bull trout have been shown to use large woody debris

for cover in drainages further south ofthe study area (Baxter 1997b; Hauer et al. 1999), it

is likely that northem populations have adapted to use other foms of cover in this area.

Fewer typical cover types (i.e., woody debris, undercut banks, aquatic vegetation) were
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available and the dominant cover used was large substrate. This suggests that populations

in the NWT are more dependent upon large substrate for cover than populations found in

other areas.

Although a large proportion ofsuitable habitat appeared to be available in most of

the tributaries where bull trout \ryere captured, its distribution was patchy. The low

abundance ofbull trout in these rivers supports this argument. The areas in which bull

trout were captured during the study suggest that fish were using specific areas in each of

the study streams and moving through corridors from one suitable habitat to anothe¡ to

carry out life activities (i.e., spawning, rearing, feeding, overwintering). In some

situations bull trout were moving from one water body (i.e., river or lake) to another to

spawn, feed, or rest. For example, large mature bull trout were tagged in the Keele River

during late summer feeding and were observed later in the fall moving upstream into a

small tributary stream (Appendix 1, Table ,A.1.3). Upstream migrations by bull trout

during the fall typically coincide with movements to spawning locations (see Fraley and

Shepard 1989; Stefox and Egan 1995; Baog and Hvenegaard 1997; Hvenegaard and

Thera 2001). Reiman and Mclntyre (1995) suggested that corridors between patches of

suitable habitat are critical for long{erm persistence ofbull trout populations. Corridors

allow fish to move between different habitats and facilitate genetic exchange ofmaterial.

4.2. MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

The current level of management in the NWT for this species is minim al, partly

because bull trout are not considered an important food fish for local people in most

areas, However, as a top-level trophic predator in most systems, bull trout are an

important component of aquatic ecosystems. Bull trout management in the NWT should
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be designed to address population and habitat management issues in the region. The

following management recommendations should be conside¡ed in future management

plans for this species.

1. Education programs/workshops with corresponding posters for bioiogists, First

Nation fishers, sport fishers, consultants, and industry are needed to provide

information on in-field identification criteria, known distribution fo¡ bull trout in the

NWT, and sensitivity of this species to impacts.

2. Regional monitoring programs should be conducted annually to leam more about

distribution, local movements, habitat use, and abundance. Such activities should be

conducted to minimize adverse effects on bull trout populations.

2.1. Reward programs for captured bull trout should be implemented to obtain

information on distribution Íìom local fishers, sport fishers, consultants, and

industry.

2.2. Floy-tagging programs are needed in areas where known populations occur,

to leam more about local movements, life history, growth, survival, and

annual recruitment.

2.3. Mark-recapture programs can be incorporated with tagging programs to

estimate population size.

2.4. Radio{agging programs are needed to locate spawning streams and identify

redds. Once spawning sites are located, adults can be enumerated, using either

conduit weirs or hoop nets in the fall.

3. Sport fishing for this species should not be allowed during the spawning season,

which occurs between mid August through to the end ofOctober. Such seasonal
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4.

fishing closures should be reflected in the Northwest Territories Sport Fishing

Regulations. Seasonal fishing closures will be important in a¡eas where tourist

activity could be high, such as Nahanni National Park Reserve. Managers in these

areas should also consider implementing catch size restrictions to protect adults and

the use ofbarbless hooks only in these systems.

Cunently, bull trout populations which occur in the NWT are recognized by the

Govemment of the Northwest Territories as a species which "May Be at Risk".

However, this designation does not protect the species and their habitat.

Consequently, the listing should be upgraded to "species at Risk', status, because

populations are small, and little is known about the biology of this species in the

region. To effectively prevent population declines similar to those ofother regions,

this species will require protection under the federal Species at Risk legislation. Once

fonnally listed as a "Species at Risk", appropriate research programs can be

implemented to obtain the necessary information to protect this species. After

sufficient data on distribution and biology is obtained, the species can be downgraded

to a lesser designation ifresearch results show that the species is worthy (i.e.,

populations are stable or increasing) of such listing.

Future research programs are necessary which focus on the distribution, life history,

habitat requirements, population size, and genetic relationships of northem

populations.

Development activities planned in known spawning and rearing areas should be

relocated. Ifdevelopment projects cannot be relocated appropriate rnitigation

5.

6.
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procedures should be implemented to minimize impacts to habitat (see

recommendations below).

7. ln watercourses that are within the present known range but do not have documented

bull trout captures, habitat biologists should use the precautionary principle (Minns

1997). Proponents of development activities should be responsible for conducting a

survey ofthe watercourse to determine if fish inhabit the area and assess habitat

potential for those species. Ifbull trout and associated species are discovered, then the

mitigation measures outlined below should be implemented during development to

minimize impacts to fìsh habitat.

7.1. In stream wo¡k should be avoided in areas with discharging groundwater,

water depths ranging ffom 10 to 60 cm, water velocities ranging from 0.1 to

0.6 m/s, and/or cobble to boulder-type substrate (i.e., total length of 64 fo 256

mm).

7.2.Bed stream crossings such as fords and temporary ramps and in-sheam work

(e.g., culvert installation) should be avoided.

7.3. Watershed impacts, such as clear-cut logging in steep terrain, strip mining,

backfilling, channelization or channel straightening, and damming or diverting

natural water flow, which could alter the discharge pattem and sediment input

of streams, should be avoided.

7.4. Ice bridge construction should maintain regular stream flow and fish passage,

use only clean snow for backfill to minimize release ofsedirnents into the

watercourse, and use mushroom shoes or boots on all bladed vehicles.
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7.5. Any development activities that require temp orary (e.g., coffer dams) or

permanent barriers (e.g., dams, diversions) should not be used as these may

block migratory corridors, and adversely affect highly connected populations

within a watershed.

8. Habitat ¡esearch programs are needed to leam more about habitat use and availability

for all life history types and stages within each type.

9. Ecosystem management projects should be designed with bull trout as the primary

indicator species for habitat quality and ecosystem integrity. Managers could

associate the presence ofabundant, well-structured year classes from bull trout

populations (i.e., healthy populations) with excellent ecosystem quality. Conversely,

year-class losses and (or) declines within populations would be an indication of

marginal ecosystem quality reflecting an impact to the watershed.

9.1. A pilot program in the South Nahanni River watershed could be conducted to

test the effectiveness ofbull trout as an ecosystem management tool in this

area. A documented self-sustaining population has been found at Funeral

Creek, and it is apparent that other populations occur in the region. These

populations could be studied for one more season) and then the following year

monitoring of one or more populations could commence. The Funeral Creek

population is ideal for such a program because it is located near a proposed

zinc mining operation. This population and others in the area would be

excellent candidates for this project because they could be compared over

time to assess environmental impacts on the aquatic ecosystem,
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The preceding programs should be implemented by the Deparhnent ofFisheries and

Oceans (DFO) and the Govemment of the Northwest Territories Resource, Wildlife, and

Economic Development Department. Costs associated with research and monitoring

programs are substantial as most populations occur in areas accessible only by aircraft or

boat. However, these costs are not urunanageable iflogistic and financial resources are

pooled between govemment agencies. Sampling should be coordinated with similar

activities in areas where bull trout populations occur. Education programs and reward

programs for fish can be financed and managed through Federal and Territorial

departments.

Developing and implementing these programs will require a collaborative effort

across the region between different groups and organizations. Government agencies (e.g.,

DFO, Parks Canada Agency, RWED), First Nation communities, consultants, and private

industry must work together to implement programs to conserve and protect northem bull

hout populations. Cost sharing between organizations will allow larger research and

monitoring projects to be implemented in a timely fashion.

Habitat protection and research should be implemented by the DFO Fish Habitat

Management division. Fish Habitat Biologists must submit requests for research

programs to be implemented by proponents prior to development activities in areas where

little is known about fish and fish habitat, The cost of fìsh habitat research should be the

responsibility ofindustry and accepted as a cost involved with development in the north.

4,2,1. CoNcLUsroNs

The recommendations and proposed management methods should serve as the

first step towards a proactive management process for.bull trout in the NWT. Managers
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can prevent population declines similar to those seen in other areas for northem bull trout

populations if appropriate research and management programs are implemented. Future

research should focus on areas where known populations occur, and future work must be

developed and implemented in areas where the biology and distribution ofbull trout are

poorly understood. Bull trout resea¡ch and management will require a long-term

commitment and monitoring well into the future. The long{erm goal is to decrease

uncertainty ofour knowledge for bull trout populations in the region, and provide more

effective management based on knowledge fíom research and monitoring programs.
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APPENDIX 1

BIOLOGICAL AND IIABITAT DATA FOR BULL TROUT (SALVELINAS

CONFLUENTUÐ AND ASSOCI,A,TED SPECIES F'ROM STREAM SURVEYS

CONDUCTED IN THE SOUTIIERN AND CENTRAL MACKENZIE RIVER

vÄLLEy, NORTHWEST TERRTTORIES,2000 TO 2001.



Biological and habitat data for bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus) and associated species
from stream surveys conducted in the southem and central Mackenzie River Valley,

Nofhwest Territories, 2000 to 2001.
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ABSTRACT

In the summer and fall of2000 and 2001 stream surveys were conducted in 18 different

tributaries from tkee major river systems in the southem and central Northwest

Territories. Biological data for all species sampled during the two-year study are

presented, with emphasis on bull trout. Habitat surveys were completed in six tributaries

ÍÌom the study area. General physical stream features were documented in these six

streams, and physical attributes ofhabitat were also described in Funeral Creek at

specific positions where bull trout were captured. The data presented in this report

confirm the presence ofbull trout in nine tributaries throughout drainages in the southem

and central Mackenzie Valley. Results suggest that bull trout populations are small but

wide ranging, using a variety ofhabitat types over a large geographical area. Much of the

habitat that bull trout occupy in this region is similar to habitat in the southem part of

their distribution. Complete data are provided for both biological sampling and habitat

measurements taken during the study.
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INTRODUCTION

The bull Trout, Salvelínus confluentus (Suckley) is a native char found throughout

westem North America. West of the continental divide, the species, distribution

originally extended fiom nodhem Califomia (- 41" N) and Nevada (Mcphail and Baxter

1996), throughout central British Columbia, north into the southern Yukon Territory

(Cavender 1978; Haas and McPhail 1991), East of the continental divide the distribution

extended from northern Montana and throughout much of westem Alberta (Nelson and

Paetz 7992; McPhail and Baxter 1996; Fitch 1997). Peripheral populations in the

southwestem united states have been extirpated from the Mccloud River, califomia and

from tkee major tributaries in the Willamette system, Oregon (Goetz 1989; Mcphail and

Baxter 1996). A decline or absence oflocal populations has also been observed in

Alberta (McCart 1997), and the¡e is evidence ofdrastic declines in several local

populations in Nevada, Washington, and British Columbia (Haas and Mcphail 1991;

McPhail and Baxter 1996).

Such declines have led to formal listings ofbull trout as ,.threatened" within the

coteminous United States (U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1999) and.,sensitive" in

Alberta, British Columbia, and the Yukon Territory (Canadian Endangered Species

Conservation Council 2001). Bull trout are considered a species that could be at risk of

extinction or extirpation in the Northwest Territories QIIWT), and are a candidate for a

detailed risk assessment (Govemment of the Northwest Territories, Department of

Resources, Wildlife and Economic Development 2000). Impacts contributing to the

decline of southern bull hout populations include ÍÌagmentation and isolation of

populations by rnan-made structures; over-fishing; habitat distur.bance fror¡ industrial



activities such as seismic, pipeline, forestry and mining work; interaction with exotic

species; and, the cumulative effects ofthese activities (Ford et al. 1995; McCarf 1997;

Baxter et aI. 1999). The present dishibution extends fiom the northwestem united states

(- 42'N) throughout interior drainages of British Columbia, westem Alberta, and the

southem Yukon Territory, north throughout the south-central Mackenzie River valley,

NWT (- 6a"D Gig. 41.1; Haas and McPhail 1991; Reisr etal.2002).

Recent work has confirmed that bull trout populations are more widespread than

first thought in the NWT. Captures from locations east and west of the Mackenzie River

confirmed the presence of this species approximately 500 km north of the previous

northemmost known distribution (Fig. A1.i; Reist et al. 2002). Repeated capture of bull

hout at these locations suggests that these fish are part of self-sustaining populations

rather than strays ffom southem watersheds. However, the actual distribution and biology

of bull trout populations occurring in the NWT are poorly understood (Reist et al. 2002).

Furthermore, taxonomic confusion between bull trout and Dolly Varden (Salvelinus

malma) in the past, and lack ofclear, easily applied criterìa for identifìcation, have

resulted in mis-identification ofchars throughout the region.

In 2000, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), Arctic Fish Ecology

Assessment and Research section developed a two-year study designed to acquire

distributional and biological information for riverine (fluvial) chars, specifically bull trout

in watersheds of the southem and central NWT. The project was implemented during the

summer and fall of 2000 and 2001 with assistance from DFO Fish Habitat Management

and the Fisheries Management staff in the region. The intent of the work was to provide

infon¡ation to habitat managers that can be utilized when conducting environmental
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assessments ofdevelopment proposals. If areas, times ofuse, and habitats are identified

that may be sensitive for particular fish species, projects can be planned so these are

avoided and thereby minimizing disturbance. The study will also provide fisheries

managers with information on the distribution and biology ofbull trout populations and

associated species in the NWT. The two-year study was completed in the fall of 2001,

and this report provides a cornpilation ofhabitat and biological data for bull trout and

associated species captured during the two-year study.

MATERIALS A¡¡D METIIODS

BIoLoGIcÁ,L DÀTA coLLEcTIoN

Stream suweys were conducted in 18 different tributaries from the Keele, south

Nahanni, and Liard river systems (Fig. 41.2). Fish were captured using a Smith-Root

Type vll Pow backpack electroshocker, angled using barbless hooks in larger tributaries

where depth and flow prevented wading, and fished with multimesh gillnets in deep, low

velocity areas. In 2000, streams were sampled in areas which char (i.e., bull trout and/or

Dolly varden) were reported to occur by local people or by consultants and govemment

agencies that have worked in the region. In 2001, streams known to contain bull trout

were stratified into lower, middle, and upper reaches and 200 - 500 m stretches were

electrofished.

Population estimates ofbull trout were completed at four randomly selected

reaches (-200 m) in Funeral Creek (61o 36'N, i24" 48,W) using the Zippin three-

removal method (Zippin 1958). Funeral creek was the only stream where population

estimates were conducted, as this watercourse was the only safely wadable site where
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bull trout were caught consistently during the study. Each reach was blocked at the lower

and upper boundary by seine nets to prevent fish movement into and out of the sampling

area. Three consecutive electrofìshing passes were performed in an upstream manner and

the number ofbull trout captured during each pass was recorded. Approximately twenty

minutes elapsed before subsequent electrofìshing passes were conducted in each reach.

The number of bull trout captured during each pass was entered into the.,Microfish"

program which calculates the maximumlikelihood population size estimates at 95|/o

conf,rdence intervals based on the number of fish captured on each electrofishing pass

(Van Deventer and Platts i 989).

To minimize research impacts on the populations a combination of live- and dead-

sampling was conducted. The data collected for each differed as described below.

LI\T SAMPLING

At each sampling location all fish captured were identified to species prior to

release. Due to time and resource limitations during the study, biological data were only

collected for randomly selected fish ofspecies othe¡ than cha¡. All char captured were

held in a fish bag, which is a long tubular bag with mesh on the anterio¡ and posterior

ends to ensu¡e water circulation. Fish bags were securely anchored in slow moving water

to provide a well oxygenated holding facility before and after biological sampling.

Biological data, which included fork length (nearest mm), weight (nearest g), sex and

maturity state, were documented where possible. Life history type and life stages were

assigned to bull trout based on extemal characteristics, such as size, colour, and presence

of parr marks. All bull trout > 200 mm were fitted with an individually nurnbered Floy-

tag inserted at the base of the dorsal fin between the posterior basal pterygiophores. A
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portion of the adipose fin was removed for genetic analysis and as a secondary marking

method. The first fin ray was removed from the left pelvic fin to evaluate the

effectiveness ofnonlethal ageing using this structure. Once biological data were

recorded and structures were taken, bull trout were placed back into the fish holding bag

to ¡ecover and then released at the same location that they were originally captured.

Dnao s¿,tupr,r¡lc

In locations where bull trout were captured, a limited number of fish were

sacrificed for confirmation ofspecies' identity and to acquire additional biological

information. Char retained ÍÌom field sampling were ffozen whole and shipped to DFO in

Winnipeg. These char were compared to positively identified bull úout to confirm

species' identify from qualitative morphological criteria described in literature (cavender

i978; Haas and McPhail 1991;Nelson andPaetz 1992; Reist et aI.2002). A linear

discriminant function (LDF) shown to be 100% eflective in distinguishing Dolly Varden

fiom bull trout (Haas and McPhail 1991) was used to confirm the identity of all char

captured. The linear discriminant function is based on four variables; branchiostegal ray

number, anal ray number, and the ratio oftotal upperjaw length to standard length. These

variables are used in the following equation to determine LDF scores for individuals:

LDF : 0.629Nb + 0. 178Na + 37 310 AL"_ 21.8

Where:

LDF = Linear Discriminant Function score
Nu : Total number of branchiostegal rays
Nu : Total number ofanal fin rays
L¡ = Total length ofupperjaw
L. = Standard length of frsh
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All fish with LDF scores greater than 0 are bull trout, and scores less than 0 are Dolly

Varden.

Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) analyses (Baxter et al. 1997) were run on tissue

samples from 114 char specimens, which included the 42 samples used in the LDF

analyses, by individuals from the fish genetics laboratory at the Freshwater lnstitute in

Winnipeg. Ribosomal DNA (rDNA) analyses (Baxter et al. 1997) r¡r'ere run on ten tissue

samples, which were also included in both mtDNA and LDF analyses, by individuals

from the genetics laboratory at the university of British columbia. The identification

results ofvoucher specimens examined in the laboratory were accepted if two or more of

the analyses (i.e., morphological, mitochondrial DNA, LDF, ribosomal RNA) were in

agreement.

Morphometric and meristic measurements were completed for all dead-sampled

specimens. Morphometric measurements were measured to the nearest 0.1 mm and

included: preorbital, o¡bital and postorbital lengths; interorbital width; trunk, dorsal,

lumbar, anal and caudal peduncle lengths; head, body and caudal peduncle depths;

maxillary length and width; pectoral, pelvic and adipose fin lengths; middle gill raker

length, and lower arch length (Reist eT al. 1997). Meristic variables that were counted

included: dorsal, anal, pectoral, and pelvic principal fìn rays; upper and lower gill rakers;

and pyloric caecae. Biological variables documented included; standard and fork lengths

(nearest mm), weight (nearest g), sex and rraturity, gonad weight (nearest 0.1 g), stomach

content analysis, and age determination (Reist et al. 1997).Sexual maturity was

determined by intemal examination of gonads and each fish was assigned a maturity code
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(Table A1.i). Stomachs were examined and contents were described as fish, aquatic

insects, or terrestrial insects.

Fish were aged using whole and sectioned otoliths. The whole otoliths were

placed in distilled water and viewed under a microscope with reflected light. Age was

estimated by counting opaque and dark bands (annuli), which represented one year of

growth; opaque bands conespond to fast growth in the summer, and darker bands are a

result of slower winter growth (Secor et al. 1992). Once ages were determined for whole

otoliths, one otolith from each fìsh was embedded in epoxy-resin and left in a fume hood

for seven days to harden. Once the resin was hard, embedded otoliths were cut into thin

transverse sections through the sulcus on the dorsal-ventral axis with a diamond saw. The

sections were viewed under a microscope with reflected light and annuli were counted to

determine ages.

HABITAT DÄTA coLLEcTIoN

During the summer and fall of2001 habitat surveys were conducted in six study

streams to describe bull trout habitat use in the region. The objective was to describe

general stream features where bull trout have been captured and to determine specific

habitat use at the habitat-unit level.

Habitat use was quantifìed at the macrohabitat level for all streams and the

microhabitat level for one stream during the study. Macrohabitat represents general

physical features (e.g., depth, velocity, substrate, wetted width) of a stream. Microhabitat

represents the physical features ofthe stream at specific positions where fish are captured

(Goetz 1997). Macrohabitat was quantified from randomly sampled habitat units (pool,
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run, riffle) in each study stream regardless ofbull trout presence or absence. Microhabitat

was quantified only at sites where bull trout were observed or captured in the stream.

MACRoHABITÀT DATA coLLEcTIoN

Habitat data were obtained from 81 pools, 55 runs, and 61 riffles that were

randomly sampl ed from 22 reaches in six streams. Habitat surveys were conducted

during August and September of2001 in streams where bull trout had been captured

during stream inventory surveys in 2000 and 2001. Reaches that were 200 to 400 m long

were selected in the lower, middle, and upper sections ofeach stream for sampling.

Habitat typing followed the technique ofBisson et al. (1988) based on the hydraulic

characteristics ofeach stream; however, habitat was not classified at a scale beyond the

pool, run, and riffle level.

To determine physical features of each habitat unit, three equidistant transeots

were placed parallel as well as perpendicular to water flow within each habitat unit. The

transects running parallel with river flow crossed those running perpendicular to flow and

resulted in a grid with nine points in each habitat unit. At points where the transects

crossed, depth, velocity, substrate, and cover were measured giving nine measurements

for each variable. Depth was measured with a meter stick, and bottom velocity was

measured (- 5 cm above the bottom) using a Marsh-McBimey flow meter (accurate to

0.01 m/s). Dominant substrate was estimated visually in the surrounding 5 cm for each

point using a modified Wentworth scale (Table 41.2), and cover \ras estimated visually

at each point according to a ranked classification scale (Table 41.3). The wetted width of

the stream was randomly measured at 50 m intervals throughout all sampling reaches in

each stream.
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The mean depth and velocity were determined for each habitat unit. Mean depth

was calculated by dividing the sum of all nine measurements by 12 to account for zero

depth (cm) at each bank (Platts et al. 1983). The mode was determined for substrate and

cover in each habitat unit.

MrcRoHABrrAT DÀTA coLLEcrIoN

Microhabitat data were collected in Funeral Creek during September 2001. A

two-person crew electrofished two randomly selected reaches (200-300 m). Each time a

bull trout was captured a weighted blue or orange marker, representing either juvenile or

adult fish, was placed in the habitat unit for later identification. Lengths (nearest mm) and

weights (nearest g) were recorded for all bull trout captured in the field, and Floy-tags

were attached to all individuals greater than 200 mm that were released live after

sampling. All bull trout larger than 200 mm were considered adults, and all less than 200

m were juveniles based on size-at-age data for sacrificed individuals from the stream.

Three transects, parallel as well as perpendicular to flow, were placed in each habitat unit

where bull trout were captured, and depth, velocity, dominant substrate and cover were

recorded at nine points as described above.

RESULTS

Common and scientific names with couesponding abbreviations for all species

captured are presented in Table 41.4. Table A1 .5 shows location information, nurnber of

fish tagged and released, numbe¡ offish dead-sampled and the species for all fish

captured during the 2000 and 2001 sarnpling seasons. Ten different species were captured

during stream inventories. Arctic grayling (Tlrymallus arcticrs) and bull trout were the
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most widely distributed species captured at most sampling sites. Arctic grayling were

most abundant in Bluefish Creek whe¡e more than 300 individuals, representing many

different age classes, including juveniles, were captured. Since grayling were abundant in

this stream, only a sub-sample of the catch was measured for length and weighed. Table

41.6 summarizes the biological data obtained for all species captured from the NWT in

2000 and 2001.

Bull trout were captured in nine of the 18 streams suweyed (Fig. 41.2).

Biological data for bull trout that were both live- and dead-sampled during the 2000 and

2001 field seasons are presented in Table A 1 .7. The majority of bull trout (n = 78) were

captured from Funeral Creek. Quantitative and qualitative data from the bull trout

sampled during this study, and used to identiry char captured in 2000 and 2001, are

shown in Table 41.8. These data include morphometric and meristic data used for the

LDF and qualitative data based on extemal characteristics for bull trout described in

literature. Qualitative data from bull trout sampled during the study, which included eye

position, upperjaw shape and length, head shape, and head size, were consistent with bull

trout described in the literature. Most of the char sampled had eyes positioned close to the

top of the head, a long decurved upperjaw, and a large relatively flat, triangular-shaped

head. Most char measured had LDF scores that suggested they were bull trout; however,

a few had scores that corresponded to those observed for Dolly Varden. Also presented

are mitochondrial and ribosomal DNA analyses, which include genetic identification of

each char sampled. Mitochondrial DNA analyses show that all char captured were bull

trout. Results from ribosornal DNA analyses suggest that seven of the char are bull trout

and three could be Dolly Varden/bull trout hybrids (Table A I .8).



Population estimates for the Funeral Creek bull trout population are presented in

Table 41.9. The data suggest that the adult andjuvenile populations are small compared

to other more prolifìc species (e.g., grayling). Habitat data by location are summarized

for all study reaches and are presented in Table 41.10.

DISCUSSION

Based on the genetic and morphometric analyses, all char captured during the

study were bull trout. All of the char with LDF scores corresponding to Dolly Varden

values were juveniles and in some cases young-of-the-year fish. The LDF has an inherent

bias by desigrr, because all meristic counts are highest for bull trout. This implies that if
errors in counts are made, which is not uncommon with small fish, they usually result in

lower scores and coincide with inaccurate identification ofbull trout as either hybrids or

Dolly Varden. Since the LDF is very sensitive to branchiostegal ray counts, and most of

these counts were diffìcult to perform accurately for small fìsh, it is likely that the

individuals designated as Dolly Varden are actually bull trout. It is also possible,

especially for young-of-the-year (YOY) fish that complete development of these meristic

traits had not occurred. The only evidence that suggests Dolly Varden were present in the

study area are the rDNA results. However, the sample size of char examined during the

trial was extremely low and hybrids were only detected in one of three enz)¡me markers.

In two out of three occurrences of hybrids at enzyme markers the signal was faint making

these results suspect. Fufihermore, a larger sample (n =1 14) of mtDNA was run and no

sarnples showed any evidence that any of the char captured were Dolly Varden.

Arctic grayling were the most abundant species found during the study. In

Bluefish Creek juvenile grayling were abundant (> 300) suggesting that this trìbutary is
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likely a spawning and rearing area. Not as many bull trout were captured as grayling in

most sites. This is likely a reflection of the species' biology, as bull trout generally

inhabit deep pools making capture difficult and top trophic-level predators are rarely as

abundant as lower trophic-level prey species. The only location where bull trout were

relatively abundant was in Funeral creek; however, the higher density observed is likely

a result of sampling effort allocated to this site. since Funeral creek was identified as a

spawning tributary a large proportion of sampling effort was allocated to this area.

Despite fishing more than half of the stream on two separate occasions in the late summer

and fall, the number ofadults captured was low (n = 16) suggesting that this population is

relatively small.

The presence of young-of-the-year and juvenile bull trout in Funeral Creek

suggests that this sheam is used for spawning and rearing. Funeral Creek is a high-

gradient mountain stream with predominantly cobble to boulder-type substrate. Given

that discharging groundwater is common in this area (Chuck Blight, Nahanni National

Park Superintendent, pers. comm. 2002) and relatively deep pools (> 1 m) are present in

this stream, fish are likely able to overwinter at this location. Further, groundwater

upwellings are frequently associated with bull trout redds and increase spawning success

as they provide stable water temperatures for incubating eggs (Baxter and Mcphail 1999).

Bull trout prefer small, high-gradient mountain streams with cobble to boulder-

type substrate. Adults were associated with some type oflarge cover (e.g., undercut

banks, deep pools, boulders) durìng the day. Juveniles were found most frequently in

high velocity habitats at or near the bottom in pocket pools created by large cobble anil

boulders. Cover use appeared to be dictated by latitude and elevation as the cover type
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diversity (e.g., woody debris) tended to decrease in sample sites further north and at

higher elevations. ln all study streams, a large proportion ofsuitable spawning and

rearing habitat was present. However, in Funeral Creek only a small area appeared to be

used byjuveniles, which suggests that these fish have specific habitat preferences.

similar site specific habitat requirements could be prevalent for populations in the north

and warrant further investigation.

CONCLUSIONS

This two-year study has laid a foundation for future research on bull trout and

associated species for streams in the southem and central NWT. Information obtained

during the study indicates that bull trout populations are small, but wide ranging using a

variety ofhabitat types over a large geographical area. Care must be taken to prevent

impacts to bull trout habitat by ensuring that industrial development does not occur in or

around such tributaries. It is also important to recognize that many ofthese watercourses

likely provide critical spawning and rearing habitat for bull trout and other species.

Protecting these areas will be essential for effective management ofbull trout and

associated species throughout the NWT.
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Figure 41.1. Disüibution ofbull trout and the related char, Dolly Varden, in Northwestem Canada showing locations
of confirmed bull trout captures ( o Mochnacz 2002;t Reisr et al. 2002) in the Northwest Territories.



(3) MACKENZIE MOUNTAINS

(1) FRANKLTN RANGE F"f\ L;-.."

126 125' 124' 123 122'

Figule A1 .2. Study sites showing habitat (o) and sampling sites and locations where bull
h'out were captuled (@ & O) in the cenhal (top) and southern (bottom) Nor.thwest
Territories. Note that dashed arrows show flow dir-ection, "r/ " r'epresent impassable falls,
and only partial drainages arrc shown for clarity.
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Table 4i.1. Sexual maturity codes assigned to char captured during the study
(McGowan 1992).

Maturity Stâte Male - I Femâle _ 2

lmmature

Ripe

Spent

Resting

Unknown (virgin)

Unknorvn (non-virgin)

06 - testes long and thin,
tubular and scalloped shape, up
to tull body length, puttylike
firmness

07 - cunent year spawner, testes

large and lobate, rvhite to
pu¡plish in cooler, centers may
be fluid, milt not expelled by
pressufe

08 - testes full size, ivhite and
lobate, milt expelled by slight
penetration

09 - spawning complete, testes

flaccid with some milt, blood
vessels obvious, testes violet-
pink in colour

01 - ovaries granular, hard and
triangular, up to full length of
body cavity, membrane full, eggs

distinguishable

02 - current year spawner, ovary
fills body cavity, eggs near full
size but not loose and not
expelled by pressure

03 - ovaries greatly extended and
fill body cavity, eggs full size and
transparent, expelled by

04 - spawning complete, ovaries
ruptured and flaccid, developing
oocytes, visible, some ¡etained
eggs in body cavity

10 - testes hlbular, less lobate, 05 - ovary40 - 50% ofbody
healed from spawning, no fluid cavity volume, membrane thin
in center, usually full length of and semi-transparent, healed
body, mottled and purpulish in from sparvning, developing
colour oocytes apparent witlì few atretic

eggs, some eggs may be retained
in body cavity

0 - cannot be sexed, gonads long or short and thin, transparent o¡
translucent

11 - resting fish, has spa$,ned but gonads regenerated, or sexing not
possible

t-124



Table 41.2. Categories used to define substrate composition for habitat surveys in
this study.

Code Particle size range (mm) Substrate definition

> 256
126 - 255
64 - 125
16-63
2-15

0.06 - I
< 0.059

Boulder
Large Cobble
Small Cobble

Pebble
Gravel
Sand

silt

Table ,A'1.3. Cover classification defining types used for habitat surveys in this study.

1

z
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
IO

aquatic veg€tation
riparian vegetation
water column depth

rvater tu¡bulence
65 - 255 mm

256+ mm
> 30 cm diameter
< 30 cm diameter

stable bank, undercut
none ofthe above are applicable

Submerged vegetation
Overhan ging vegetation

Depth
Turbulence

Cobble

Boulder
Large wood
Small rvood

Undercut bank
No cove¡

t-125



Table 41.4. Fish species captured during stream surveys in the Northwest
Territories, 2000 and 2001.

Common Name Scientific Name Abbreviation

Arctic grayling

burbot

bull trout

incoruru

lake chub

longnose sucker

mountain whitefish

northem pike

slimy sculpin

white sucker

Thymallus arcticus
Lota lota

Salvelinus confluentus

Stenodus leucíchthys

Couesius plumbeus

Catostomus catostomus

Prosopium willíamsoni

Esox lucius

Cottus cognatus

Catostomus commersoní

ARGR
BURB

BLTR

INCU

LKCH

LNSC

MTWH

NRPK

SLSC

WHSC

1-126



Table 41.5. Fishery inventory data for all species from streams and rivers in the Northwest Territories during 2000 and 2001

Capture location

Kotaneelee River system
Unnamed Creek

Keele River system
Keele River

Unnamed Creek

Mackenzie River system
Great Bear River

Saline Creek

Drum Lake
Drum Lake outlet

Date Latitude (N) Longitude (W)

Jul-00 60" 36.226'
Jul-00 60" 36.226'
Aug-O1 600 36.060'
Aug-01 60" 36.060'

Aug-00 64" 14.988'
Aug-O1

Sep-01 64'08.000'
Sep-01 64'08.000'
Sep-01 64" 08.000'

Aug-00 64"58.967'
Aug-00 64"58.967'
Sep-01 64" 18.000'

Sep-01 64'18.000'

Sep-00 63" 49.977'

Sep-00 63o 49.977'

Sep-01 63'49.000'
Sep-01 63'49.000'
Sep-01 63'49.000'

N)
-l

124.01.518'
124.01.518',
124" 13.900'

124. 13.900'

125. 59.740',

126.09.000'
126.09.000,
126" 09.000'

t24"52.850',

124"52.850'
124'24.000'
r24" 24.000'

126. 11.149'

1260 rt.149'
r26. 11.000'
r26. 11.000'

t26. 11.000'

Species

ARGR
BLTR
WHSC
BLTR

BLTR
BLTR
MTWI]
SLSC

ARGR

ARGR
NRPK
ARGR
SLSC

ARGR
BLTR
BLTR
BURB
LKCH

N tish N fish releâsed

t5
t2
2
6

t5
t0
2

3

13

1

4

45

2t
4
30

2

10

2

23

l0
l5

11

0
4

45

21

4
25

2

10

0
l1
10

15

0

2

0

3

2

I
0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

2
12

0

0



Table 41.5. (Continued).

Câpture Iocation

Un¡amed Creek

Blueñsh Creek

South Nahânni River system
Fast C¡eek
Fune¡al Creek

Irvine Creek
Mouth ofPrairie Creek at Funeral Creek
South Nahanni River

Galena Creek
P¡ai¡ie C¡eek

Jorgenson Creek

Marengo Creek

Sep-01 63" 49.000'
Sep-01 63'48.000'
Sep-01 63'48.000'
Sep-01 63" 48.000'
Sep-01 63" 48.000'

Sep-01 63o 4'7.000'

Sep-01 63'47.000'
Sep-01 63'47.000'

Aug-01 61'36.600'
Aug-01 61'3ó.000'
Sep-01 61'36.000'
Sep-01 61'18.000'
Sep-01 61" 36.488'
Aug-01 61" 14.963'

Aug-01 61" 14.963'
Aug-01 6l'33.530'
Aug-01 61" 32.722'
Aug-01 61" 14.958'
Aug-01 6l' 31.77'l'
Aug-O1 6l'35.535'
Aug-01 61'35.535'
Aug-01 61" 35.535'
Sep-01 610 35.535'
Sep-01 61'35.535'

Lâtitude (N) Longitude (q/)

N)
oo

r26. l1.000'
126. 09.000'

126.09.000'
126" 09.000'

126.09.000'
63" 47 .00Q'

63" 47 .000'

63" 47.000'

124" 48.600'

1240 48.000'

124.48.000,
1244 25.000'

124. 49.232'

t24" 24.488'

124" 24.488'

124" 47.1t8'
124" 47.053'
124. 24.482'

126" 05.733'

t25" 48.043'

t25" 48.043',

125.48.043'
t25" 48.043'

125" 48.043'

Species

LNSC
BLTR
ARGR
LKCH
SLSC

ARGR
SLSC

BIIRB

SLSC

BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
INCU
ARGR
BLTR
ARGR
BLTR
BLTR
ARGR
MTWH
MTWH
ARGR

N fish N fish released

5

2

75

5

20
300

20

20

5

0

75

5

20

295
20
20

I
23

39

0
2

2

1

1

25

3

I
15

I
I
4

I
3l
47
2
2

I
3

1

0

2

0

0
0

5

0

0

0

8

8

2
0

I
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

3

I
l5



Table 41.5. (Continued).

Capture location

Virginia Falls (South Nahanni River)
SheafC¡eek

Carcajou River system
Dodo Creek
Dodo Creek

Aug-01 61" 30.671'
Sep-O1

Sep-01 64'50.695'
Sep-01 64a 50.695'

Lâtitude (lÐ Longitude (W)

NJ\o

127. t4.773,
1270 14.'7'73',

BLTR
SLSC

SLSC

ARGR

N fish N fish releâsed

1

6

10

22

N fish

9

22

0

0

1

0



Table 41.6. Biological data from both live- and dead-sampled fish species captwed in the Northwest Territories during 2000 and
2001.

No. Fish IDr Location2

MC00l

MC002

MC003

MC004

MC005

MC006

MC007

MC008

MC009

MC00r 0

4'1257

47258

Unnarned Cr.A

Unnamed Cr.A

Unnamcd C¡.4

Unnamed C¡.4

Unnamed Cr.A

Unnarned Cr.A

Unnamed Cr.A

U¡named C¡,4

Unnaned C¡.4

Unnamed Cr.Á

Unnamed Cr.A

Unnamed C¡.4

Unnamed Cr.A

G¡eat Bea¡ R.

Great Bear R.

Kecle R.

I(eele R.

Keele R.

Keele R.

Keele R.

Keele R.

Kecle R.

Keele R.

Keele R.

Date
M/D,ry

l0
ll
t2

l3

0^1t22t00 60" 36' 13.6"

07/22/00 60 36' 13.6

0'7/22/00 60" 36' t3.6"

0'7n3/00 60" 36, 13.6'

07/23t00 60" 36' 13.6

07t23/00 600 36' 13.6"

07/23/00 60" 36' t3.6'
0'7/23/00 60. 36', 06.7"

07/23t00 600 36'05.5"

07/23/00 60" 36' ûs.s"

07/24/00 600 36'06.1'
0't/24/00 600 36, 01.9.

07n4/00 60" 36, 0t.9"
08/01/00 640 58'58.0"
08/02100 640 58'58.0"
08/03/00 64" t4' 33.s"

08/03/00 64. 14,59.3.

08i03/00 64. 14'59.3'

08/03t00 64" t4' 59.3'
08/03i00 640 14' 59.3"

08/03/00 64. 14'59.3"

08/03/00 64" 14, 59.3"

08/03/00 64" t4, 59.3"

08/03/00 64" 14' 59.3"

Latitude (N) Longitude (!Ð Method3

t4-
t5 -

l6 MC00l l

t7 48.835

r8 48.8r4

19 48.812

20 48.695

2t 48.854

22 48.714

23 48.'754

- 24 MC00l2

t24.0t'31.t'
124" 0t'3r.t"
1240 0l' 3l.l "
124'01'31.r'
124. 0t' 3 r.l'
r24.01'31.1"
1240 0r'31.1"

t24" 0t' 55.4"

t24" 02' 04.3'

t24" 02' 04.3"

t240 0r' 39.9"

t24" 02', 11.0"

124" 02' n.0"
124. 52' 5r.0'
124" 52' 51.0

125" 59' 26.s"

t25" 59', 44.4"

t250 59' 44.4.

125" sg', 44.4',

125" 59' 44.4'

125" 59' 44.4"

125" 59', 44.4"

125" 59', 44.4"

t250 59' 44.4.

FL
ùDec¡es' (mrn.)

ANG ARGR

ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG ARGR

ANG NRPK

ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANC BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR

*,r'r ïl:,ìlX'.'

271

350

380

)aa

286

300

240

234

265

344

3t2
289

355

636

604

5"t7

535

485

474

432

t90

400

460

130

450

590

190

100

180

380

290

23s

47_9

Adult

Adult

Adult

Adult

Adult

Adult

Adult

Adult

Adult

Adult

Adult

Adult

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult

Adult

I 5 additional ARGR caught (-200 - 400 l¡m)

Notesa

1220

2000

1790

1410

1230

1300

1000

1000

730

2 I âdditional ARGR caughr (-230 - 400 rmn)

4 additional NRPK câught (- 400 - 600 rlun)



Table A 1.6. (Continued).

25

26

21

28

29

30

3l
32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

4l

43

44

45

46

4'7

48

49

48.715 l(eele R 08104/00 64" 14'28.6

48;795 Keele R. 08/05/00 64" 14'28.6"
47259 Keele R. 08105100 64. 14,28.6

47260 Keele R. 08105100 64o t4'28.6"

47261 Drum Lake outlet 09113100 63ô 49'58.6"
41262 D¡uln Lake outlet 09/13100 63.49'58.6

- D¡unr Lake outlet 09114100 63.49'58.6.
- Unnamed C¡.À 08i lO/01 60.36,03.6.

47326 Unnamed C¡.4 08/10/Ol 60.36'03.6.
47321 Unnaned Cr.A 08/10/ot 600 36'03.6"
4'1328 Unnamed Cr.^ 08/lo/01 60.36'03.6"

- unnamed C¡.o 08/lO/01 60.36'03.6'
MC00t8 unnamed c¡.^ o8/lo/0t 60.36,03.6.
MC00t9 Unnamed C¡.4 O8/lO/01 60.36'03.6.

- Fast C¡. 08/13/01 61. 36'36.0'
- Funeral Cr. 08/13/01 6to 36'22.9"
- Fune¡al C¡. 08/l3i0l 61.36'22.9"
- Fune¡al C¡. 08/13/01 61.36'22.9"
- Funeral C¡. 08/13/0t 6Io 36'22.9"
- Funeral Cr. 08113101 61" 36,22.9"
- Funeral Cr 08/13/01 61" 36'22.9"

MC00l7 Funeral Cr. 08ll3l0l 61" 36,22.9"
MC0026 Fune¡al C¡. 08/13/01 61" 36'22.9"
MC0029 Funeral C¡. 08/13/01 6t.36'22.9"
MC0030 Funeral Cr. 08/13101 61" 36'22.9"

t26" 25' 44.1"

126. 25', 44.t"
t26" 25', 44.t"
126 25' 44.r"

126. 11'08.9'

126. 1 1' 08.9"

126' l1' 08.9"

t24" 13', 54.0.

r24. 13', 54.0.

1240 13' 54.0'

124" t3' 54.0

124" 13', 54.0"

124" t3' 54.0"

124" t3' 54.0"

124" 48' 36.0"

124. 48' 28.8'
t24. 48' 28.8'

124" 48' 28.8"

124" 48', 28.8"

t240 48' 28.8.

124" 48' 28.8"

1240 48' 28.8'

124" 48' 28.8'

t24" 48', 28.8'

124.48'28.8.

ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
GN BLTR
GN BLTR

ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR
ANG ARGR

ANG ARGR

AN6 BLTR

ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
EF SLSC

EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR

513

548

512

533

561

583

I150

1540

t435
134l

1806

2t6r

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult

210 200

2'76 253

400 736

204 130

202 200

284 240

-50
180 60

t42 30

r'79 50

155 40

180 '10

110 50

208 100

28t 360

292 280

329 360

Adult Observed 3 other BLTR" t-2 ARCR lcsions

Adult
- l0 additional ARGR caughr ('200 - 400 ûlm)
- 15 additionâl ARCR caughr (-200 -450 mm)

Adult Stomach - tenestriat and aquatic insects

Adult Stomach - SISC

Adult Stoñach - ten€strial and aquâtic insects

Juve¡rile

Juvenile

Adult

Juvonile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juve¡rile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult



Table 41.6. (Continued).

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

10
'71

12

73

14

1S

MC003l

4't267

4'7268

4'7269

47270

MC0032

MC0033

MC0034

Funeral C¿ 08/13/01 61" 36'22.9" 124.48'28.8
Fu¡eral Cr. 08/13/01 61" 36'22.9' 124" 48'28.8

Funeral Cr. 08/13/01 6lo 36'22.9' l24o 48'28.8"
Fune¡al C¡. 08113/01 61o 36'22.9' 124" 48'28.8"
Fune¡al C¡. 08ll3l0l 61" 36'22.9' 124" 48'28.8"
Funeral C¡. 08/14/01 6l'36'37.5" 124" 44'12.3"
Fune¡al C¡. 08/14101 61" 36'37.5" 124" 44'12.3

Funeral C¡. 08/l4l0l 61" 36' 3'1.5' 124. 44' 12.3"

Funeral Cr. 08/14/01 61" 36'3'7.5" 124'44'12.3"
Funeral Cr. 08114/01 61" 36'37.5' 124. 44' 12.3"

Funeral Cr. 08/14/01 6lô 36' 37.5' l24o 44' 12.3"

Funeral C¡. 08114/01 61" 36'37.5" 124" 44'12.3.
Fune¡al Cr. 08/14/01 61" 36'37.5" 124" 44'12.3.
Funer¿l Cr. 08/14/01 6I'36'37.5" l24o 44'12.3"
Fune¡al C¡. 08/14/01 6l'36'37.5" 124" 44' t2.3"
Fune¡al C¡. 08114/01 6lo 36'3'1.5" 124. 44' 12.3"

Funeral Cr. 08/14/01 61" 36'3'1.5' 124. 44' 12.3"

Fune¡al Cr. 08/14/01 61" 36' 3'7.5" 124. 44' t2.3"
Funeral Cr. 08/14/01 61" 36'37.5" 124" 44'12.3"
Funeral Cr. 08/14/01 61" 36'37.5" 124" 44'12.3"
Fune¡al C¡. 08114/01 6Iø 36'37.5" 124õ 44'12.3"
Galena C¡. 08/14101 61"32'43.3" 124.47'03.2

South Naha¡ni R 08/15/01 61'14'57.8" 124.24,29.3"
South Nahanni R 08/15/01 61'14'57.8 124.24,29.3"

PrairieCr. 08/15i01 61'14'57.5" 124'24'28.9"
South Nahanni R. 08/15/01 61' 14' 57.8 124" 24' 29.3"

Latitude (N) Longitude (W) Method3

47263

47264

47265

4't266

MC003s

MC0037

MC0038

EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR

ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG ARGR

ANG INCU

¡.)

w'c) L^rl:,::1sj

302 370

168 53

266 204

354 495

r85 72

307 315

370 500

70 I
't8 0.9
'70 0.9
'70 0.7
'75 0.5

75 0.9

80 0.9
'75 0.8

80 1

7t 2.8

64 2.3

323 387

289 281

32r 350

330 250

ol' 7s_0

Adult
Juve¡rile

Adult
Adult

Juvenile

Adult
Adult
Adult

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult

Adult

Stomach - Aquâtic and terrestdal insects

Stomach - Aquatic and tenestrial insccts

Eggs retained from p¡evious year

Stomach - Aquatic and tenest¡ial insects

Stomach - Aquatic and tqrest¡ial insects

Stomach - Aquatic and ærrestrial insects

Caught + 20 - :0 ARGR- (-200 - 500 mrn)

Captured I INCU (-700 ¡nm)



Table 41.6. (Continued).

No. F¡st lor Locat¡ont ,ÏTti ¡-atttude (N) l-ong¡tude (w) Mett¡odr species 
, 
FL, wt (g) Life.Shg.e 

Notesa

76 - South Nahanni R. 08/l5i0l 61.33'31.8'
'77 47325 South Nahanni R. 08/15/01 61. t4'57.8"
78 MC0040 Jorgenson Cr, 08/16/01 61" 3l'46.6
79 MC004l Jorgenson Cr. 08/16/0t 6t.31'46.6'
80 MC0042 Jorgenson Cr. 08i16/01 61.31'46.6'
81 MC0043 South Nahanni R. 08/17l0t 61.30'40.3.
32 MC0044 Marengo Cr. 0811'7101 61.35,32.1"
83 - Mareûgo Cr. 08ll7l0l 61.35,32.1"
84 - Marengo Cl. 08/l'1101 61.35'32.1"
85 - Funeral C¡. 09/11101 61" 36'22.9"
86 MC003 ¡ Funeral C¡. 09/11/01 61" 36, 22.9"

8'1 MC0029 Funeral Cr 09/1ll0l 61" 36'22.9"
88 MC0032 Funeral Cr. 09llll01 61o 36,37.5,
89 - Fune¡al C¡. 09/lll01 61" 36'37.5"
90 - Funeral C¡. 09111/0t 6to 36'3'7.5"
9l - Funeral Cr. 09/11/01 6to 36,3'7.5"
92 - Funeral Cr. 09/11/01 61.36'3'7.5"
93 - Funeral Cr. 09/ll/01 61.36'37.5,
94 - FuneÉl Cr. 09/ll/0Ì 61.36'37.5"
95 - Fune¡al Cr. 09/ll/01 61.36'37.5"
96 - Fu¡eral Cr. 09111/01 6Io 36'3'7.5,
97 - Funeral C¡. 09/11/01 61.36'37-5.
98 - Funeral Cr. 09/11/01 61" 36,3'7.5"
99 - Funeral Cr. 09/lll01 61" 36,37.5"
100 - Funcral Cr. 09/l l/01 61o 36, 37.5"

l0l FT085l Funeral C¡. 09llll0l 61" 36'37.5"

124" 47'07.1' ANc ARGR
124" 24',29.3', ANG BLTR 281

126.05',44.0 ANG BLTR 24s
126'05',44.0' ANG BLTR 320

126" 0s,44.0" ANC BLTR 336
126" 05',07.3" ANc BLTR 510

125'48'02.6' EF BLTR 359

12s" 48'02.6" EF MTWH -150
125.48'02.6' EF ARGR
124" 48',28.8" EF BLTR 168

124" 48'28.8" EF BLTR 302

t24" 48',28.8" EF BLTR 278
1240 44' 12.3' EF BLTR 250

t24.44'12.3' EF BLTR 82

1240 44',12.3" EF BLTR tt7
t24þ 44', 12.3' EF BLTR 8l
t24" 44', 12.3" EF BLTR 80

t24" 44' r2.3" EF BLTR 76

124" 44'12.3" EF BLTR 80

124" 44'12.3" EF BLTR 78

124ø 44'. t2.3' EF BLTR 64

t24" 44' r2.3" EF BLTR 73

124þ 44', 12.3' EF BLTR 76

t24" 44' r2.3" EF BLTR 83

124.44'12.3" EF BLTR '74

124'44'12.3', EF BLTR 258

zia
145

455

355

1250

4'7 5

Adult Captured additionat 3 ARGR (-300 - 400 ûult)
- Stomach - small larvâl insects

Adult

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult

- Caprun:d additional 15 ARGR (-200 -350 mû)
50

260

240

200

6.s

l8
5

5

4

6

3

4

3.9

6

5

230

Juvenile

Adult
Adult
Adult

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Adult



Table 41.6. (Continued)

102 - Funeral C¡.

103 - Funeral Cr.

104 - Funeral C¡.

105 - Funeral Cr.

106 - Funeral Cr.

10'7 - Fune¡al C¡.

108 47330 Funeral C¡.

109 47331 Funeral Cr
110 47332 Funeral Cr.

111 47333 Funsral C¡.

112 4'1334 Funeral Cr.

113 47335 Fune¡al Cr.

114 4'7336 Fune¡al Cr.

115 4'/337 Funeral Cr.

l16 FT0852 Funeral C¡.

I l7 FT0853 Funeral Cr
I 18 FT0854 Fìrneral Cr.

I 19 - Funeral Cr.

120 - Funeral Cr.
l2l - Funeral Cr.

122 - Fune¡al C¡.

123 - Funeral C¡.

124 - Funeral Cr
125 - Funeral Cr.

126 - Funeral Cr.

127 - Fune¡al C¡.

09nt/01 61" 36' 37.5"

09/t1/01 610 36'3'7.5"

09/11/01 61" 36,3'7.5"

09/|t0t 6t" 36, 37 .5"

09/n/0t 6to 36' 37 .5"

09/lt/0r 61" 36'37.s"

09/rt/01 6to 36'22.9'
09/t1/01 61" 36'22.9'

09/n/01 6to 36, 22.9'

09/1t/01 61" 36,22.9'

09ltt/01 6t" 36'22.9'

09/LU01 6t" 36'22.9'

09/11t01 6ro 36'22.9'
09/11/01 61" 36',22.9'

09/13t01 6tþ 36' 3't.5"

09/\3/01 61" 36' 37.5"

09/13/01 6to 36' 37.5.

09/t3/01 61" 36' 37.5"

09/13/0t 61" 36',37.5'

09/13/01 610 36' 3'1 .5"

09/13/01 61" 36'37.s"

09/t3/01 6\" 36'3'1.5"

09/13/01 61" 36' 3'7.5"

09/13/0t 61" 36' 37.5"

09/13t01 61" 36' 37.5"

09/t3l0r 61" 36',37.s"

124" 44' r2.3"

t240 44' 12.3'

124. 44', 12.3"

124" 44', t2.3"

t24þ 44', t2.3'
124" 44' 12.3"

1240 48' 28.8',

124" 48' 28.8"

1240 48' 28.8'
124" 48', 28.8"

124" 48' 28.8"

t24" 48', 28.8"

1240 48' 28.8'
t24. 48', 28.8'

1240 44', t2.3',

124" 44', t2.3"
1240 44'. 12.3"

124" 44', 12.3"

124" 44', r2.3"

124" 44', 12.3"

124" 44' 12.3"

t240 44' 12.3',

124. 44' 12.3"

124" 44' 12.3"

t24þ 44', 12.3'

124" 44' 12.3"

EF BLTR
EF BLTR

EF BLTR

EF BLTR

EF BLTR

EF SLSC

EF BLTR

EF BLTR

EF BLTR
EF BLTR
ÊF BLTR

EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR

ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR

EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR

À

't0 3.8

77 3.5

795
7'7 4

,: 
:

2'72 246

101 l0
6'1 3

6t2
35r
38 l
99 t4
139 28

284 250

299 180

268 200
lso 34

844
143 2't

tt2 t4
148 33

134 28

174 50

t54 37

150 3l

Juvenile

Juvenile

Jùvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Adult
Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juver¡ile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Adult
Adult
Adult

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Captured additional30 SLSC (-30 - 100 fnfn)

Slomach - small BLTR # 47331

Stomach - small larval i¡sects

Stomach - aquatic insects

Stomach - aquâtic iDsects

Stomach-insects&fish

Spawnìng BLTR (female)

Spawning BLTR (femalc)



Table 4i.6. (Continued).

128 - Funeral C¡.

129 - Funeral C¡.

130 - Funeral Cr.

131 - Funeral Cr.

132 - Fune¡al Cr.
133 FT0855 P¡airie Cr.

134 - Prâirie Cr.

135 - Ma¡engo C¡.

136 - Marengo Cr
137 - Marengo Cr.

¡38 - Marengo Cr.

139 - Maxengo Cr.

140 47596 Irvine Cr.

141 4'1338 I ine Cr.

142 - Irvine Cr.

143 - SheafCr.

144 47329 Keele R.

145 - Dodo Cr.
146 - Dodo Cr.
14'/ - Dodo Cr.

148 - Dodo C¡.
149 - Un¡amed C¿B

150 - Unnamed Cr.B

l5l - Unnarned Cr.B

)52 - Unnamed C¡.8

153 - Unnar¡ed CrB

09n3/01 61. 36' 3'r.5"

09/13/01 61" 36' 3',7.s"

09/13/01 61" 36' 37.5"

09t13/01 6to 36'37.5'
09/13/01 6t" 36' 37.s'
09/t3/0r 61" 36'29.3"

09/13/01 6ro 36'29.3"

09/14/01 6to 35'32.t"
09/14/01 61" 35'32.1"

09/14/01 6t" 35'32.r"
09/14/01 6t" 3s,32.r"

09/t4t0t 6t" 35' 32.1"

09/15/01 610 t8'08.7'
09/15/01 6ro 18,08.7"

09/15/01 61. 18,08.7.

09/16/01

09/20/0t

09/22t0t 64" 50' 4t ;7"

09t22/01 64" 50, 41.7"

09/22/0t 64" 53' 07.4

09t22/0t 64" 52' 59.3"

09/23/01 64" 14' 32.6

09/23/01 640 t3'34.9'
09/23t01 640 13,34.9'

09D3/01 64" 13' 34.9'

09t23t01 64. r0' 56.6"

Latitude (N) Longitude (W) Methodl

124" 44' 12.3'

t24. 44' 12.3'
124" 44' t2-3"

tu" 44' 12.3"

124" 44', 12.3"

124" 49' 13.9"

124. 49' 13.9"

r25" 48' 02.6

125" 48' 02.6"

125" 48' 02.6

12s" 48', 02.6"

125" 48' 02.6"

t24" 25' 24.t"

124. 25' 24.r"
124" 25, 24.1"

tzt" ti'qa.q'
t27" 14' 46-4
t2'7" t3' 30.0"

t2'7" t3',39.s"

125.59' 19.5.

r26.05'08.5.
r26.05',08.s"
126'05',08.5'
t260 09' 54.6

EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR

EF BLTR

EF MTWH

EF ARGR

EF ARGR

EF ARGR

EF ARGR

EF BLTR

ANG BLTR
ANG ARGR

EF SLSC

ANG BLTR
EF SLSC

FF ARGR

EF ARGR
EF ARGR
EF ARGR

EF ARGR

EF MTWH
EF SLSC

EF ARGR

t49 34

t29 24

145 25

147 32.5

65r
430 245

t75 48

119 13

2'76 190

181 54

206 83

300 255

934 456

ulu 28:0

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Juvenile

Adult

Juvenile

Adult

Adult
Adult

Adult

Adult

Juvenlle

Adult

529 1268

Sfoûach - small terest¡ial insccts, lesion LS

Stomach - fish (2) - ARGR?

Captued + - 20 ARGR (-300-500 mm)

Captured additional - 6 SISC (-30 - 70 rmn)

Fish a¡gled by local rcsident

Captur€d additionat -10 SLSC

Observed I ARGR

Capturcd I ARCR (- 300 mm)

Captu¡ed additional - 20 ARCR in small pool

Caph¡red 2 YOY ARGR

Captured I ARGR (- 300 mm)

Captured I MTWH (-120 mm)

CaptuÌed 2 SISC

Captured additionâl - 40 ARGR



Table 41.6. (Continued).

154 - Unnamed Cf OgtZ3tOl 64. lO'56.6'
155 - Unnamed CÌ O9t23t\t 640 08'32.6"
156 - Unnamed Cr.B O9/23/Ot 64" 08,32.6

157 - 
Saline Cr. 09/24/01 64o 18' 55.4"

158 - Saline Cr. 09124/01 64o 18' 55.4"

ì59 FT0856 DruÌ'n l¿keoutlet 09125/01 63.49,04.3,
160 FT0857 Drurn Lakeoutlet 09125101 63.49'04.3"
16l FT0858 Drum Lake outler 09/25/01 63" 49'04.3,
162 FT0859 D¡um Lake outlet 09/25101 63" 49'04.3"
163 FT0860 Drum Lake outlet 09125101 63.49,04.3"
164 FT086l Drum Lako outlet 09125101 63.49,04.3,
f65 FT0862 Drum l,ake outlet 09/25/01 63" 49'04.3"
166 FT0863 Drum Lake outlet 09/25101 63" 49'04.3"
167 FT0864 D¡unl Lakeoutlot 09/25/01 63.49'04.3"
168 FT0865 Drum Lakeourler 09125/01 63" 49'04.3"
169 FT0866 Drum l¿keout¡et 09t25t01 63.49,04.3"
l'10 47119 Druû Lakeoutler 09125101 63ó 49,04.3,
l7l 4'7339 Drum Lake outlet 09n5/01 63" 49'04.3"

l'12 4'1340 D¡um Lake outler 09125/01 63.49'04.3"
173 47341 Drum Lake outlet 09/25/01 63.49'04.3"
174 47342 Drum Lake outlet 09125101 63o 49,04.3"
175 4'7343 Drum Lake outlet 09125101 63" 49,04.3"
1'76 4'7344 Drum Lakeoutler 09n5/01 63.49,04.3.
177 47345 Druû lakc ourlet 0912510t 63.49'04.3

126" 09' 54.6',

126 09'06.5"

126 09' 06.5"

124" 24'. 13-6'

t240 24', 13.6'

126. l1'08.4"
126. Ì l'08.4.
r26. 1l' 08.4.

r26' l1'08.4'
r 26. r r' 08.4"

126. l1'08.4'
126. r l'08.4.
126' 1r'08.4'
126. r 1' 08.4'

126' I 1' 08.4'
1260 l l' 08.4"

126. 1l'08.4.
126' r l'08.4'
126' r l'08.4'
126' l l' 08.4"

1260 l l' 08.4"

126. I l, 08.4'

126' l l' 08.4'
r26. 1l' 08.4.

EF MTWH

EF ARGR

EF SLSC

O,

EF ARGR

EF SLSC

ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR

ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
ANG BLTR
EF BLTR

EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR
EF BLTR

1650

1600

2970

2000

32s0

2250

23s0

22s0

850

2620

1950

2360
423

19t7

t8z3
l56l
27'71

3379

3144

544

s04

662

5'74

671

589

611

586

444

636

590

610

711

604

568

528

639

661

642

CapÞred 3 MTWH

Captured 4 ARGR (-150 - 350 ml¡)
Capnrred I SISC
Capturcd additionâl - 30 ARGR (-200 - 400
mfil)

Captu¡ed 2 SISC

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult

Adult

Adult
Adùit

Adult

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult

Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult

Femalc (resting)

StoDach - fish (,A.RGR?), insccts, lesion RS

Stomach - small larval insccts

Stoñach - insccts, ñsh (unidc ifiable)

Stomach - insects, fish (u¡identifiable)

Stomach empty

Stomach - small larval insects



Table 41.6. (Continued).

Fish IDr

l'18 47346 Drum Lakeoutlet 09/25101

l'79 4'734'1 D¡um Lakeoutlø 09/25101

180 47348 D¡um Lake outlet 09/25101

181 47349 Drum Lake outler 0925/01

182 4'7350 Unnamed Cr.c Ogl27l01

183 4'7351 Vnnarîed,Cr.c OglLit\l

Locationz

r84

t85

r86

187

r88

r89

t90
l9l
t9l

Latitude (N) Longitude (W) Methodr Species FL (m¡n) Wt (g)

Unnar¡ed Cr.c

Unnaned Cr.c

Unnamed Cr.c

Drum Lake outlet

Drum Lake outlet
Drum Lako outlet

Bluefish C¡.

Biuefish Cr.

Bluefish C¡.

63" 49' 04.3" 1260 lr'08.4"
63. 49' 04.3" 1260 '08.4"
63" 49' 04.3" 126. 1l'08.4'
63" 49', 04.3" 126. 1l'08.4"
63'48'01.0" 126. 09' 40.1'

63' 48' 01.0" 126" 09, 40.t"

with mdio-tmnsmitte|s.

2 A _ Unnâì¡ed Crcck flowing into Kotaneslee River systerD, B - Unnamcd Creek flowing into Kecle River system, C - Unnameal Creek flowing i o Drum låke outlet.
3. ANC = angling, EF = elcctrofishing, CN = gillnetting.

4. LS = lcft side, RS = right side, YOY = young-of-the-yea¡.

09/2'1/01 63" 48'01.0. 126. 09' 40.1.
09/27/01 630 48' 01.0" 126009'40.1"
09/27/0t 63" 48'01.0" 126" 09' 40.1"

09/27/01 63ø 49' 04.3" 1260 Il'08.4'
09/27/01 63" 49'04.3" 126. 11'08.4.
09/27t01 630 49'04.3" t26" rt'08.4"
09/27/01 63" 47'48.0" 126" 09'12.3"
09/2'7/01 63" 47'48.0" t26" 09'12.3"
09t2'7/0t 630 4't,48.0' t26" 09'12.3"

EF

EF

EF

EF

EF

EF

EF

EF

EF

EF

EF

EF

EF

EF

EF

\ì

BLTR

BLTR

BLTR

BLTR

BLTR

BLTR

ARGR

SLSC

LKCH
LNSC

LKCH
BIJ'RB

ARGR

BURB

SLSC

561

550

558

63s

49

57

1875

t735

1954

2480

0.9

r.8

Adr¡lt Stomach - insects, fish (u¡identifiable)

Adùlt Stomach empry

Adult Stomach cmpty

Adult Stomach - insc¡ts, fish (2 LNSC)

Juvenile

Juvenile

Notesa

Juvenile

Adult
Juvenile

Câptured additional - 75-100 YoYÄùvenile
ARGR

Captured additional - 20 SISC

Capturcd additional - 5 LKCH

Capn¡red additional -30J enCn inctuAing VOV

Captu€d additiorial -20 BURB

Captured additional -20 SISC



Table 41.7. Biological data collected from both live- and dead-sampled bull trout captured in sfreams and rivers from the Northwest
Territories in 2000 and 2001.

rirr' rn' ,nDriþ N".

4726'7 08/13/01 I Funeral Cr.

4'1268 08113/01 2 Funeral Cr.

4'7269 08/13/01 3 Fune¡al Cr.
4'12'10 08/13/01 4 Funelal Cr.
4'7263 08/14101 5 Funeral C¡.
47264 08/1,4/Ol 6 Funeral C¡.

47265 08/14/01 1 Funeral Cr
47266 08/14101 8 Funeral Cr.

41257 01/24100 9 Unnar¡cd Cr.A

4'1258 0'7124100 10 Unnamed Cr.A

4'7259 08/05i00 I I Keele R.

4'7260 08i05/00 l2 Keele R
47326 08/¡0/01 l3 Unnamed Cr.a
4732'1 08i l0/01 l4 Unnamed Cr.A

4'1328 08/l0i0l l5 Unnamcd Cr.À

4'7325 08i l5i0l l6 South Nahanni R.

47330 09111/01 17 Funer¿¡ C¡.
47331 09/l l/01 l8 Funeral C¡.
41332 09111/01 19 Funcral Cr.

4'1333 09111101 20 Funer¿l C¡.
47334 09/11/01 2l Funeial Cr.
47335 09/ll/01 22 Funeral C¡.

4'7336 09/ll/01 23 Funeral Cr
4'133'7 09/11101 24 Funeral Cr.

Location2 ,ih, äi sex Mat.¡ $1",xJ or" ilìl' þt"i'' ,t',t"ï ilt:

168

266

354

185

7t
64
?r1

289

289

355

5t2
533

270

276

400

281

272

l0l
67

61

35

99

139

s3

204

495
'72

)e
2.3

28t
235

4'79

1435

t34r
200

253
'136

236

246

t0

t06
202
205

ti
t01
I 0'7

201

I l0
1 l0
205
106
I 10

I l0
202
-00
-00
20t
20t
_00
201
201

0.7

8.0

co

4DS
7DS

DS

5DS
IDS
lDs
II DS

9DS
8DS
8DS
10 DS

IO DS

8DS
7DS
9DS
ll Ds
11 DS

2DS
1DS
IDS
ODS
ODS
2DS
3DS

5.2

3.8

1.0

1.0

0.8

1.5

8.9

1.5

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

F

F

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

J

J

J

J

J

J

Stomach contents - Aquatic and te¡restrial insects/larvae

Stomach contents - Aquatic and terrestrial insects/larvae

Eggs retained from previous year

Stomach contents - Aquatic and tenestrial insects/larvae

Stomach contents - Aquatic and terrestrial insects/larvae

Stomach - Aquatic and terrestrial insects(grasshopper)/larvae

14

28

A-
A-
A-

A Stomach - tenestrial (grasshopper) and larval insects

A Stomach contents - sculpin (SLSC)

A Stomach - tenestrial (small wonns) and aquatic insects

A Sto¡nach contents - small larval insects

A Stomach - Ants, wasp, insect la¡vae, small BLTR # 47331

J Stomach contents - small larval insects

J Too small & ¡otten to sex

J Stomach contents - aquatic insccts

YOY
YOY

J Recapture - adipose fin clip from Aug
J Stomach - aquatic ard tsrrestrial inserts, fish (unidentifiable)

0.t
1.0



Table Á.1.7. (Continued).

4'1261 09113/00 25 Drum L. outlet

47262 09113100 26 D¡u¡n L. outlet

41596 09/15/01 27 lrvine Cr.
4'1338 09/15/01 28 frvine Cr.
47329 09/20i01 29 Keele R.

47339 09/25/01 30 Druñ L. ourlet

4'7340 09n5l0l 3l Drum L. outlet
4'7341 09125101 32 D¡um L. outler

4'1342 09/25/01 33 D¡ùm L. outlet

4'1343 09125/01 34 Drum L. outlet

4'7344 09D5/01 35 Drum L. ourlet

4'7345 09/25/01 36 Drum L. outlet
47346 09n5101 3'1 Drum L. outlct

4'134'1 09/25101 38 D¡um L. outlet

4'7348 09/25/01 39 Drum L. ourlet

47349 09/25/01 40 DruÍn L. outler

47119 09/2'7101 4l Drun L. outlet

4'7350 0912'1/01 42 Unnamed C¡.8

4'1351 09/2'1/01 43 Unnamed CrB
- 08/10/01 44 Unnarned Cr.a

- 08/13/01 45 Funeral C¡.

- 08/13/01 46 Funeral C¡-

- 08/13/01 47 Fuúeral Cr.

- 08/13/01 48 Funeral Cr.

Dâte
M/D/Y NO' Location2

FL
(mm) ¿w,' 

s"" na",.. $",",$ ^* ï11' T"i,I

56r

583

626

934

529

423

604

568

528

639

66ì

642

56r

550

558

635

610

49

57

204

r80

142

t'79

155

1806

2t6t
2870

456

t268
'711

19t'7

1823

t56l
27'71

33'79

3144

r 875

t735

1954

2480

2360

0.9

1.8

130

60

30

50

40

2 05 9.3

2 05 9.8

2 05 17.2

2 05 4.6

205
r t0 0.3

l 09 3.9

I r0 1.1

l 09 3.0

2 0s 23.3

2 0s 20.2

l 09 1.6

I r0 1.0

l l0 0.9

2 05 8.8

2 0s 15.3

20s

106

--.

---

9

t4
l2
l0
9

9

l8
t0

t0

DS

DS

DS

DS

DS

DS

DS

DS

lJ5

DS

DS

DS

l-rò

DS

DS

DS

DS

Life6 LifeT
history stage

-AFA
-AÌA
-FA
-FA
-FA
.AFA
.AFA
-AFA
-AFA
-AFA
-AFA
-AFA
.AFA
-AFA
-AFA
-AFA
-AFA
-AFJ
.AFJ
NSR
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSRJ

Observed 3 othe¡ BLTR and (>10) ARGR

Stomach cortents - fish (2) - ARGR possible?

Stomach - fish, aquatic and te¡restrial insects, lesion RS

Fish angled by local resident

Stonach - fish, aquatic and terrestrial insects, lesion

Stomach contents - small larval insects

Stomach - aquatic and te¡restrial insects, fish (unidentifiable)

Sto¡nach - aquatic and teûestrial insects, fish (unidentifiable)

Stomach contents - empty

Stomach contents - s¡nall larval insects

Stomach - aquatic and tencst¡ial insects, Tish (unidentifiabie)

StoÌnach contents - empty

Stoûach contents - empty

Stomach - aquatic and terestrial (ants) insects, fish (LNSC )
Female (¡esting)

Released same day at 
"uptu." 

,-ir"

Released same day at captue site

Released same day at caph.¡re site

Rele3sed same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

t6

ll
l0
l3
ll
1l

12

l-rò

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT



Table 41.7. (Continued).

Fish lD¡ Dâte
M/D/Y No'

08113/01 49 Funeral Cr.

08/13/01 50 Funeral C¡.

08/14/01 51 Funeral Cr
08114/01 52 Funeral Cr.

08/14101 53 Funeral Cr.

08/14/Ol 54 Funeral C¡.

08/)4/01 55 Funeral C¡.

08114/01 56 Funeral Cr.

08/14/01 57 Fune¡al Cr.

08/14l01 58 Fune¡al C¡.

08/14101 59 Funeral C¡.

09/11/01 60 Funeral Cr.

09/11/01 6l Funeral Cr.

09/ll/01 62 Funeral Cr.

09/l l/01 63 Funeral C¡.

09/11/01 64 Fune¡al C¡.

09/ll/01 65 Fr¡neral C¡.

09/11/01 66 Funeral Cr.

09ll1l0l 6'1 Funcral Cr.

09/ll/01 68 Funeral Cr.

09/11/01 69 Fune¡al Cr.

09/11/01 70 Funeral Cr.

09/11101 '71 Funeral Cr
09llll01 72 Funeral Cr.

Location2
FL

(mm) [i s* rv"t.'gi]"j^" ï'X' *iË

180 'Ì0

170 50

70 I
'78 0.9
'10 0.9
'70 0.'l

75 0.5

75 0.9

80 0.9

15 0.8

80 l
168 50

82 6.s

1t7 18

8l s

805
'76 4

806
78 5.5

643
'13 4

76 3.9

836
745

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

è

Lift6 LifeT
history stage

YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR
YSR

Released saûìe day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Relgased same day at capturc site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

Releåsed same day at câptu¡e site

Rele¿sed same day at captu¡e sito

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at câpture site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at captue site

Reløscd same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capture site

Released sarne day at captule site

Released same day at capture site

Released sa¡ne day at capture site

Releasgd same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at c¿pturc site

Released same day at captu¡e site



Table ,4.1.7. (Continued).

09/11/01 '13 Funeral Cr.

09/ll/01 74 Fune¡al Cr.

09/lll01 '75 Funeral C¡.

09/ll/01 76 Funeral Cr.

09/11/01 7'1 Funcral Cr.

09/13/01 78 Funcral Cr.

09/13/01 79 Funeral Cr.

09/13/01 80 Fune¡al C¡.

09/13/01 8l Funeral Cr.

09/13/01 82 Funeral C¡.

09/13/01 83 Funeral C¡.

09/13101 84 Funeral Cr.

09/13/01 85 Funeral Cr.

09/13/01 86 Funeral Cr.

09/13/01 87 Funer¿l Cr.

09/l3i0l 88 Fune¡al C¡.

09/ì3101 89 Funeral C¡,

09/13/01 90 Funeral Cr.

09/13/01 91 Funer¿l Cr.

09/13/01 92 Praìie Cr.

70 3.8

17 3.5
'79 s

774
754
150 34

844
t43 27

t12 14

148 33

134 28

1'74 50

154 37

150 3t

t49 34

129 24

145 25

147 32.5

65 I

175 48

202 200

284 240

208 100

281 360

MC00t8 08/r0/0r

MC00r9 08/r0/0r

MC00t7 08/r3l01

MC0026 08/13/01

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

RNT

T

T

T

T

À

NSRJ
NSRJ
NSRJ
NSRJ
NSRJ
YSRJ
YSRI
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSRJ
YSR
YSRA
YSRA
YSRA
YSRA

93 Unnamed C¡.4

94 Un¡amcd C¡.4

95 Funeral Cr.

96 Fune¡aÌ Cr.

Released sarne day at capture site

Released same day at capt¡¡re site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Rele¿sed sarne day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capturc site

Released same day at captulc site

Released same day at capture sile

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at caphlre site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Relcased same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capturc site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

ReÌeased same day at captùe site

Released salne day at câptu¡e site

Released same day at capturc site

Released sa¡ne day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Rsleased same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site



Table A1.7. (Continued).

Fisrr ror *lâoþ No.

MC0029 08/13/01 97 Funeral C¡.

MC0030 08/13/01 98 Funeral Cr.

MC003l 08/13/01 99 Funeral Cr.

MC0032 08/14/01 100 Fune¡al Cr.

MC0033 08/14l01 l0l Fune¡al Cr.

MC0034 08/14l01 102 Fune¡al C¡.

MC0035 08/14/01 I03 Galena C¡.

MC0037 08/15/01 104 South Nahanni R
MC0038 08/15/01 105 South Nahanni R
MC0040 08i 16/01 106 Jorgenson Cr.

MC004l 08/16/01 I07 Jorgenson Cr.

MC0042 08/16/01 108 Jorgenson Cr.

MC0043 08/l7i0l 109 South Nahanni R
MC0044 08/17101 110 Marengo Cr.

MC003l 09/11/01 lll Funeral C¡.

MC0029 09/lll01 l12 Fùrcral C¡.

MC0032 09/lll01 I l3 Funeral Cr.

FT085l 09/11/01 ll4 Funeral Cr.

FT0852 09/13/01 l15 Funeral Cr.

FT0853 09/13/01 l16 Funeral C¡.

FT0854 09/13/01 ll7 Furcral Cr.

FT0855 09/13/01 ll8 Prairie C¡.

FT0856 09/25101 ll9 D¡u¡n L. outtet

FT0857 09/25101 120 Drum L. outler

FL
LOCAITOn-

(mm) [,t s"* m"t.'$",",iTor" ilì:" T,.åo ,k'å1 ,Tf;:

292 280

329 360

302 3'70

272 220

307 3r5

370 500

32t 350

330 250

402 '750

245 145

320 455

336 35s

510 1250

359 475

302 260

2'78 240

250 200

2s8 230

284 2s0

299 t80
268 200

245 430

544 1650

504 1600

À
NJ

TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY
TY

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

t
SR

SR

F

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

AF

AF

Reløsed same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capturg site

Released sa¡ne day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at captue site

Released same day at câptu¡e site

Re¡eased same day at capturc site

Released same day at capture site

Recaptu¡e - fish tagged in Funeral Creek, Aug 2001

Recapture - fish tagged in Funelal Creek, Aug 200 1

Recapture - fish tagged in Funeral Creæk, Aug 2001

Released same day at capture site

Spawning (fønale) BLTR, Released sarne day at captu¡e site

Juvenile BLT\ Released sarne day at capture site

Spawning (female) BLTR, Released same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Released salne day at capturc site

Released sa¡ne day at capture site



Table 41.7. (Continued)

FishrDr t!P/iï No.

FT0858 09/25101 l2l Druml. outlet 662 2970

FT0859 09/25101 122 D¡um L. oùtlcr 5'14 2000

FT0860 09/25101 123 Drum L. outlet 671 3250

FT086l 09/25101 124 Drum L. outlet 589 2250

F10862 09/25/01 125 Drum L. outlet 611 2350

FT0863 09,25/01 126 DrumL. outlet 586 2250

F10864 09/25/01 127 Drum L. outler 444 850

FT0865 09/25101 128 Drum L. outter 636 2620

FI0866 09/25101 129 Drum L. outlet 590 1950

MC001 07/22t00 t30 Unnamed C¡.4 350 400

MC002 07122100 l3l U¡named CrA 380 460

MC003 07/23100 132 Unnamed Cr.A 228 t3O

MC004 O'1 /23/00 I 33 Unnar¡ed Cr.A 286 4SO

MC005 07123100 t34 Unnamed Cr.A 300 590

MC006 07/23/00 t35 Unnamed C¡.4 Z4O l9O
MC007 07123100 136 Unnamcd C¡.4 234 IOO

MC008 07/23i00 t37 Unnarned Cr,A 265 t8O

MC009 07123100 138 Unnarned Cra 344 380

MC00l0 07/24100 139 Unnarned Cr.A 3t2 2gO

MCOOll 08/03/00 140 Keele R. 636 t220
*48.835 08/03/00 l4l Keele R 604 2000
*48.814 08/03/00 142 Keele R. 577 1'790
*48.872 08/03/00 143 Keele R. 583 t4t0
't48.695 08/03/00 144 Keele R. 522 t230

FL WI
LOC¡trOn- (mm) (g) sex Mat.3 f\:r'åT Às" Fr'h.. :u¡PY:c Lire6 LifeT

nn clrD -./a/¡Ài hrstory stage

À

T

T

T

T
T

T

T

T
T

T

T

T

T
T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

AF

AF

A¡
AF

AF

AF

AF

AF

AF

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

Released same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Released same day ¿t capture site

Released sa¡ne day at capture site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Relgased same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at captue site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Rgleased sañe day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at captue site

Relqsed same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capturc site

Reìeased same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at captue site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site



Table A 1.7. (Continued),

atrtt"'ffi -.. "".", î"
*48.854 08/03/00 145 Keele R.
x48.774 08/03/00 146 Keelc R.
*48.754 08/03/00 147 Keele R.

MC00l2 08/03i00 148 Keele R.
x48.715 08/04/00 149 Keele R.
*48.795 08/05i00 150 Keele R.

1. MC### &'FT##+ = Floy-tag codes; five digit codes (e.g.,47257) areIx numbers assigned to dead-sampled fish at the Department ofFisheries and Oceans,
Wpg; and numbers with (+) are radio transmitter tags.

2. A - Unnamed Creek flo\¡/ing into Kotaneelee River system, B - Unnamed Creek flowing into Drum Lake outlet.
3. Matudty (see methods for codes).
4. DS : dead-sampled, RNT = released with no tag, T : released with tag.
5.Y=yes,N=no.
6. AF : adfluvial, F : fluvial, SR = stream-resident.

7. A = adult, J = juvenile.

535 r300

485 1000

474 1000

432 730

513 I150

548 t540

TYFA
TYFA
TYFA
TYFA
TYFA
TYFA

À+

Released same day at capture site

Released sa¡ne day at captu¡e site

Released same day at captu¡e site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site

Released same day at capture site



Table 41.8. Qualitative, quantitative, and genetic identification ofbull trout dead-sampled from the Northwest Territories in 2000 and
2001.

Fish lD
code

4'725j Unnamed Cr.

4'1258 Unnamcd Cr.

4'7259 Keele R.

47260 Keele R.

4'7261 Drum Lake

47262 Drum Lake

47325 South Nahanni R

4'1326 Unnamed Cr.

4'732'/ Unnamed Cr.

4'7328 Unnarned Cr.

47329 Keele R.

47330 Fune¡al Cr.

4'1331 Funeral C¡.

4'1332 Funeral Cr.

4'1333 Fr.¡ncral Cr.

47334 Funer¿l Cr.

47335 Funeral Cr.

47336 Fune¡al Cr.

4'733'1 Funeral C¡.

4'1338 frvine C¡.

47339 Drum Lake

47340 D¡um Lake

4'1341 D¡urn Lake

47342 D¡um Lake

Location
Standard Uppe.jaw
length length ARCI BRCI
(mm) (mm)

26'7.0 29.9

335.0 38.3

461.0 53.1

478.0 58.3

508.0 s4.2

536.0 62.5

281.0 30.7

266.0 28.0

246.0 27.\

349.0 45.5

465.0 5'1.9

244.0 30;7

90.0 9.t
60.0 6.3

54.0 6.l
32.0 3.5

36.0 2.9

96.0 10.6

120.0 r2.5

400.0 44.s

368.0 41.7

528.0 '71.7

491.0 60.9

465.0 55.0

t0 26

t2 26

10 28

r0 26

t0 28

928
927
l0 28

928
r0 28

l0 29

t0 26

827
826
728
826
't 26

929
l0 27

l0 28

928
I0 27

926
929

LDF¡ lci "l{ 
Upperjaw

(yrs) posrtron shape

0.5052

0.956'r

1.891I

0.8877

t.5'720

L7659

0.8625

l.5t 66

l.5r 8l
2.4s09

2.8635

1.020't

0.3836

-0.1107

|.2381

0.047 |
-t.2152
2.1626

0.8495

|.'t399

1.6387

2.0267

0.'7829

2.4576

À

8 top

8 top

l0 top

l0 top

9 top

14 top

ll top

8 top

7 top

9 top

9 top

ll top

2 top
I top
I top

0 top

0 top

2 top

3 top

l0 top

9 top
18 top

10 top

ì0 top

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurvsd

decurvcd

decu¡ved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decu¡ved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

de¡urved

Upper jaw
lergth

well p¿st eye flat, triangular large BLTR
well past eye flat, hiangùla¡ large BLTR
well pasl eye flat, t¡iangula! large BLTR
well past eye flat, triang¡.¡la¡ large BLTR
well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR
well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR
welì past eye flat, triangular large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangula¡ large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR
wellpast eye flat, triangular large BLTR
well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR
just past eye BLTR
just past eye BLTR
just past eye BLTR
just past eye BLTR
jùst past eye BLTR
just past eye BLTR
just past eye BLTR

well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR

well past eye flat, triaûgìrla¡ large BLTR
well past eye flat, tria¡gula¡ large BLTR
well past eye flaq dangula¡ large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR

Head shape
IIead
size ¡ftf,s rDN.r,6 rD?

BLTR BLTR
HY BLTR
HY BLTR

BLTR BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR

- BLTR
BLTR BLTR

. BLTR
- BLTR

BLTR BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
. BLTR
- BLTR



Table 41.8. (Continued).

Fish lD, Locatroncooe

4'7343 Drum Lake 560.0

47344 Drum Lake 5'16.0

47345 Drum l¿ke 550.0

41346 Drum Lake 491.0

47347 D¡um Lake 478.0

4'7348 D¡.¡n Lake 492.0

41349 Drum Lake 559.0

47350 Drum Lake 44.0

4'1351 D¡um Lake 51.0

4'1596 Irvine C¡. 560.0
4'7263 Funeral Cr. '72.0

47264 Fune¡al C¡. 65.0

47265 Funeral C¡. 287.0

4'1266 Funeral Cr- 259.0

4'1267 Fr.¡neral Cr. 150.0

47268 Funeral Cr. 233.0

47269 Funeral Cr. 312.0
47270 Funeral Cr. 166.0

Standard
length
(mm)

Upperjaw
letrgth ARC¡ BRC' LDF¡

64.9 t0 27

68.0 9 29

ó8.6 9 28

50.7 9 27

51.5 9 21

57.8 9 29

70.6 t0 27

5.7 10 26

6.5 9 26

67.4 r0 29

s.8 't 26

5.2 6 26

3'7.0 I 28

34.9 9 27

14.9 9 28

27.0 9 2'7

38.3 l0 28

11.5 9 28

Age
(yrs)

1. ARC = principal ana¡ l¡y count.

2. BRC = total br¿nchìostegal l'¿y count.

Iength,istandard length) - 21.8.
4. Eyc position rclative to dorsal surface of he¿d.

5 ldentification for individual fish is based on mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) analyses; BLTR = bull trou! DVCH = Dolly va¡den, Hy = Hybrid, UK = uÌnown.
6. Identification for individual fish is based on ¡ibosomal DNA (rDNÀ) a¡alyses.

7. Identification for individual fish is bascd on the LDF sco¡e, genetic results, and morphor¡etric chamcteristics.

1.2890 l0
2.4489 16

2.0669 I l
0.634s l0
0.807r 13

2.4239 ll
t.6725 I 1

1.t928 I

0.9258 0

2.'7 t22 15

-1.t945 I

-1.3702 I
2.2240 I l
1.8096 9

l.l20l 4

l.l I l7 'l

2.1'732

t.3473 5

Eyun
position

è

Upperjaw
shâpe

top

top

top

top

top

top

top

top

top

top

10p

toP

top

top

top

top

top

top

dccurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurvcd

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

Upperjaw
lergth

v¡cll past eye flat, triangular large BLTR
well past cye flat, trianguld large BLTR
well past eye flat, triangùla¡ large BLTR
well pasteye flat, trianguiar large BLTR
well past eye flat, triangula¡ large BLTR
u'cll past eye flat, triangular large BLTR
well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR
well past eye BLTR
just past eye BLTR
well past eye flat, triangula¡ large BLTR
just past eye BLTR
just past eye BLTR
\¡/ell past eye flat, tríangulæ large BLTR
well pasteye flat, triangular large BLTR
just past eye flat, tiangular large BLTR
well past eye flat, triangula¡ large BLTR
well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR
just past eye flat, triangular large BLTR

Head shâpe
Head
size

mt
DNA5

rDNA6 ID7

. BLTR
- BLTR

- BLTR
BLTR BLTR

- BLTR
- BLTR
. BLTR
- BLTR

BLTR BLTR
BLTR BLTR

- BLTR
HY BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
. BLTR



Table A1.9. Population estimates ofbull trout captured from Funeral Creek in 2001.

Pass

All Life Stages

N (reach 1) N (reach 2)

Juveniles

N (reach 1) N (reach 2)

t4
6

3

t4
5

2

1

2

3

12

4

I

17

17

0.686

18.454

15.546

3.05

100

305

5.5'7

6.05

5. 10

Total catch

Population estimate

Standard er¡or

upper 95% CI
lorver 957n CI

Mean wetted width
Reach length
Sampling area

numbe¡ of fish/100m2

upper 95% CI
lorve¡ 95% CI

t7
t7

0.s31

18.t26
15.874

21

21

1.002

23.090
18.190

24

1.943

28.020
19.980

3.60
100

360

6.67

7.78

5.55

3.s0
200
700

3.00

3.30

2.60

3.02

200
604

2.8t
3.00

2.63



Table A1.10. Physical habitat cha¡acteristics of study locations where habitat use ofbuli trout was measured in the Northwest
Territories during 2000 and 2001.

Drum I-ake outlct

Fìrnefâl Creêk

Stream order Average
Site (map scale 1:50, wetted

000) width (m)

l ! 4.10 4.0

2 | 4.45 4.0

3 2 t6.4 6.4

r I 3.36 1.8

2 | 2.56 7.5

3 r 1.72 4.6

4 I |.70 4.1

1 2 6.26 7.9

2 2 4.86 ?.8

Jorgcnson Crcek

Marengo Creck

Unnamcd Cleck

Averâge
temp (oC)

- Elevât¡on lml
-flolf, 1.up t""r" i,ío Depth (cm)rsampreq ' 

000)

1 2 4.96

2 2 2.82

I 3 10.7 4.1

2 3 13.8 5.6

3 2 5.1? 3.6

4 2 r0.l 4.0

Unnamed Crcck

Drum Lâke (630 48'N,126'09'\Ð
Sept 800

Sept 800

Sept 800
Funeral Creck (61o 36' N' 124'44' l )

Aug 1000

Aug 1100

Sept 1100

Sept 1100
Jorgcnson Creck (610 31' N, 126' 05' \1)

Sept 600

Sept 600
Marcngo Crcck(6lo 35'N' 125" 48'W)

- 600

- 600
Kcclc River (640 14' N, 125' 59' W)

Sept 400

Sept 400

Sept 600

Sept 600
Kotâneclee Rtvcr (60o 36' N, 124o 0f' \ )

Aug 1500

Aug 2000

Depth ald velocities are mea¡ values with ranges in parentheses, 2. Substrate and cover codes are described in methocls.

'| ) ¿o<

2 | 6.90 ì0.3

3 l 5.80 7.8

4 1 7.20 8s

20.4(4-6u) 0.21(0.01-0.81)

19.l(3-66) 0,18(0.014.70)

t49(54-282) 0.32(0.124.49)

28.0(9-89) 0.39(0.0-1,t3)

29.5(9-93) 0.26(0.0-0.93)

22.2(9-80) 0.30(0.1-1.33)

29.1(7-90) 0.22(0.01-0.91)

s3.l(12-140) 0.37(0.01-1.20)

3 r.8(10-72) 0.68(0.01-1.46)

40.9(12-85) 0.4r(0.01-t.40)

3l.s(12-88) 0.37(0.0r-1.72)

38.2(t2-tt4) 0.5s(0.01-r.46)

46.8(t2-t22) 0.41(0.0-1.2s)

3s.9(r2-66) 0.35(0.01-1.02)

45.0(12-130) 0.42(0.0-1.46)

s0.2(15-l l0) 0.29(0.0-1.00)

ss.3(8-135) 0.47(0.0-1.21)

49.1(8-140) 0.51(0.0-1.40)

velocitv lf¡tsìl Domitr¡nt Dominant
' substrate- cover

3

3

0

4

4

4

4

2

5

3

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

2
'1

4

4



APPENDIX 2

IDENTIF'ICÄTION OF CHAR CAPTURED FROM RIVERS IN TIIE

SOUTHERN AND CENTRAL NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, 2OOO,A,ND 2001.



INTRODUCTION

Bull trout (.laive linus confluentus) is one offour cha¡s native to northwestem

Canada. Other char found in the region include Arctic char, S. alpinus,lake trout,!.

natnayacush, and the char most closely related to bull trout, Dolly Varden, S. malma (Lee

et al. 1980; Nelson and PaeTz 1992). Bull trout were described in 1860 by George

Suckley; however, were placed in synonymy with Dolly Varden (Walbaum). In 1978,

bull trout were recognized as a full biological species, thus distinct from Dolly Varden

(Cavender 1978). Further meristic and morphometrìc work (Haas and McPhail 1991)

combined with genetic confirmation of the two char in sympatry (Baxter et al. 1997;

Leary and Allendorf 1997) provided compelling evidence that bull trout and Dolly

Varden were distinct biological species. However, despite meristic, morphometric, and

osteological differences between the two species, their similar morphological appearance

made in-field identification difficult for non-experts.

A linear discriminant function (LDF) proven to be 100 o/o effective in

distinguishing Dolly Varden fiom bull trout was developed (Haas and McPhail 1991).

The LDF is based on meristic and morphometric measurements, and is generally

accepted as an accurate identification tool for the two species; however, a recent study

shows that this discriminant function possesses an inherent bias by design. The LDF is

more likely to inaccurately identify bull trout as Dolly Varden, as a result of missed

counts, since all counts or measurements are higher for bull trout (Haas and McPhail

2001). Missed counts are likely more prevalent forjuvenile life stages as ray counts can

be diffìcult to accurately determine, especially by individuals with limited training.

Furthennore, for young-of-the-year bull trout, meristic traits may not be fully developed
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altering counts, which would result in lower counts and could result in identification as

hybrids or Dolly Varden. The LDF was employed in this study to aid in identification of

unknown chars found throughout the Northwest Territories (NWT). A second objective

of the study was to examine the accuracy of the LDF by comparing the results to genetic

and morphological data from char specimens acquired in wate¡sheds across the NWT

during the study.

METHODS

Forty-two char were captured in the summer and fall of2000 and 2001 from nine

tributaries in the Northwest Territories (NWT). These fish were sacrificed for biological

processing, which included morphometric and meristic measurements (Reist et al. 1997),

age determination fi'om sectioned and whole otoliths, sex and maturity determination, and

gonad weight where possible. Char were captured by electrofìshing and angling. The

hypothesized identity of each fish was determined by examining key morphological

characteristics used to discriminate between Dolly Varden and bull trout in the literature

(Cavender 1978; Nelson and Paetz 1992; Reist et al.2002). The LDF, developed by Haas

and McPhail ( 1991), was used to confirm or refute initial identifications that were based

on morphological features. The measurements used in the LDF, total anal fìn ray number,

total branchiostegal ray number, standard length and maxillary length (Haas and McPhail

1991), were counted and measured on each fish by the same observer during two separate

occasions. The following equation was used to confìrm the identity ofchar captured

(Haas and McPhail 1991):

LDF : 0.629Nb + 0.I 78Na + 37 .310 Lr/L,,21 .8
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Whe¡e:

LDF : Linear Discriminant Function;

N¡ = Total number ofbranchiostegal rays;

Nu = Total number of anal fin rays;

L¡ : Total length ofupperjaw; and

L. : Standard length offish

All fish with LDF values greater than zero are bull trout, and those less than zero are

Dolly Varden.

Genetic analyses were also completed to confirm the identity ofthe samples

obtained. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) analyses (Baxter et aL. 1997) were run on tissue

samples fiom 1 14 char specimens, which included the 42 samples used in the LDF

analyses, by individuals from the fish genetics laboratory at the Freshwater Institute in

Winnipeg. Ribosomal DNA (IDNA) analyses (Baxter et al. 1997) were run on ten tissue

samples, which were also included in both mtDNA and LDF analyses, by individuals

from the genetics laboratory at the University of British Columbia.
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RESULTS

The meristic and morphometric data for char captured during the study are shown

in Table 42.1. The LDF values given for char captured from all locations, except Funeral

Creek, suggest that 100% of the specimens are bull trout. The LDF values for char

captured from Funeral Creek (n = 16) suggest that 56.3% are bull trout and 43.7o/o arc

Dolly Varden. However, most fish assigned values < 0 were all juvenile fish (age 0 - 3)

and those with relatively low LDF values (i.e., 0 - 1) were not sexually mature (Table

1'2.1).

Haas and McPhail (i991) suggested that total branchiostegal ray number is the

best meristic trait to distinguish between Dolly Varden and bull trout. However, this

character caffìot be used exclusively as a definitive characteristic to identifu the two

species. Repoded values for median b¡anchiostegal ray counts are 22 (range 17 to 23) for

Dolly Varden and,27 (range 26 - 31) for bull trout (Haas and McPhail 1991). The median

branchiostegal ray count ofchar captured during this study was 27 (range 26 to 29) anð,

the median anal ray count was 9 (range 9 - 12). The median branchiostegal ray count for

char with negative LDF values (i.e., putative Dolly Varden) was26 (range 24 -26) and

the median anal ray count was 7 (range 6 - 8).

The mtDNA results show that all specimens analyzed were bull trout. The rDNA

results indicate that char no. 47258, 47259, and 47264 were hybrids. However, char no.

47258 and 47259 also show evidence that these individuals are bull trout at the FOK

marker. Char no.47264 shows that it is a hybrid only at the MTB marker but ¡eveals

nothing at the FOK and GH markers.
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DISCUSSION

All char captured were identified as bull trout based on morphological

characteristics. However, the LDF values show that four fish from Funeral Creek were

possibly Dolly Varden. All of the fish with negative LDF values were young-ofthe year

(YOY) and juveniles. Juvenile fish, especially YOY, may not have fully developed ali

bony structures (e.g., branchiostegal rays) or reflect the same proportional characteristics

(i.e., standard length; upper jaw length) as older, further-developed fish might. Meristic

and morphometric traits that have not fully developed could be a plausible explanation

for negative LDF scores.

Although a more likely explanation for misidentification is an inherent bias in the

design of the LDF. Since bull trout always have higher counts or measurements they are

more susceptible to error, which leads to misidentification of bull trout more often than

Dolly Varden (Haas and McPhail 2001). This implies that if errors are made in counts for

bull trout they are likely to result in misidentification ofbull trout as Dolly Varden or

hybrids. Other char captured had low LDF values but showed distinct morphological

characteristics ofbull trout, which may be an indication that this LDF is not appropriate

for this particular geographic region. However, the LDF was designed and tested on 1580

char from all life stages, captured at 310 sites, covering the majority of the known bull

trout range (Haas and McPhail 1991). Furthermore, it has been thoroughly reassessed and

supported by numerous data since its introduction (Dr. Gordon Haas, Professor,

University of Alaska Fairbanks, School ofFisheries and Ocean Sciences, Faitbanks,

Alaska, personal communication 2002). The LDF is very sensitive to subtle variation in

branchiostegal counts which are easily missed especially for small fish. However, no char
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captured had branchiostegal ray counts in the range of Dolly Varden, even very small fish

with low or negative LDF values.

The data suggest that juveniles with negative LDF values from Funeral Creek

may have been hybrids, but more likely were bull trout as no confirmed Dolly Varden

have been captured in this area. Although ribosomal DNA analyses suggest that char no.

47264 was a hybrid, this was only evident at one enzyme marker (MTB), which is

inconclusive. Most char captured appear to be bull trout and have LDF values to support

this. Furthermore, the mtDNA show that all char captured were bull trout, which suggests

that fish with low or negative LDF values are likely incorrectly identified. The

misidentification ofthese char are likely due to errors in meristic counts (e.g.,

branchiostegal rays) which are difficult to count accurately, especially for young-of-the-

year fish by inexperienced personnel.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite low LDF scores for some fish, all char captured have been demonstrated

to be bull trout based on morphometric and/or genetic analyses. The results indicate that

no Dolly Varden char were captured in the study area. Evidence ofbull troulDolly

Varden hybrids were documented in two areas during the study. However, the small

sample size and faint genetic signals discovered for these samples preclude their ìdentity

as known hybrids, The mitochodrial DNA and morphological analyses also suggest that

these specimens were bull trout. The LDF is an effective method for distinguishing larger

bull trout from Dolly Varden in the NWT; however, ca¡e must be taken to accurately

count and measure voucher specimens, especially juvenile and young-of-the-year fish.

Fuúhennore, the co-retention ofa few voucher specimens and their deposition in
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appropriate fish collections should be encouraged for studies conducted in the area,

providing this does not compromise the local populations.
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Table 42.1. Qualitative, quantitative, and genetic identification ofbull trout dead-sampled from the Norihwest Territories in 2000 and
2001.

Fish lD- LOCâtrOn

4'725'7 U¡narned Cr.

4'7258 Unnamed Cr.

47259 Keele R.

47260 Keele R.

47261 Drum Lake

4'7262 Drum Lakc

47325 South Nahanni R.

47326 Unnamed Cr.

4j32j Unnamed Cr.

4'/328 Unnamed Cr.

47329 Keele R.

47330 Funeral C¡.

4'7331 Funeral C¡.

47332 Funeral C¡.

47333 Funeral C¡.

47334 Funeral C¡.

4'1335 Fu¡eral Cr.

4'7336 Funeral C¡.

47337 Funsral Cr.

47338 Irvine Cr.

47339 D¡um l-ake

4'1340 D¡¡m l-akc

41341 D¡urn Lake

41342 D¡um Lake

St¿ndard Upper j¡w
Iength length ARC1 BRC'
(mm) (mm)

261.0 29.9

33s.0 38.3

461.0 53.1

478.0 58.3

508.0 54.2

536.0 62.5

281.0 30.7

266.0 28.0

246.0 27.1

349.0 45.5

465.0 57.9

244.0 30.7

90.0 9.1

60.0 6.3

54.0 ó.1

32.0 3.5

36.0 2.9

96.0 10.6

120.0 12.5

400.0 44.5

368.0 4r;t
528.0 7t;7
491.0 60.9

465.0 5s.0

r0 26

t2 26

l0 28

l0 26

l0 28

928
927
10 28

928
l0 28

t0 29

10 26

827
826
'7 28

826
'7 26

929
l0 27

l0 28

928
t0 27

926
929

LDFr ls: El{
0/rs) pos¡t¡ofi

0.5052

0.956'1

1.89r 1

0.887'7

1.5'720

r.7659

0.8625

1.5166

r .5181

2.4s09

2.8635

t.0207

0.3836

-0.1 107

1.2381

0.04't I
_t,t{,)
2.1626

0.8495

1.7399

1.6387

2.0267

0.'7829

2.4576
N)

8 top

8 top

l0 top

l0 top

9 top

14 top

ll top

8 top

7 top

9 top

9 top

11 top

2 top

I top

I top

otop
0 top

2 top

3 top

l0 top

9 top

18 top

l0 top

l0 top

Upperjaw Upper jair
shape length

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decuved

decurved

decurved

decuwed

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

decurved

well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangùla¡ largc BLTR

wcl¡past eye flat, tria¡gular ìarge BLTR

\rell past eye flat, triângular large BLTR

rrell past eye flat, triangul large BLTR

\rell past eye flat, triangùlar large BLTR

well pasteye flat, triangular large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR

well pasteye flat, triangular large BLTR

\rell past eye flat, triangùlar large BLTR

\rell past eye flat, triangular large BLTR

well pasteye flat, trianguld large BLTR
just past eye BLTR

just past eye BLTR

just past eye BLTR
just past eye BLTR
just past eye BLTR

just past eye BLTR
just past eye BLTR

well past eye flat, triangular la¡ge BLTR

well past eye flat, triangula! large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangulù large BLTR

well past eye flat, t¡iangula¡ large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR

Head shape
Head
size ofif,s rDNe6 n7

BLTR

HY
HY

'ï

eLrn

BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR
BLTR

BLTR



Table 42.1. (Continued).

Fish ID- LOCåtrOn
code

4"1343 Dru:n Lake 560.0

4'7344 Druû Lakc 576.0

41345 D¡um Lake 550.0

4'1346 Drurn [-ake 491-0

4'134'7 Drum l,ake 478.0

47348 Druû Lakc 492.0

4'1349 D¡urn Lake 559.0

4'1350 Drum Lake 44.0

47351 Drum Lake 51.0

41596 lrvine C¡. 560.0

4'7263 Func¡al Cr. 72.0

47264 Funeral Cr. 65.0

4'7265 Fùneral Cr. 287.0

4'7266 Fune¡al C¡. 259.0

4'7267 Funeral Cr. 150.0

4'7268 Fune¡al C¡. 233-0

41269 Funeral Cr. 312.0

47270 Funeral C¡. 166.0

Standard Upper jaw
length length ARC1 BRC'?
(mm) (mn)

64.9 r0 21

68.0 9 29

68.6 9 28

50.'7 9 27

51.5 9 21

57.8 9 29
'70.6 r0 21

5.'7 t0 26

6-5 9 Z6

67.4 r0 29

J,ð I ¿tJ

5.2 6 26

3'7.0 9 28

34.9 9 2'7

14.9 9 28

27.0 9 2'7

38.3 10 28

1'7.5 9 28

LDF3 lel(yrs)

Ì. ARC = principal anal my count.
2. BRC = total bÉnchios¡cgal my count.

jaw lcngth/standard leneth) - 21.8.
4. Eye position ,rjlative to do¡sal surface ofhead.
5. Identification for individual fish is bascd on mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) anâlyses; BLTR = bull trout, DVCH - Dolly Va¡den, HY = Hybrid, UK - unknown.
6. ldcntification for individual fish is based on ¡ibosomal DNA (rDNÀ) analyses.

7. Identification for individual fish is bascd on the LDF score, genetic results, and moçhornetric char¿cteristics.

1.2890

2.4489

2.0669

0.6345

0.8071

2.4239

1.6'.125

r.1928

0.9258

2.7122

-1.t945

-t.3702
2.2240

1.8096

l.l20l
l.lIt7
2.t'732

t.3473

Ey"o
position

l0
16

ll
l0
13

11

11

I
0

l5
I
I
1l

9

4

7

5

tJ

o\
O

Upperjâw Upperjaw
shape length

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

top decurved

well past eye flat, triangulü large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangula¡ large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangula¡ large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangula! large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangula¡ largc BLTR

well past eye flat, triangula¡ large BLTR

well past eye BLTR
just past eye BLTR

well past eye flat, triangula¡ large BLTR
just past eye BLTR
just past eye BLTR

well past eye flat, triangula¡ large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR
just past eye flat, triangular large BLTR

well past eye flat, tria¡gÌ¡lar large BLTR

well past eye flat, triangular large BLTR
just past eye flat, triangular large BLTR

Head shape
IIead
size ofils rotu6 lo7

- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR

BLTR BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR

BLTR BLTR
BLTR BLTR

- BLTR
HY BLTR
- BLTR
. BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR
- BLTR




